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Arabic language instruction throughout the Arab

world has been afflicted with serious shortcomings for so
many years.

Present Arabic curricula, by and large,

follow the traditional pedagogical line that emphasizes
learning and teaching the language as an end in itself.
Very meager efforts have been taken to relate the language

instruction to the lives, needs and interests of the
students.

No serious attempts at enhancing the

psychological, interpersonal, social, universal and

experiential growth of the students through language
learning have been done.

Even the cognitive growth as a

goal of language instruction has not fully been realized
deeper
since present Arabic curricula do not stress the

cognitive aspects, such as problem solving, critical
making.
analysis, sound evaluation, choosing and decision

Vll

.

These short-comings have deterred the students
from attending to their language effectively.

The

language level among the Arab students is less than

satisfactory, and is steadily declining.

The students'

enthusiasm toward their mother tongue has diminished
considerably

.

The seriousness of these two problems

(the decline of the language competency level, and the

students' negative attitude toward their language) has

aroused the concern of many educators

people throughout the Arab world.

accompanied with

a

,’

scholars and lay

This concern

demand for change toward more holistic

Arabic instruction has intensified recently.

This study

is an attempt to look into the problem, pinpoint the

curricular shortcomings that have led to

it,

and to

formulate an alternative approach that addresses them

accordingly
The author, first, presents a historical background
of the problem, and follows its development from late

nineteenth century through the present days.

From the

various views of Arab educators and scholars the author

extracts

a

diagnosis of the problem and the attendant

shortcomings, as well as a rationale for an alternative

holistic approach to Arabic instruction.

Five components

comprise this proposed approach; the cognitive component,
the affective psychological component, the social
viii

component, the universal component, and the experiential
component.

The author, then, proceeds to present

holistic education as it is purported by educational
theories, such as the progressive theory, the cognitive

development theory, the process education theory, the

humanistic theory and its affective and confluent subtheories and programs of application.
English language instruction in the United States
is also researched.

The author, here, shows how the

American educators have had similar concern to that of
their Arab counterparts.

From the views of many American

educators, and from educational program and language

curricular guides in different American school systems,
a

change trend toward holistic English instruction is

detected.

Attempts at applying affective, confluent, and

process approaches in English instruction are also

presented along with research findings concerning the
effectiveness of such attempts in terms of their academic
as well as psychological outcomes.

The author then presents his own version of

holistic education, and his alternative approach to Arabic
language curriculum.

General holistic language objectives

outlined.
as well as specific language arts objectives are

The process of selecting appropriate instructional

learning
procedures and methods as well as the content and
ix

experiences is described and illustrated.

A holistic

evaluation strategy that commensurates with the above
components of the curriculum model is offered at the
end of the model.

Concluding remarks in relation to the

limitation and implementation of the model are offered
in the last chapter.

Implications for further studies

in holistic education in different subject areas,

as

well as in teacher training and evaluation are also outlined

.
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEMS OF ARABIC LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Arabic language instruction in Jordan and throughout
the Arab world is experiencing a crisis.

crisis

— and

That there is a

that it has persisted for a long time

— is

a

fact that is agreed upon by specialists in the field and

by laymen as well.

Many educators do not exaggerate when

they describe the present state of the language curricula
and their instructional practices as "dreadful.’’^

The problem as

I

have experienced it and witnessed it,

both as teacher and investigator, through published studies
and other literature pertaining to Arabic language in-

struction in Jordan and various Arab countries, seems to be
the failure of the language instructional techniques to

bring about effective linguistic and affective psychological
outcomes.

This failure is assumed to have resulted from

an imbalance among and/or a misunderstanding and mistreat-

ment of the five major components of the language in-

structional process:

the affective, psychological; the

cognitive, intellectual; the experiential; the social; and
the universal.

1

—
2

The literature on the crisis in our mother-tongue

education which

I

have studied refers, though vaguely

and with varying degrees of stress, to the significance
of the presence of all or most of these components in any

language instructional planning policy and implementation
strategies.

These studies seem to attribute the crisis

which is manifested by the ineffectiveness of the language
instructional outcomes

— to

the failure to incorporate

these components correctly and purposefully in the

language curriculum and teaching/ learning process.

The purpose of this study therefore is to address
the problem by:

1)

pinpointing its nature and causes

through pertinent views and studies of Arab scholars and
educators; 2) extracting a rationale for an alternative

holistic approach to Arabic language instruction; 3)
formulating an alternative holistic approach in the light
of pertinent holistic educational theories in general and
in the light of similar English language situation and

reform views and projects in the United States in particular.
This chapter deals with the problem as it has been

developing and perceived through the years.

The chapter

will also attempt through the presentation of views and
insights of many Arab educators and scholars, to delineate
a

rationale for the study in general, and specifically for

an alternative holistic approach to Arabic instruction.

.

.
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Arabic Language Redefined
Arabic language in this study means the Classical

Arabic (it is also referred sometime to as "standard,
literary, written, and formal") as opposed to the spoken,

colloquial, or informal Arabic and its vernacular varieties

Classical Arabic is highly structured and has "a complex

inflectional system of case or modal endings.

It is

endowed with a rich vocabulary characterized often by a

multiplicity of lexical items denoting one and the same
meaning or of verbal nouns or plurals for individual verbs
and nouns, respectively."

2

Because Classical Arabic is

the language of the holy Qur’an and of the Arab religious,

literary, philosophic and scientific heritage, it is

regarded as a link which connects the Arabs and Moslems to
their faith and past, and an important factor for "pan-

Arabism"

,

hence its supermacy over the Colloquial.

Therefore Classical Arabic is the official standard
language in all Arab countries.

It is the

most every formal and written activities.

medium of alIt is used in

school textbooks, books, most mass media written and aired
works, political, social, and religious speeches, lectures,

etcetera
hand,
The spoken or Colloquial Arabic, on the other
is

inflectional system
less structured, has a "simplified

dual forms for other
free of case or modal endings and of

4

than nouns and a general tendency to avoid multiplicity
of words or grammatical forms.

It is the medium of

the casual and relaxed conversation, and daily activities
of both the intellectual and the common people all over

the Arab world.

Colloquial Arabic not only varies horizontally (that
is from one Arab territory to another,

and from one area

to another within each territory), but vertically as well,

(varies according to social and intellectual class).
In spite of the fact that the high variety is widely

used by the educated elite in schools, universities,
courts, mass media, religious and social situations, the

Colloquial Arabic still does not enjoy the recognition
of many Arab scholars.

These scholars fear that such

a recognition might promote the colloquial to the level of

the standard, therefore jeopardizing the prestige and

sanctity of the latter and jeopardizing the Arabic
heritage and nationalism as well.
What is it in the Arabic language that makes it

difficult to learn and difficult to teach?

What is in it

that makes it almost impossible to be mastered, "like a

God unattainable,”^ except by rare scholars and teachers
and holy men after many years of scholarly painstaking

work?

What is in it that makes it unwanted by the majority

of the Arab students?

Why is there this phobia for the

‘
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inoth©r tongu© that Ai*ab stud©nts (l©v©lop throughout

th©ir ©ducational ©xp©ri©nc©s?

Mor©ov©r why has the

language attainment level among Arab students been un-

satisfactory throughout the modern history of our
education?
These questions and their linguistic and instructional

implications arose at the outset of the modern Arab

educational renaissance.

As early as 1880 Wilhelm Spitta

raised the issue of the difficulty of Classical Arabic
and its writing system.

He suggested that Classical

Arabic be replaced by the Colloquial (informal) Arabic,
and the Arabic alphabet by the Latin alphabet.^
In 1881 Al-Muqtataf carried some articles that also

suggested the use of Colloquial Arabic instead of the
Classical.

The articles argued that the use of the

Colloquial is needed since it is the language of the
r7

common people

.

In 1892 William Wilcocks (British orientalist) waged
a ruthless attack on Classical Arabic.

He insisted that

it was too classical structurally and syntactically

difficult to learn and to teach.

— too

He went as far as to

attribute the decline of the Arab world, especially Egypt
to the nature of the Arabic language.

g

The remarks of Spitta and Wilcocks stirred a great
deal of debate among the Arab philosophers,

literary men.

.
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linguists, and educators over the validity of those
remarks, and over the question of the Arabic language
in general.

No matter how the Arab scholars diverged on their

judgments concerning Spitta, Al— Muqtataf and Wilcocks and
iheir assessment of the state of the Arabic language, they
all concurred on the existance of a mother tongue crisis

and the over due need for a new look into Arabic and

arrival at some solutions.

The response of the Arab scholars to the Arabic
language crisis varied according to their respective under-

standing and assessment of the problem.
it as a diglossia problem.

Some looked at

They believed that the sharp

discrepancy between the spoken (Colloquial) language and
the Classical (formal or written) language was the cause
for the prohibiting effect of learning Classical Arabic.

Thus the way to remedy the situation was to bring the two
closer by improving and upgrading the Colloquial, and

simplifying and facilitating the classical.

This task

was undertaken to narrow the gap between the two languages,
and gradually to unify them into one language.

Ahmad Lutfi Sayed argued that implementing this idea

would aid and facilitate the
schools

9

learning of Arabic in the

7

In addition to Lutfi Sayyed,

many of the proponents

of this idea are considered prominent in the
Contemporary

Arabic literary awakening, such as Muhammed and Mahmoud
Teimour, Hussein Haykal, Abdul-Aziz Abdul-haa TawfiqAlhakim, to name just a few.^*^
Many attempts were made by them to implement this
idea (the incorporation of the Colloquial into the

classical language in their writings).

Muhammad Teimour

went farther to use the Colloquial as a substitute for the

Classical in some of his literary works.

But these

attempts proved ineffective and generated strenuous
opposition, and this approach eventually came to an end.^^
Some scholars looked at the problem from a different

point of view.
problem.

They believed it to be a structural

Therefore they proposed changes in the syntacti-

cal and grammatical system of the classical language.

Attempts were made to simplify Arabic grammar by eliminating
some of the traditional details and by dealing with those

considered basic.

Hafni Nasif, to improve and simplify

the study of grammar, introduced a modified curriculum
that dealt with the basic and the necessary, and excluded

the undue details of the traditional grammars.

Ali Jarim

and Mustafa Amin made similar attempts and introduced new

simplified grammar textbooks at the turn of the century, as
did Ibrahim Mustafa in 1937.

12

6
8

Other scholars believed that more radical changes
in the grammatical system had to be administered
if

language was to be learned and understood effectively.

Among the proponents of this assumption are:

Qasim Amin,

Salameh Mousa, Anis Freiha, Nasra Said, Hassan Sharif.

Ahmad Yousuf Al-Sheik suggested the elimination of
some subjects in grammar which he felt are unnecessary

burden to the students. 1 4
Some scholars attributed the problem to the difficulty
of the Arabic writing

system.

In 1944, the Arabic

language academy offered a prize of one thousand pounds for
the best suggestion to facilitate and simplify the writing

system in Arabic.
academy,

15

Abdul- Aziz Fahmi

,

a

member of the

went as far, in 1943, as proposing the elimina-

tion of the Arabic alphabet and the use of the Latin

alphabet instead.

1

Ahmad Lutfi Sayyed also called for

a

change in the

inflectional case markings and suggested that they be used
as letters rather than marks.

This suggestion was endorsed

by Taha Hussein, and Tawfiq Al-Hakim.

17

Some scholars ascribed the problem to the presence of

difficult vocabulary, and the profusion of synonyms in the

Classical Arabic.

Thus Ahmad Amin, a leading Egyptian

scholar suggested the elimination of the classically
difficult vocabulary, and the reduction of synonyms as a

.

9

way of easing the path of learning and mastering the

language
For the same reason, 18 Salameh Mousa suggested the

elimination of Arabic Classical literature in the school
as a way to simplify Arabic, and render it more relevant

to the needs and understanding of the students and to meet

the demands of modern times. 19

Most Arab scholars in the first half of this century

looked at the problem linguistically as we have presented
thus far.

The problem to them was then due to the

difficult nature of the mother tongue, and the duality of

our lingual life.

Therefore the changes that were proposed

and undertaken were confined mainly to linguistic and

grammatical aspects of the language.

Some attempts were

made also to narrow the gap between the standard Arabic
and the Colloquial variety.

One finds very few scholars and educators who paid

some attention to the Arabic instructional philosophy and

teaching/learning strategies and process.
Among those few who attempted to tackle the problem
in this context was Muhammad Arafa who criticized the ways
in which Arabic grammar was then taught.

He charged that

those ways were traditional, and relied heavily on teaching

grammatical rules and regulations.

Real language learning,

of and
he believed, comes through active individual reading

10

involvement in major language works that develop
language
intuition.
He believed also that the introduction

of the

study of grammar (by the traditional methods)
to the

students regardless of their mental level and readiness,
had caused students to dislike it throughout their
academic
life years.

Arafa proposed the abolishment of grammar

from the elementary education.

Grammar in secondary

education, he proposed, was to be associated with strong

explanation and sound reasoning.
Perhaps the most impressive view of the problem in this
regard is that of Dr. Al-Husseini who in the thirties

believed that the problem was a problem of methodology more
than anything else.

He stated:

"Literature and Grammar

should be selected to suit the cognitive level of the
learner, as well as his tastes, needs, and interests."

He deplored the traditional methods, which he believed

killed the talent and creativity of the student.

He also

believed that language should interact with the cultural
and emotional trends of contemporary life.

21

But perhaps because of the preoccupation of the Arab

scholars and educators with the linguistic battle of the
late years of the nineteenth century and the first half
of this century, the question of the language instructional

philosophy and methods was basically overlooked.

Therefore

the many changes that have followed throughout the first

11

half and the second half of the century pertaining to

Arabic language curriculum and textbooks have proved superficial and ineffective in bringing about beneficial results.

The questions addressed earlier not only still exist
but persist and remain the concern of every caring educator

and layman in the Arab world.

Again what is in our classical language that renders
it feared,

unwanted by our students, and their attainment

level in their mother tongue has declined even further in

the recent years.

Is it the nature of the language and

the dual language situation, or is it the general in-

structional policies and the teaching methods and procedures

employed responsible for the perpetuation of the problem?!
The recent years, especially the last two decades have

witnessed some attempts in the right direction toward
recognizing, diagnosing and offering some clues to the
causes of and solutions to the problem.

In these new

efforts the focus has justifiably shifted, as we shall see
in the following pages,

from the linguistic and structural

aspect of Arabic to the educational philosophy and

strategies and methods of instruction of Arabic as set
forth by the Arab education systems throughout the Arab
world.

The language instructional philosophy and the

methodology involved are seen to be the hindering factor in
attaining and wanting Arabic by the Arab students.

.
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First, how the problem is recognized and
judged by

modern Arab scholars and educators is fitting here
before
we go to how the problem is perceived by those scholars
and educators and how far they have gone in dealing with
it.
That consensus exists among Arabic language specialists

and educators regarding the insufficient language attain-

ments and the negative attitudes of Arab pupils toward the
language cannot be disputed.

The dissatisfaction with

present Arabic language education policies and practices
is widespread in the Arab world and evident in almost every

study that has been done in recent years; the following
will present those educators' views of the problem and
their understanding of the causes and their recommended

remedies
Anis Freiha acknowledges the deterioration of Arabic

instruction and the effect this has upon the language
attainment level of the students:

"The level of Arabic at

the end of the secondary cycle in all the Arab world is

lower than what it should be; often the level declines to a
point of decadence."

He argues that present curricular and

instructional conditions are driving the students away from
their language, killing their tastes and talents.

That was

the conclusion of the research he had conducted among high

school students in Lebanon.

22

.
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Salih Al-Toma concludes his doctoral
thesis stating
that:
"There is an overwhelming dissatisfaction
with the
teaching of Arabic in general. This is a feeling
shared by
teachers and authorities alike." Prevailing
practices and
attitudes, he states, contribute to the failure of
Arabic
teaching.

Al-tahir states that we must admit the regrettable
reality of our language instruction, whose weakness has

reached a dreadful extent.

He calls for revision and

change and deplores the freezing of Arabic instruction and
Its outmoded methodologies. 24

Al-Bashir Salameh deplores the present state of Arabic
language instruction.

He believes it to be responsible for

the despair of the majority of our pupils and for their

preference for foreign languages, over their native tongue.
The present language instruction policy and procedures, he
argues, have resulted in a privileged language or a

language of the elite.

He urges a total reform and modern

approaches
Dr.

Fathi Yunus and Dr. Mahmoud Naqa acknowledge and

discuss the crisis of Arabic and deplore its present state
of instruction,

and demand a total reform.

26

Abdullah Khamis, a Saudi Arabian educator, in a recent
interview, attacked the way Arabic is being taught which
has resulted in, in his view, a negative attitude among

*

.

.
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the Arab students toward their language,
and a desire to
rid themselves of it altogether
A similar view was stressed by Rux Bin Za’id

Al-Uzeizi, a prominent scholar in Jordan and the Arab

world 28
The dismay over the ineffectiveness of Arabic language

curriculum and practices in Jordan is reflected also in
Amin Malhas

’

report to UNESCO in 1969.^^

The ineffectiveness of Arabic language curriculum

accompanied by the sharp decline of the language competency
level in the Jordanian schools was the reason for the

formation of a University Commission in 1978 to look into
the problem and to pinpoint the causes.

The recognition of the seriousness of the problem and

criticisms directed to Arabic Language Curricula and

instructional practices, and the call for reform are also

stressed by many other Arab scholars throughout the Arab

world among them are Jumbulati et al in The Modern Sources
for Arabic Instruction

Language:

Methods

;

;

Dr.

Abdul-Maj id

in Arabic

Its Psychological Foundations and Its Teaching

Mahmoud Teimour in Problems of Arabic Language

;

Amin Khuli in The problem of our lingual life; Dr. Abdul-Al
in Arabic Teaching Methods

.

The original Arabic titles
*Translat ions by author.
will be acknowledged in the Bibliography.

.
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It

is this recognition of the seriousness of the

problem of Arabic Language instruction and the urgency of
dealing with it that dictated the dedication of the Ninth

Conference of the Arab Teachers League wholly to the
discussion of the state of Arabic throughout the Arab
world, and the diagnosis of its problems.

The conference

took place in Khartoum, Sudan, in February 1976.

Twenty-

seven Arabic language scholars and educators participated

and offered their insights in this matter. 31

Some of

their views will be presented in the discussion of the
causes of the problem and the proposed alternatives in
the following pages.

Causes of the Problem and Proposed Alternatives
Dr.

Aisha Abd-du-Rahman excludes the opinion that

the problem dwells in the nature of Arabic.

She attributes

the problem of Arabic Language to the fact that its native

learners do not learn it as a live language, but as

artificial

rules and solid forms which exhaust both the

teacher and the students.

Students, she continues, learn

their language separate from their linguistic instinct, and

void of acquiring a taste and an appreciation for their
language
The more the pupil learns Arabic, the more ignorant
of it and distant

from it he becomes; and he may proceed

"

.
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in learning it to the end of his college
education without

the ability to write a simple message in his mother
tongue.

She further says that the instructional methods used in

grammar are not

just a bdrden on the students, but they

also lead to confusion and the loss of the pupils linguistic

spontaniety which they used to have before coming to
u
n
school

32

Rux Bin Za'id Aluzeizi, a prominent scholar in Jordan
and the Arab world, sees the cognitive and psychological

unsuitability of the language curriculum as the cause of
the decline of language competency and the negative

attitudes of the learners toward their language.

He also

believes that the problem does not dwell in the difficulty
of the language, but rather in our approaches to teaching

the language.

”We have failed so far to teach our language

to our pupils appropriately.”

He criticizes the curriculum

for not capitalizing on the level of readiness of our

pupils and their interests and needs.
do not comprehend what they learn.

frustration.

"The students, then,

This has caused them

They have become so overcome by the language

that they assume that the problem is the inherent difficulty
of4 it
?

.
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The findings of an investigation into the decline of

Arabic language curricular effectiveness and competency
level among the Jordanian students, undertaken by a

commission from the University of Yarmouk in Jordan, support
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the above judgment and add the failure
of the curriculum
to introduce social and human universal
components to the
language learning and teaching process. The
following

factors, among others, are judged to be
responsible for
the frightening decline in learning Arabic:
1.

Lack of practicality in curricular planning
and materials;

2.

Lack of integration or a holistic approach to
the teaching and learning of the language;

3.

Lack of knowledge of the psychological, mental,
social, and economic circumstances of the
learners and their interests and needs;

4.

Lack of experimentation with new curricula
before implementation;

5.

Overemphasis on the volume at the expense of
the quality;

6.

Failure of the curriculum to include universal
human experiences in the educational and
scientific areas; and

7.

Rigidity of Arabic grammar and its remoteness
from the student's comprehension 34
.

In his report on Arabic language instruction in Jordan

to a UNESCO conference, Amin Malhas stresses the same

shortcomings and further criticizes the lack of process
He deplores the still pre-

oriented language curricula.

vailing look at the teaching of Arabic for its own sake and

merit and not as a means to an end.

He also emphasizes the

following factors which contribute to the ineffectiveness
of the Arabic instruction:

1)

the weakness of teachers'

in-service training, 2) the lack of supplementary reading

”
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materials, 3) the lack of knowledge of
children's literature and books geared to their needs
and Interests, 4) the
absence of research in the field of Arabic
teaching,
(this factor is supported in the following
statement by
Malhas:

"In fact, no educational research In the
field of

teaching Arabic as a mother tongue seems to have
been done
in any part of the Arab world”),

5)

the control of Arabic

language teaching by an old generation of Arabic
teachers..., whose traditional outlook on the subject has

been preoccupied by the mastery of the mechanical skills
of oral reading and the learning of grammar, 6) the dis-

approval of the use of the students' colloquial Arabic,
and 7) the overemphasis on avoiding mistakes in the

classical Arabic.
He concludes with this statement:

"The child is a

human being, growing physically, mentally, emotionally,
and socially; all methods of teaching should be devised
and adapted solely for the service of the child's needs

and aptitudes

.

Other studies and research into this problem agree

with the above analysis of the causes and the recommended

alternative remedial approaches, which recommend the

incorporation of the cognitive, affective, social,
universal and experiential components in the curriculum and

.
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into the language classroom.

Dr.

Abdul Majid

attributes

the Arabic language instructional
crisis to the lack of
relevance of the curriculum to the
psychological and

cognitive needs of the learners as stressed
by modern
educational theories.
He emphasizes the significance of
such factors as individual differences, free
play and
observation, intrinsic rather than extrinsic
motivation,
the emotional needs of the learner with a firm
sense of

responsibility, social awareness, and self-esteem, the

addressing by the school of the daily issues of the life
of the learners, the increase of the learner's choices,

the negative effect of direct preaching, and the students

learning style.

All these factors are to be the focus of

the Arabic curriculum if it is to be effective and pro,

.

duct ive
.

Dr.
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Dhuni talks about how enjoying, appreciating and

understanding Arabic literature remain unaddressed factors
in present-day Arabic instruction.

The examination is perceived as an end, so the pre-

occupation with the fear of the examination distorts the
student's learning experience and distracts him from the
real

objectives of language learning.

he adds,

The examination,

"is the final contact between the pupil and the

literature."

He advocates active participation with the

psychological, cognitive, and social needs of the student
as the foundation of the literature curriculum.

37

.
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Anis Freiha attributes the difficulty
of learning
Arabic written language to the lack
of relevance of its
curriculum to the learner's way of thinking,
his life and
needs.
He proposes the employment of
psychological and
modern educational methods as an alternative
in
the

language curriculum planning.

Language instruction, in

his opinion, should be personalized and
humanized, the same
way language was originated.
"Language was originated out
of emotional and physical needs and activities

Anis Freiha further argues that the absence of these

factors in the language curriculum is the prime cause
of
poor student competency levels, the killing of their tastes
and talents, and the negative attitudes they develop toward

their language.
Dr.

Salih Altoma, in his doctoral thesis, affirms the

responsibility of the present Arabic curriculum for the
failure of Arabic teaching in Iraq.

He recommends

curriculum revision with emphasis to be placed on materials
which are meaningful and suitable to the learners and which

contribute to their intellectual and emotional growth.
Curricula, he proposes, should include colloquial examples
in learning classical grammar in order to facilitate under-

standing and to relate to the reality of the student’s
environment

40
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Dr.

Fathi Yunus et al state that
introducing Arabic
to Its recipients, suffered and
is still suffering from
randomness and aimlessness, thus it has
been considered
difficult to learn and to master.
"We," they comment,
"in our language lack many of the
scientific learning

methods, which render the teaching of the
language relevant
to the child and motivate him to learn it.^^

Abdul 'Alim Ibrahim Muhammad criticizes the grammar

curriculum and current practices in the Arab schools as
being overly large and crammed with too many subjects that
are not commensurate with the cognitive levels of the

students.

He urges that the planning of curricula and the

writing of textbooks be geared to the cognitive level of
the learners.

He urges also that experiential approaches

to grammar should be introduced with more focus on

application.

He makes a similar suggestion in relation to

the subjects of rhetoric and spelling (dictation)

Nadwa Nawawi characterizes the teaching of Arabic
speech and composition in the elementary grades as in-

sufficient and overly dependent on old and useless methods.
She calls for a change from a teacher-centered approach to
a

student-centered, dynamic classroom approach. 43
Dr.

Ibrahim Shafe’i makes the same remarks when he

blames the students' weakness in their native tongue on the

methods of teaching the language.

"Teaching of Arabic,"
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he says,

"is still based mostly on old,

traditional

approaches, in which the teacher is the
conveyor of information and the students are the
receivers." He

attributes the stumbling of Arabic teaching
to the scarcity
of research in the field of Arabic
language
instruction.

Most of the studies conducted, he states,
are academic in
their nature.
They do not deal with the language instruction.

Among the factors he believes contribute to the

shortage of research in this field is the conviction
of
some Arabic language educators that Arabic is sanctified,

therefore it should not be subject to research or experimentation.

Another factor is the lack of familiarity

on the part of the teachers of Arabic with modern methods

developed and utilized in other modern languages throughout
the world.

He includes the lack of incentive for research

in the area as another factor.

Furthermore, he argues, there

do not exist theories in the teaching of Arabic,

other languages in the world.

as for

"Therefore," he says, "our

language practices in this field are not founded on sound,

consistent theories." 44
Dr.

Abdul-qadir Ahmad describes his alternative litera-

ture curriculum as one that suits the needs, interests, and

levels of the students and has bearing on and relates to

their lives and reflects their environment.

He calls for

a literature curriculum whose function is to deepen the

.
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pupil's insights into their lives and
enrich their social
skills and human experiences, and motivate
them always to
seek a better life.^^

Majid Dam 'a et al apply the above description
in
their criteria for a good language curriculum
Dr.

•

Al— Tahir perceives his alternative curriculum
to

focus on the above factors and to capitalize upon the
students' own experiences as a learning mechanism.

This

alternative curriculum is designed also to enhance the
student's self-confidence and freedom and to diversify the
language activities linking them to the outside world.

He

even places the priority of the students' needs over the

chronicle organization of the contents.
Ali Jumbulati, et al, add to the consideration of the

learner's experiences and psychological needs, other
factors.

The human side, they demand, must appear in the

Arabic language curriculum if it is to help learners cope
with the continuous commotions of the world.

Problem

solving, rather than memorizing, with emphasis on under-

standing and enjoyment should be among the main characteristics of the alternative curriculum.

They advocate a

holistic approach to teaching Arabic as opposed to a

fragmented approach.
The integrated, holistic approach is stressed also by
Dr.

Abdul-Al.

He also calls for the coordination of the
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psychological needs of the learner and the
logical
organization of the materials.^® The issue
of tying the
pressures of the modern world to the reform
of Arabic
language instruction is also brought up by
Mahmoud

Teimour.

Teimour also calls for facilitating the use of the
students' informal language as a way of achieving
relevance
in the Arabic language classroom.^®

Even as early as the thirties we are able to find

educators acknowledging the shortcomings of Arabic language
instruction and touching on some remedial clues.
Dr.

Al-Husseini sensed the problem at that time and believed

that one of the causes of the difficulty of learning Arabic
is the teaching techniques and methods employed.

ture and Grammar should be selected to suit

"Litera-

the cognitive

level of the learner, as well as his tastes, needs, and

interests."

He deplored the traditional methods, which he

believed responsible for killing the talent and creativity
of the student.

He also believed that language should

interact with the cultural and emotional trends of con-

temporary life.^^
The following conclusions can be discerned from the

preceding studies.
1.

Classical (or standard or formal) Arabic is the

recognized, respected and adhered to language in the Arab
world.

It has been so throughout the Arab and Islamic
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history

,

a.nd

it will remain so

.

It

is the vehicle which

connects the Arabs with their history, heritage, faith
and civilization.

It is an indispensable factor that links

the Arab states and consolidates the Arab nations.

It

follows that there can be no substitute for this language,
as vowed by some Arab and non-Arabic scholars in the last

two centuries

.

The attempts to replace classical Arabic

with the colloquial (local spoken language) have failed to
render any effectiveness or sound rationale.

There are,

however, those who call for the utilization of the colloquial

since it is the spontaneous

and daily language of the

learner, as an aid to the learning of the classical, and
to add a touch of familiarity and acceptance to the learner.

The least those educators and scholars are asking is the

acknowledgement of the learners' informal language in their
classical language classes.

This notion has earned the

acceptance and the support of many educators around the
Arab world.
2.

There seems to be a consensus among the Arabic

language specialists and educators, especially recently,
that the difficulty of learning Arabic is not entirely due
to the inherent difficulty and phonetic and syntactical

richness of the language, instead it is apparent that

approaches and methods employed in Arabic instruction have

contributed considerably to its crisis.
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3.

There is a shortage of studies and
research in

the field of Arabic language instruction.

Continuous

studies and experiments and new approaches
are needed and
encouraged to update and upgrade the instructional
methods
of the language and open its avenues to
different instructional innovations and theories in modern language
throughout the world.

There is a consensus in the above litera-

ture in regard to the recognition and the nature of the

crisis of Arabic language instruction in Jordan and in
the Arab world in general.

The problem which the views

presented earlier delineate is two dimensional.
a.

There exists the psychological dimension,

manifested in the Arab students’ fear, negativism
and/or boredom resulting from attempts to learn their
language and which has only recently received the

attention of educators and scholars.
b.

The other is the cognitive dimension which is

characterized by poor achievement in language skills
and the generally low competency level.

The above views show that the outdated, traditional

methods and practices are unsuitable to the learners and to
modern educational functions and goals.

Therefore the

curriculum building policy and language instruction
methodology, as such, are regarded as ineffective and the

movement toward reform as inevitable.

The ineffectiveness
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of present Arabic language curricula
and their delivery

methods is ascribed in the above views to
their failure to
encompass and deal effectively with the
following components

.

The psycholo gical affective aspect

.

Present curricular

design and implementation strategies have failed,
they
argue, to deal with such issues concerning learners
as in-

trinsic motivation, freedom of choice, learners' experiences

utilization of the students' informal language as part of
^heir experiences, also learners' involvement and learner-

centered classroom activities, the enjoyable aspects of
learning, the relevance of the material to the learners'
lives, the psychological and emotional needs of the

learners, their self-esteem and self-confidence, the daily

issues in the lives of the students, and their learning

styles and emotional growth.

Other affective issues

stressed are, in general, lively language curricula,

elimination of lifeless elements, personalization and

humanization of language instruction, and motivation for a
better life.
The cognitive aspect

.

The studies indicate that the present

curriculum and the instructional mechanism do not adequately
deal with essential cognitive issues such as problem

solving techniques, creativity, individual differences,
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understanding instead of memorizing, the
learners'
cognitive development levels, the
examination as a means
not an end, the learners'

readiness, simplification of

Arabic grammar and writing, the utilization
of the learners'
informal language as a way of simplifying
and facilitating
learning and mastery of their formal educational
language.

The experiential aspect

.

Present language curriculum and

implementation strategies are viewed in the above studies
as not addressing adequately the doing aspect of learning,

free play and observation, connecting learning with

environmental manipulation, outside school activities,
in-class individual and group work, and dramatization.
The social aspect

.

Issues such as social and environmental

awareness, social and communication skills, social

responsibility, cultural trends, community/ learner interaction, classroom students' interaction, and group

dynamics do not have a defined place in the present
language curriculum.

Universal human aspect

.

No serious and clear effort has

been made to bring universal human experiences, contemporary
life experiences or universal awareness to the classroom
as part of the language learning experience.
4.

Although the failure of the present Arabic language

curriculum to encompass all or some of these components is
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assumed to be the cause of the ineffectiveness
of the
language education, still these components
are vaguely
referred to. No serious effort has been made
to define
and describe in detail and with specifity
these learning

components and how they can be incorporated and
implemented
in the language teaching/learning process.

Since these

five learning components are referred to, though in

varying degrees of clarity and emphasis in all the alternative ideas presented earlier, it is assumed that any

serious remedial approach has to capitalize on and include
these components in balance and coherence.

The author is

inclined to call such an approach Holistic approach.

The

term here is chosen not only to stess the integration of
the five components of learning;

the cognitive, the

affective, the social/environmental, the universal and
the experiential, but to stress also the integration of all
the language arts in the language learning process.

This

holistic approach is assumed to help remedy the situation
of Arabic language education,

effective.

and to render it more

More effective here means more student-centered,

more meaningful, more humanistic and affective, more
socially, universally, experient ially oriented, and more

cognitively sound.

And finally this approach is expected

to aid the student to gain more in language skills and

competency.

This holistic, integrative approach, as will

.
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be shown in the following chapter,
is in line with modern
language instructional theories in
general, and the
humanistic, affective education movement
in the United
States in particular.

Therefore the goal of the remainder of the
dissertation is to include:
A general theoretical survey of holistic
education
as it is described and called for by various
influential educational theories and programs in the

United States.

A look at the application of the holistic approach
in the English language instruction in the United

States

The formulation of a holistic model to Arabic instruction by tying together the loose ends of the
general views presented earlier in this chapter,
and in the light of the literature pertaining to
the holistic education in the United States.

.,

,

.
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CHAPTER

I

I

HOLISTIC EDUCATION IN THEORY

Holistic Education, in theory,
has been called for and
stressed under different names and
in varying degrees
since man became Interested in
systematic
education.

Stuart Miller in his introduction
to George Brown's Book
"Human Teaching lor Human Learning"
says of the confluent
education project of Brown and other
affective programs
around the country that "they are the
beginning
of a

serious attempt to renew one of the oldest
traditions of
education, the education for the whole man."
"It is

obvious," he continues, "that we have wandered
away from
this tradition."

The call for holistic education was

revived early in this Century paralleling the advancement
of the scientific and technological discoveries, and

intensified recently, taking many forms, designs, strategies,
contents and programs.

Progressive experiential movement,

cognitive developmental theory, psychological or humanistic
theory, affective, confluent, values clarification and

process education, all have tried to deal with the question
of integration and holism in education along with a host
of other related questions, among them:

What is education?

What is the ultimate goal of education?

How can education
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be meaningful, effective in all
its aspects?

education
intended lor the mind at the expense
of the emotion?
Are the cognitive skills the only
skills education

must endeavor to fulfill?

education.

Is

Is such education complete

If we agree that man is not only
cognition, but

also an emotional, feeling, social, dynamic,
interactive,

universal citizen, shouldn't education then embrace
all
these elements? Is education short-term, close-ended,
a life long process?
a

or

If we agree that the human being is

whole rather than fragmented pieces, shouldn't education

then deal with the total human being?

holistic?

Mustn't education be

This chapter will deal with the question of

holism in education as expressed and/or stressed and

operationalized by various educational theories and
instructional frame works, along with their rationales.
The Progressive/Experiential Theory of John Dewey

Dewey in his progressive theory can be said to be the

principle source of affective, process, and holistic
education.

He dedicated all his professional life to bring-

ing more dimensions to education (the affective and the

experiential), so as to render it richer, more meaningful,
more effective, and more integrated.

Relevance of the

education to the learners' experiences, needs

,

and interests,

is a theme that is constantly reiterated and emphasized in
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theory.

Experiential learning (learning by doing),

individual and group dynamics in the
classroom, environmental, social and universal awareness,
continual

growth,

freedom of observation are elements that
are repeatedly
and diligently emphasized and called for
by Dewey in his
numerous books, discourses, lectures and practices
in
education.

"The educator" he states, "must survey the

capacities and needs of the particular set of individuals

with whom he is dealing and must at the same time arrange
conditions which provide the subject matter or content for

experiences that satisfy these needs and develop these
capacities." 2

Dewey warns the teacher against getting

occupied with the subject matter in itself, rather than in
its interaction with the pupil's needs and capacities and

experiences.

3

When education fails to recognize the needs

and purposes of the learner, Dewey warns, it "becomes just
a

something to be memorized and reproduced upon demand.""^
About education and social responsibility, Dewey says

that "a curriculum which acknowledges the social responsi-

bilities of education must present situations where problems
are relevant to the problems of living together, and where

observation and information are calculated to develop
social insight and interest."

5

Dewey holds education responsible for providing the

learner with universal awareness experiences and skills.
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These experiences in turn are to
contribute to a life long
process of growth. The educational
institutions, he says,
must "secure the ability to appraise
the needs and issues

of the world in which we live.

Books which are cut from

vital relations with the needs and
Issues of contemporary
life themselves become ultra technical.”^
About education as a process of continual
growth,

Dewey says that

’’the

purpose of school education is to

insure the continuance of education by organizing
the

powers that insure growth.

The inclination to learn from

life itself and to make the conditions of life such
that
all will learn in the process of living is the finest

product of schooling.”^

The integration of education

with life is the essence of holism in education, an idea

which is voiced by Dewey repeatedly.

"Education is all

one with growing; it has no end beyond itself.

The

criterion of the value of school education is the extent
in which it creates a desire for continued growth and

supplies means for making the desire effective in fact."
Dewey even goes further to say that "education is
of living."

9

a

Q

process

Like the recent humanistic and affective

theories of education, Dewey places the center of gravity
of education in the learner,

education revolve.

about whom "the appliances of
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In this dynamic,

experiential, learner-centered

education, Dewey safeguards such an
education (lest it
becomes engulfed by anarchy) by insisting
on the sense of
responsibility, control and purpose.
In reasoning why
learners are social wreckage or failures,
Dewey blames
the school for not being able to utilize
their learner’s
own power.
"They never have been educated to habits of

self-control and self-adjustment.

They never have been

rendered flexibile, capable of using good judgment
during
their school years.
Sense of responsibility and weighing consequences are
not just intellectual, but affective as well.

This is

transparent in Dewey's understanding of experience as a

deliberate control of what we do to things, and what we
suffer and undergo from things as a consequence of our own

purposive endeavors. 12

He sees freedom of learning and the

learner's participation in his/her learning process con-

ducive to a sense of responsibility, control and decisionmaking.

Dewey states that

the process that we would call instruction of learning,
definite learning, will always be found to be one of
participation on the part of the child himself in the
growth of his own experience, and he begins to
exercise a certain amount of control in deciding
what experience shall be his. 13

The freedom of purposeful intelligence resides on the
top priorities of Dewey's progressive education.

"The only

freedom that is of enduring importance is freedom of

.
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intelligence, that Is to say, freedom
of observation and
of judgment exercised in behalf
of purposes that
are

intrinsically worthwhile
The criterion for a really humanistic
knowledge is
whether it liberates both the human intelligence
and the
human sympathy.
"Any subject matter which accomplishes
this result is humane, and any subject matter
which does
not accomplish it is not even educational.”^^

Dewey had strived before anybody else in this century
not just to make education more affective but to
change
its contents and methodologies to holistic, where all the

components of education, cognitive, personal, social,
experimental, universal intermingle to render that effect.

There is no dichotomy, Dewey stresses, among these
components, nor is the formulated matter (traditional

subject matter) antithetical to process of growth.

Educa-

tion IS all one, a process of living. 16

Dewey in his affective, experiential and holistic

view of education has inspired and influenced considerably
the recent development in the theories of process, affective, confluent, and values clarification as well as

numerous other humanistic movements to which we will refer
as the chapter progresses.

One of those who had considerable influence on Dewey,
as he himself states,

is Francis Parker, who several

f

k

:
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decades earlier had called for a new
education where
learning is student-centered, dynamic,
and has relevance
and personal meaning to the learner.
He established an

educational system which applies this philosophy,
known as
the Quincy system” in Quincy, Massachusetts,
in 1873.

The project was his alternative to the then
diterioriated

educational situation in Quincy.

The report of the school

committee of the town of Quincy for the school year 1878-79
describes the system and its effects in the following

manner

Things soon began to happen. The set curriculum was
abandoned, and with it the speller, the reader, the
grammar, and the copy book.
Children were started
on simple words and sentences, rather than the
alphabet learned by rote.
In place of time-honored
texts, magazines, newspapers, and materials devised
by the teachers themselves were introduced into the
classroom.
Arithmetic was approached inductively,
through objects rather than rules, while geography
began with a series of trips over the local countryside.
Drawing was added to encourage manual dexterity
and individual expression.
The emphasis throughout
was on observing, describing, and understanding,
and only when these abilities had begun to manifest
themselves among the faculty as well as the students-were more conventional studies introduced 17

—

.

Parker downplayed the tremendous national attention
his system received saying that
he was simply trying to apply well established
principles of teaching, principles derived directly
from the laws of the mind. The methods spring from
them are found in the development of every child.
They are used everywhere except in school. 18

.
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Numerous studies and evaluations were
conducted to
find out if his school system was working.

Impressive

results both in the academic level and the
attitudes of
the students toward learning were reported.
Parker

stated that the goal of his project was two fold:

To move

the child to the center of the education process and
to

interrelate the several subjects of the curriculum in
such a way as to enhance their meaning for the child.

Parker’s school system at Quincy was a revolutionary
attempt in the way of humanizing and totalizing education.
The cognitive, affective, experiential, environmental,
and social aspects of learning were all stressed and

utilized and linked holistically in

a

process oriented

learning
Piaget and the Cognitive Development Theory

There are many similarities between Piaget in his

cognitive developmental theory in learning and Dewey, for
example, view of education as child-centered, dynamic,
active, personal, interpersonal and process oriented.

Although the emphasis of Piaget's theory is on cognitive
development and cognitive maturation, his theory seems
to call for and emphasize a holistic approach toward that
end.

That is the cognitive, affective, experiential,

social and interpersonal aspects of learning are to be

.
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incorporated in the learning process.

In this regard

Piaget's theory is in line also with movements such as
the whole child, individual differences, the teaching to
think,

intuitive and curiosity, intrensic motivation,

etcetera."

21

These also can be categorized under human-

istic and affective education movements.

One educator concludes his analysis of Piaget's theory
as applied to education with three main principles drawn

from the theory:
1.

Learning has to be an active process, because
Piaget believes that knowledge is a construction
from within.

2.

Social interaction among pupils in the school
is necessary.
Piaget believes that without the
opportunity to see the relativity of perspectives
the child remains a prisioner of his own egocentric point of view.

3.

Real experiences have to be the base for intellectual act ivities 22
.

The role of the teacher in Piaget's theory like in

Dewey's theory and other affective, holistic theories,
is not one of transmitting ready-made knowledge to

children.

It

is to help the child construct his own

knowledge by guiding his experiences.

Teachers' difficult

and necessary role includes diagnosing each child's emo-

tional state, cognitive level and interests, and prepare
the appropriate learning experiences accordingly

23

Piaget seems to call for a holistic approach if

education is to be meaningful personally and more
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productive cognitively.

This is manifested when he

stresses variables such as student's
readiness, cognitive
level, stage of emotional
development, individual
and

group dynamics, and trial and error
approach to learning
without the fear of being penalized
for doing mistakes.
These variables are essential in any
learning situation
and are to be the basis for any
curriculum planning
teaching and learning process.

Perhaps one of the most significant contributions
to
education in this century is Piaget’s Theory of
Cognitive
Development.

The four stages of the Cognitive development

the individual has to go through in progression
has great

implication in education.

Curriculum planning, selection

of content and learning experiences must be tailored to

commensurate with the learners' cognitive stage, intellectual level and their learning style.

Piaget details

each stage's characteristics, variables and cognitive
and emotional readiness for the kind of learning that

suits it.

He also, drawing from extensive experiments,

proposes some concepts and methods to utilize the

potentials of the learners for furthering and enhancing
the pace of their cognitive development.

The learning

situation that is required here is one in which
the learner is fully involved, experimenting, manipu-

lating and engaging joyfully in a challenging
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problem-solving process.

Some applicational proposition

to language teaching and learning
will be made in the

following chapter.
The Process Education Theory
Bruner. Berman and Cole
A Piagetian cognitive development oriented
process

education in a seemingly holistic manner is represented
by Jerome Bruner.

His idea of process education is

manifested in his belief that the goal of education is not
short-run objectives and skills, it is rather
process of discovering and transferring.

a

life long

Therefore

leraning in his view should consist not of skills, but
general ideas

which can be used as a basis for recognizing subsequent problems as special cases of the idea
originally mastered. This type of transfer is at
the heart of the educational process.
The continual broadening and deepening of knowledge in
terms of basic and general ideas. 24
Although affective aspects of learning are stressed
to serve an intellectual end (to insure permanence and

life-long ability for transfer and problem.-solving)
nevertheless, the affective domain is stressed.

,

When

Bruner calls for structuring subject matters around
general ideas or principles, he emphasizes that these
subject matters have to have relevance to the learners'
needs and interests as one factor in mastering them.
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Other factors include the learner's involvement and

participation in a discovery method of learning, and
adopting this method to become as a habit throughout the
individual's life.

Bruner almost puts an equal emphasis on development
of attitudes along with the mastery of subject matter.

"Mastery of fundamental ideas of a field involves not only
the grasping of general principles, but also the develop-

ment of an attitude toward learning and inquiry toward

guessing and hunches toward the possibility of solving
problems on one's own." 26
Bruner even ties the quality of the teaching materials
to the extent to which they help the learner to master

himself and strengthen his views of the world.

"Unless

the learner also masters himself, disciplines his tastes,

deepens his views of the world the 'something' that is
got across is hardly worth the effort of transmission."

27

He says that "if education is to be a process and
for life and for further social functioning, the school

must also contribute to the social and emotional develop-

ment of the child."

28

But Bruner in his process curriculum "Man:

A course

of Study" is criticized for being rationalistic and

cognition— or iented even when he talks about the affective
domain of education.

Richard Jones criticizes Bruner

.
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extensively for drifting away from
real concern for the
affective domain in his educational
practices.
Jones says
that when Bruner refers to self,
and tastes and views of
the world he refers exclusively to
the cognitive
sell, to

rational tastes and intellectual views
of the world.
No matter how incomplete Bruner’s
emphasis

is on the

affective components in education, his ideas
concerning
process education and a life-long open-ended
objectives
lend a great deal to the concept of total
approach to
learning.

How can education serve life-long learning

processes unless it involves the whole learner, unless it
is deeply connected with the interests and needs of
the

learner, unless it combines and promotes equally intellectual,

intuitive and affective growth?

Bruner is considered a pioneer in the theory of
process education.

In the following pages we will present

two other process education proponents with more con-

spicuous emphasis on the affective domain and holistic

learning
Louise Berman and Henry Cole emphasize more holistic
views of education.

They call for education that is

open-ended, ongoing experience, where the student is in
the center of it,

involved with all his various capacities,

and his needs are being met in an ongoing growth process
and self-realization.

.
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Berman sees
the task of education is to aid the person
in
harnessing his energies in such a way that he
is
able continuously to bring his new insights
into line
with a view he is developing about himself.
His
idealized and his actual self are in constant
movement.
Furthermore, the assumption is made that man
IS responsible for his own mental and
physical health
and has the obligation to help foster the human
community where each person is concerned for the
other
In introducing her model of process curriculum,

Berman has very much in mind the view that cognition and
affect are inseparable.

She says that "thinking and

feeling are in actuality transpiring simultaneously."

She

further states that feeling cannot adequately be described

without seeing it as closely interrelated with mind.^^
This viewpoint is delineated in the form of essential
life long skills.

has to address:

There are eight such skills education
perceiving, communicating, loving,

decision making, knowing, patterning, creating and valuing.
These eight processes, beside their process oriented

learning pattern, reflect, when put together, a holistic
learning, where intellectual, affective personal, experimental, social, universal and creative components are

partially or wholly linked in the learning situation.
Berman presents in her book (New Priorities in the

Curriculum) a model on how these process skills are

incorporated in the traditional curriculum, and how
traditional subject matter can serve as

a means

toward
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attaining them.

The model also shows how these skills
can

overlap and some of them are used for the
realization of
the others, or the realization of some
of them can be
attained through any one of them.

Furthermore, the

introduction of these processes can be tailored
to suit
the age and cognitive levels of the learner,
and some of

them can be emphasized more than the others according
to
the cognitive level and the nature of the subject
matter.

Henry Cole in introducing his process education views,
discusses the inadequacy of curriculum projects of the

sixties and early seventies.

He criticizes them for

being less integrated and holistic in their orientation
and implementation.

In his view, both the analytic

thinking skills oriented curricula and the affective
expressive and social interactive skills oriented curricula
are equally important and needed.

Education, in his view,

that emphasizes one of them at the expense of the other is

incomplete.

Both should be combined in order to insure

effective, meaningful and productive education. 33

Cole introduces process education as an alternative

approach to unify cognitive and affective domains of
education.

He states that

process education recognizes that the first and
foremost objective of curriculum and instruction
should be those skills which the learner needs if he
is to acquire, organize, generate and utilize in a
satisfying and productive manner the wealth of
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knowledge available to him
These
include perceptual, motor,
affective, cognitive
^
^
and social interactive skills.
34
In his definition of skill,

Cole defines it in terms

of process.

The skill, he says, is the plan,
the program
for action, the means by which
behavior (action) is
organized and directed toward goal
attainment.
He further
believes that the term "process” is
quite appropriate
for

skill.

Berman and Cole's views pertaining to process
education
and their general understanding of the
philosophy
and

goals of education seem similar to those views
of Dewey,

Parker and more so to those views of the humanistic
affective theories and instructional programs.

Taxonomy of the Cognitive and Affective
Educational Ob.jectives
The urge for a new focus on education and more

emphasis on the affective domain prompted Krathwohl

,

Bloom

and Masia to develop a taxonomy of educational objectives
for both the cognitive and the affective domains.

These

objectives are introduced in terms of processes both in
their sequential form and their nature.

The cognitive

objectives are those which emphasize remembering or re-

producing something which has presumably been learned, as
well as objectives which involve the solving of some

intellective task for which the individual has to
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Cognitiv© obj©ctiv©s vary from simple

recall of material learned to highly original and creative

ways of combining and synthesizing new ideas and materials.
The affective ojbectives are those which emphasize a

feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of acceptance or
rejection.

Affective objectives vary from simple attention

to selected phenomena to complex but internally consistent

qualities of character and conscience.

A larger number of

such objectives in the literature are expressed as
interests, attitudes, appreciation, values and emotional

sets or biases.

Krathwohl et al also describes a third

type of objectives, the psychomotor objectives which

emphasize some muscular or motor skill, some manipulation
of material and objects or some act which requires a

neuromuscular co-ordination.^^
The authors refute the belief which states that if

cognitive objectives are developed, there will be

corresponding development of appropriate affective behaviors.

They cite researches

that raise serious

questions about the tenability of this assumption.

The

evidence suggests, they argue, that affective behaviors
develop when appropriate learning experiences are provided
for students much the same as cognitive behaviors develop
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from appropriate learning experiences.^'^

The authors go

further to say that under certain conditions
the development of cognitive behaviors may actually
destroy certain
desired affective behaviors.^®
The insistence of the authors on the unity of
the

cognitive and the affective domains is reiterated
over
and over again throughout their books.

The fact that we attempt to analyze the affective
area separately from the cognitive, is not intended
to suggest that there is a fundamental separation.
There is none. The emphasis on affective domain in
this effort is useful in that it emphasizes the
fact that affective components exist and in analyzing
their nature. 39
The overlapping and the correlation between the objectives
of both domains are discussed and confirmed by the authors

almost in one to one correspondence.

For example, recall

and recognition of knowledge (first cognitive objective
on the cognitive continuum) cannot be attained without

the willingness to receive it and attend to it (first

objective on the affective continuum).

Responding

(affective) cannot take place without comprehension
(cognitive), and so the correlation and overlapping goes
on horizontally as well as vertically.

This correlation

has led the authors to discuss the issue of using one

domain as a means to the realization of the goals of the
other.

They cite research findings and theories as well

as examples to confirm this assumption.

40
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Looking at the categories of the
objectives of each
domain as the authors state them, one
discerns elements
of learning that have been stressed
by modern educational
and psychological theories; progressive,
process, cognitive
development, affective, confluent, etcetera.
There are
elements such as dynamism in learning, interpersonal,
social, experiential, universal, exploratory,
personal

and so on.

Judging also from the sequence of objectives

in each domain,

one can see that the authors very much

have in mind the cognitive and affective stages of
learning.

Each sub-category is built in relation with

the previous one, and each progresses gradually towards

more sophistication according to the level of the
learner.

One recalls here Piaget's cognitive develop-

mental theory and its educational connotation.

Judging also from each continuum, one sees the
affective domain extends beyond the cognitive continuum.
The authors believe that the certain affective objectives
have made explicit a complete regularity and automaticity
of response which may also be implied in many cognitive

objectives.

Thus the discrepancy can be reconciled. 41

One more comment on the chart of the objectives, is that
the way these objectives are sequenced and defined and

related to their own domain and to the other domain

.

.
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suggests a process, integrated, and
holistically oriented
method of learning.

Figures

1

and

2

present a condensed version of the

cognitive and affective domains of Krathwohl's
Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives.
1.0

Figure
1.1

1

The Cognitive Domain

1.1
Knowledge:
involves the recall of specifics and
universals, the recall of methods and processes, or
the recall of a pattern, structure, or setting.

Knowledge of specifics: the emphasis is on
symbols with concrete referents.
Knowledge of terminology: Knowledge of the
referents for specific symbols (verbal and non
verbal )
1.1

Knowledge of specific facts: Knowledge of date,
events, persons, places, etcetera,

1.2

Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with
specifics.
Knowledge of the ways of organizing,
studying, judging, and criticizing.

1.21 Knowledge of conventions:
Knowledge of
characteristic ways of treating and presenting
ideas and phenomena employing usages, styles,
practices and forms which best suit one's

purposes
1.22 Knowledge of trends and sequence:
Knowledge of
the process, directions, and movements of
phenomena with respect to time.

1.23 Knowledge of classifications and categories.
1.24 Knowledge of criteria,

method of inquiry,
1.25 Knowledge of methodology:
techniques, and procedures employed in particular
subject and problems.

.
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1.30 Knowledge of the universals
and abstractions
in a field.
Major schemes and patterns by which
phenomena
and ideas are organized.

1.31 Knowledge of principles and
generalizations:
Important principles by which our experience
IS summarized, recall of major
generalizations
about particular cultures.

2.00 1.32 Knowledge of theories
and structure:
Body of
principles and generalizations together with
2.10 their interrelations.

Comprehension:
2.20
understanding.

Represents the lowest level of

Translation:
Ability to understand non literal
statements (metaphore, symbolism, irony, etcetera.)
3.00

4.00

Interpretation:

Explanation or summarization

of a communication.

2.30 Extrapolation:
Implication, consequences,
4.10
corrolaries, effects, etcetera.

Application:
The use of abstractions in particular
and concrete situations.

Analysis
5.00

Analysis of elements:
5.10 elements

identification of

4.20 Analysis of Relationships:
connection and
interactions between elements.
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles.

Synthesis:
the putting together of elements and
parts so as to form a whole.

Production of a unique communication: Communication in which ideas, feelings, experiences
are conveyed to others.
5.20 Production of a plan, or proposed set of
operations, propose ways of testing hypotheses,
plan a unit of instruction, etcetera.

:
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5.30 Derivation of a set of
abstract relations:
Ability to make discovery and
generalization.

6.00 Evaluation
6.10 Judgments in terms of internal
evidence:
logical accuracy, consistency,
etcetera.
5.20 Judgments in terms of external
criteria:
evaluation with reference to selected or
numbered criteria. 42

Figure

2

The Affective Domain
1.0

2.0

Receiving (Attending).
learner is sensitized to the existence of certain
phenomena and stimuli; that is, that he be willinoto receive or to attend to them.
1.1

Awareness.
Learner is merely conscious of something that he
takes into account a situation, phenomena,
object, or stage of affairs.

1.2

Willingness to receive:
being willing to tolerate a given stimulus.

1.3

Controlled or selected attention:
the differentiation of a given stimulus into
figure at a conscious or semiconscious level.

Responding:
student is actively attending.
As a first stage in
a "learning by doing" process, student is committing
himself, in small measure, to the phenomena involved.
2.1

Acquiescence in responding:
obdience or complience.

2.2

Willingness to respond:
willingness implies here the capacity for
voluntary activity.

2.3

Satisfaction in response:
the above behavior is accompanied by a feeling
of satisfaction, an emotional response, generally
of pleasure, zest, or enjoyment.

.
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3.0

Valuing
student at this level i s able to
form a belief or an
attitude.
The concern is not with
among values but with i nternalizat relationships
ion of a set of
specific, ideal values.
3.1

Acceptance of a value:
student at this level is able to
ascribe worth
to a phenomenon behavior
object, etcetera.
,

,

3.2

Reference for a value:
student is sufficiently committed to the
value
to pursuit it, seek it out, to want
it.

3.3

Commitment:
belief at this level involves a high degree
of
certainty.
Individual is loyal to position,
group cause and tries to convince others to
his cause.

4.0

,

Organization:
as the learner internalizes values, he
encounters
situations for which more than one value is relevant.
Thus necessity arises for (a) the organization of
the values into a system (b) the determination of
the
interrelationships among them, and (c) the establishment of the dominant and pervasive ones.
Such a
system is built gradually, subject to change as new
values are incorporated.

5.0

4.1

Conceptualization of value:
this is added to valuing in level 3.0.
This
permits the individual to see how the value
related to those that he already holds or to new
ones that he is coming to hold.

4.2

Organization of a value system:
this involves bringing together a complex of
values, possibly disparate values, and bringing
these into an ordered relationship with one
another

Characterization by a value or value complex:
at this level of internalization the values already
have a place in the individual's value hierarchy, are
organized into some kind of internally consistent
system and they have control over the individual for
a sufficient time.
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5.1

Generalized set:
internal

consistency is given
to the system of attitudes
and values at Ly
particular moment.
It is selective respondLg
tgh level
A basic orientation
enahleo^th
enables
the individual to reduce and order which
the
‘’t'"
to act consistently
^
anre?^/?''
and
effectively in it.
.

5.2

Characterization:
this IS the peak of internalization
process, it
includes those objectives which concern
views of the universe, one's philosophy one's
of life
a value system having as its object
the whole
of what is known. 43
The Humanistic Education:
Definition and Principle

The humanistic education theory with all its variations of definitions and derivatives is a recent development
as a serious and theoretically structured form, although
it has its origins in many earlier theories of education.

The humanistic education theory was evolved as an answer
to a nationwide discontent with the general philosophy,

practices and outcomes of the education of the sixties and

early seventies.

The major educational problem to which

humanistic education has addressed itself is its
"irrelevance and lack of attention to the total human
needs of the students." 44
The lack of relevance and wholeness, proponents of

humanistic education argue, has resulted in arid and
fragmented education with

a

tremendous negative impact on

the learner both intellectually and psychologically.
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Humanistic education came to bring about
this wholeness
and integrate all aspects of learning,
so the learner can
wholly be involved, and feel, experience,
interact, grow

and continue growing in a life-long
process.

cognition, feeling and intelect emotion
and behavior blend in an affirmative
framework of
values derived from the humanities and from
positive
conception of mental health. These are the whole
mark of humanistic education. 45
,

The fullest use of the human capacities, physical,

mental and spiritual, and the self-actualization of
the
learner are the objectives of humanistic education.

These

two objectives are to be realized within meaningful

context of social relationship and social responsibility.^^

Humanistic education attends to bone, blood, and
flesh as well as the spirit.

It has to do with people,

their mundane lives and lesser values as well as with
dreams, beauty, aspiration and ideals.

The Encyclopedia of Education acknowledges this

integrat ional goal of humanistic education.
The goal of affective learning theory is to solve
one of the great puzzles in educational theory
and practice which is how thought, feelings and
action are dynamically related to instructional
objectives 48
.

The learner in humanistic learning has to value what

he/she learns.

In order to do so,

for what he/she learns.

one has to find meaning

The true response of the learner

in a learning situation is a holistic one;

that is, it
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involves both affect and intellect and
everything these two
domains encompass.
"Humanistic learning is specifically
the kind of learning that occurs when we
feel the truth of
something, as well as understand it in our head.”'^^

Affective education is often used by educators as a

synonym to humanistic education.

Therefore very often the

characteristics and approaches that are usually attached
to humanistic education are also attached to affective

education.

Some educators prefer to use the term affective

education for more specificity and emphasis on the emotional and social grov/th processes, and because the term
"gives clear tone to the type of development that is in
focus.

Humanistic education, they say, is more encompass-

ing and too
I

difuse."
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have also found that two other terms, confluent

education, and psychological education, are also used
interchangeably with humanistic education.

The terms

affective education, confluent education, values clarification (valuing process education), and types of process

education will be dealt with in this Chapter as offshoots
of humanistic education theory.

In the following pages

these theories or subtheories and their views pertaining
to holistic education will be discussed, and a look at

their attempts at applying specific holistic programs will
be presented.

But before we move on to these theories and
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programs, two principle figures who are
regarded to have
influenced tremendously the development of
the humanistic
education movement in this counrty, have to
be presented.
Their views concerning the understanding
of the nature of

man and education have been the foundations
of humanistic

education and its various theories and programs.

Therefore

outlines of their views are relevant and necessary.
Carl Rogers

Carl Rogers describes two types of learning:

the

first is learning which is based on fact and information

and memorization.
the mind only.
the neck up.

'

Such learning, Rogers says, involves

"It is learning which takes place
It

'from

does not involve feelings or personal

meanings; it has no relevance for the whole person.

The other type of learning is that which is significant, meaningful, experiential learning.

This learning

has a quality of personal involvement, the whole person
in both his feeling and cognitive aspects being in the

learning event.
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It

is self-initiated,

inner sense of discovery of reaching out

comprehending.
center,

it promotes
,

of grasping and

Like Dewey, Rogers sees the learner in the

in charge of his learning direction.

as such is open-ended,

life-long process.

that this should be the goal of education.

Education

Rogers argues
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see the facilitation of learning as
the aim of
education, the way in which we might develop
the
learning man, the way in which we can
learn to live
as individuals in process.
I see the
of learning as the function which may facilitation
hold construcchanging, process answers to some
ot the deepest perplexities which beset
man today.
A reliance on process rather than upon
static knowledge.

is the only thing that makes any sense as
a goal of educa-

tion in the modern world.

From his personal experiments in psychotherapy and

teaching and other educational researches and experiments,
Rogers abstracts underlying principles which are to

constitute this type of fully-functioning, process

oriented and holistic learning.
1.

Human beings have a natural potentiality for
learning, for discovery, for enlargement of
knowledge and experience. This potentiality
can be released under suitable conditions.
The whole approach to education builds upon
and around this potentiality.

2.

Significant learning takes place when the subject
matter is perceived by the student as having
relevance for his own purposes.

3.

Learning which involves a change in self organization in the perception of one self is
threatening and tends to be resisted.

4.

Those learnings which are threatening to the
self are more easily perceived and assimilated
A
when external threats are at a minimum.
supportive, understanding environment and
encouragement of self evaluation and the lack of
the threat of the grade remove the external
threats and open the path of progress.

.

.
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5.

When threat to the self is low,
be perceived in differentiated experience can
fashion and
learning can proceed.
When the learning
environment ensures personal security,
learner
IS free to perceive symbols in
a differentiated
fashion, to recognize the different
elements
similar words, to perceive partial meanings in
to
try to put them together.
the learner then
moves forward in the process of learning
.

6

.

.

Much significant learning is acquired through
^
doing.

Learning is facilitated when the student
participates responsibly in the learning process.
The evidence shows that such participative
learning is far more effective than passive
learning
S^l^-iJ^itiated learning which involves the whole
person of the learner feeling as well as
intellect is the most lasting and pervasive

—

Independence, creativity, and self-reliance are
all facilitated when self-criticism and selfevaluation are basic and evaluation by others
is of secondary importance.

The most socially useful
world is the learning of
a continuing openness to
corporation into oneself
change 55

learning in the modern
the process of learning,
experience and in
of the process of

.

Rogers applies this holistic affective model of

learning to the teachers whom he calls facilitators,

a

term which he chooses to fit in this educational view.

Facilitators, both personally and professionally are
holistic.

They are to be flexible resources, accepting,

trusting, sharing, thinking; their role in relation to the

realization of the previous principles involves initiating
the mood and climate of the group or class experience.
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helping to elicit and clarify the
purposes and needs of
the individual, and the group,
capitalizing
upon the

desires of the students to realize
those purposes,
endeavoring to organize and make availalbe
the widest
possible range of resources for learning,
giving equal
emphasis upon intellectual and affective
contacts of
the learning.

Looking at this view of education, one doesn't
have
to dig for similarities to Dewey's theory.
Their
re-

spective principles especially in regard to process,

open-ended learning, freedom of learning, learning by
doing or experiential learning, relevancy and interests,

desires and potentialities, active participative method
rather than passive, and also with regard to the role of
the teacher as facilitator and helper, and the confluent

view of cognitive and affective aspect are identical.

Also

identical is the universal awareness of the learner in
the face of a turmoiled and threatened world.

The social

awareness, though stressed by Rogers, is more emphasized
by Dewey.

The issues of values, and valuing process

seem to be stressed more by Rogers.

Nevertheless, the

views of both educators have identical holistic implications

.

,
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Abraham Mas low
Maslow, another leading figure in
the third force
psychology has introduced the
self-actualization concept.

Self-actualization is similar to Rogers’
in many respects.

"fully-functioning"

The integration and the wholeness of

the individual's personality in the
process of self-

actualization is similarly stressed.

Self-actualization is

"ongoing actualization of potentials, capacities
and talents,
as fulfillment of mission (or call,

vocation)

,

fate, destiny,

or

as a fuller knowledge and acceptance of the

person's own intrinsic nature, as an unceasing trend toward
unity,

integration or synergy within the person.

Therefore the goal of knowledge and learning is to
"represent the actualization of a human potentiality, the
of the human destiny forshadowed by human pos-

sibilities."
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Although Maslow in his view of self-

actualization has psychotherapy in his mind, the repercussion of this on education, especially in humanistic

education, has been inspiring.

Like Rogers in his description of the principles of

fully-functioning, process oriented, holistic education,

Maslow draws from his experience as

a

psychotherapist, and

from selected researches and studies some principles and

characteristics which comprise the
"fully-evolved",

"

self-actualizing"

"well-growing" healthy human beings.

Many

1

.

,
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of them are not different
from those of Rogers
1

2.

Clearer, more efficient
perception of reality.
More openness to experience.

3.

Increased integration, wholeness,
and unity of the
person.

4.

Increased spontaneity, expressiveness;
fullfunctioning; aliveness.

5.

A real self; a firm identity; autonomy,
uniqueness.

6.

Increased objectivity, detachment,
transcendence

of self.

«
—

7.

Recovery of creativeness.

8.

Ability to fuse concreteness and abstractness.

9.

Democratic character structure.

o

Ability to love, etcetera.

Education as such does not only combine cognitive and

affective elements, it expands to a larger integration;
social,

environmental and universal aspects which are also

parts of this whole.

In other place in his book,

reiterates the concept of wholeness,
more integrated in another way.

Maslow

"healthy people are

In them,

cognitive, the

affective and motor are less separated from each other,
and are more synergic, i.e., working collaborately without

conflict to the same ends." 6 0 Therefore he deplores the
traditional, cognitively-oriented systems "in which the

capacities were thought to be arranged dichotomously
hierarchically, with rationality at the top, rather than
in integration.",.61

s
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The experiential aspect, the knowing
and doing part of
learning is not forgotten in Maslow' s
theory of self-

actualization.

Doing is not just self-searching and

manipulation of information, it is the use of
knowledge,
of what one learns in his/her life process
spontaneously
and simultaneously.
view,

Doing is so important in Maslow'

that he sees it as synonymous to knowledge.
The learner in Maslow'

s

to actualize his potentials.

view,

has the responsibilities

This responsibility dictates

on the learner to be actively and continuously involved
in the growing process.

The role of the teacher and the

environment is to "permit, or to foster, or encourage, or
help what exists in embryo to become real and actual."
The role of facilitation of Dewey and Rogers attached to
the teacher is also echoed here.

Gerald Weinstein & Mario Fantini
A Curriculum of Affect
In their book Toward Humanistic Education

,

Gerald

Weinstein and Mario Fantini introduce their curriculum of
affect model based on holistic understanding of education.
Like other programs in affective and confluent theories

Fantini and Weinstein state that the goal for the

curriculum of affect is not to replace the traditional
curriculum in the school, but rather to redress an imbalance
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and fill vital areas that the
traditional educational
systems has ignored.
The curriculum is based on three tiers:

The first

tier includes the traditional information and
intellectual

disciplines and skills.

Included are:

reading, writing,

computation skills, social studies, science, etcetera.
The second tier consists of drawing latent talents

and abilities of the learner, it is called the "personal

discovery tier."

it calls for development of individual

creativity and the exploration of interests.

Everything

from learning to play a tuba to working on a research

project of a student's own design to writing a play.
The third tier may be thought of as a group inquiry

curriculum.

It consists of social issues and problems

that are related to self and others with universal em-

phasis not just as individual emotional problems.

Ex-

ploration of common concerns like world hunger, pollution,
social injustice, these should lead to individual self

examination.

Inherent in this

tier is the development

of the individual's own personality, his skill in inter-

personal relations, skills of identifying, articulating and

evaluating his own feeling, concerns, and opinions and
comparing them to those of others in a group.
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The authors state that using all three models

effectively, none would be isolated; each would overlap and
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interlock with the others.

A curriculum blended with

these three tiers can achieve a far
greater and a more
balanced educational result than can
any one of them
taken alone.
In order to bring about the curriculum
of affect the

authors present the following nine steps.
1.

Identifying the learning group. Identifying
the age, economic, geographic, cultural, or
ethnic characteristics of the children. This
is important step for determining appropriate
content and teaching procedures geared to the
learners' needs and concerns.

2.

Identifying shared concerns. The authors concluded from various sources that there are three
major concerns.
a.
b.
c.

Concern about self-image.
Concern about disconnectedness.
Concern about control over one's life.

3.

Diagnosing underlying factors in these concerns.
Different groups may have identical concerns,
but the manifestations of these concerns may
differ depending on the social forces affecting
the children.

4.

The behavioral outcomes. The identifying of the
behavioral manifestations of the desired outcomes
whether it has been achieved or in the process of
change or not being achieved altogether.

5.

The organizing ideas.
Based on the diagnosis of
the concerns of the learners, certain ideas,
concepts and principles are organized to deal
with these concerns.

6.

Content vehicles. Selection of content vehicles
should be based on their potential for helping
children to grasp the organizing idea and achieve
the desired outcomes.
Content vehicles may
include conventional subject area, English, social
studies, math, science and other areas such as
psychology, sociology, anthropology, media.

.
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classroom situation, out of school experiences,
and children themselves.
7.

Learning skills. Selecting learning skills that
the learner needs in order to work with the
selected concepts and content vehicles so as to
attain the desired outcomes.

8.

Teaching procedures. Selecting teacher procedures, strategies, or methods which are most
appropriate for developing the learner's skills,
content vehicles, organizing ideas and desired
outcomes.
The identifying of the learning styles
of the learner here, too, is imporant.

9.

Evaluation. Evaluation is a continuous process.
Periodically the teacher should attempt to
determine the extent to which the desired outcomes are being attained. Evaluation also includes determining the strength and weakness in
sll the previous steps so as to help derive more
effective ways, new procedures and content and
any change needed. 65
The model is important for it
a.

gives specific ways and techniques on how to
investigate the learners' needs, interests,
concerns and clues for diagnosing the
cognitive level and readiness of the learners
as well.

b.

explains how these components are interrelated,
and how they should be incorporated coherently
in the teaching learning process.

c.

includes a process methods of evaluation of
the procedures, materials and outcomes.

d.

gives examples of application.

e.

is based on extensive research and experiments.

f.

applies to the traditional subject matter in
a feasible way.

Steinberg describes this model as the most well

developed curricular approach toward affective education to
date
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Weinstein and Fantini introduce another
process
affective approach which is also highly
cognitive in its
structure and procedures although it
serves affective
ends.

The approach is called the trumpet,
and based on
three major elements.
1.

Discovering

2.

Making value judgments about the behavior.

3.

Experiencing alternatives and making choices.
These are realized through eight steps:

patterns of behavior.

1.

Experiencing confrontation

2.

Inventorying responses
thoughts

3.

Recognizing patterns of behavior

4.

Owning patterns

5.

Considering the consequences of the pattern

6.

Allowing alternatives

7.

Making evaluation

8.

Choosing from among old and new alternatives.

— both

feelings and

This process approach is important for it can be used
as a guide in more "cognitive learning situations."

fi

7

The

trumpet model also has direct or indirect impact on the

Philadelphia Affective Approach and Values Clarification.
Philadelphia Affective Education Program
The affective education program in Philadelphia has
four objectives:

.

.
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'•

i?verorstua:„ts!^^'^°°'"
diagnose the affective needs of
studpn??"j:''®
students
to respond appropriately.

"

behavior

vSitf^hrsiuIentLes'

The integration of the domains of
education and the
integration of knowledge with the learner
are the essence
of this program.
This integration is to be realized

through process learning in which knowledge
is directly
connected with the students' needs and concerns.

As in

the curriculum of affect of Weinstein and
Fantini three

universal human needs are identified and dealt with
1.

Identity (positive self concept).

2.

Power (sense of control over what happens to
oneself)

3.

Connectedness (meaningful relation with others).

These major concerns are dealt with through develop-

ment of skills process which in turn incorporate psychomotor, cognitive, affective subskills.

The program has

developed curriculums which are either geared entirely
to these concerns

(process curriculum of concern)

,

or

these concerns are incorporated into the traditional sub-

ject matter curricula,

(decisionmaking process through

poetry, novels, etcetera)
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The developers of the affective
program strongly believe that these concerns, if dealt
with adequately in the
classroom, can make a difference in
the learning process
and outcome.
discussing a lesson sample in their book
"Education for Student Concern", the
authors urge the
teacher to take the opportunity to discuss
how feeling of
self influences behaviors in a group.
"This lesson," they

m

say,

should make students aware of how their
concerns for

power,

self-identity, and relationship determine their

success and failure in class as well as in other
environments.

Students must be aware that as participants they

are as much the content of this course as any book,
or
film,

or experience."

fi

Q

R3.ising the academic achievement level of the student

is a very important goal of this program.

The developers

of the program state that there is a powerful thrust to

make the education more humane.
They refer

to

statistical backing of research by

Paul Goodman, Jonathan Kozol, John Holt, the massive

federal Coleman Report which showed that attitudes such
as self-concept,

sense of control, and interactive school,

make more of a difference in how well children achieve
academically.

Newberg and Burton state that their book assumes that
there is a direct correlation between a student's academic

^
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achievement, his attitudes toward/about
himself and his
relationship with other people.
The program capitalizes on three basic
processes

which the students go through gradually and
in

a sequence

1.

Sensing information (The What) phase.

2.

Transforming what information means (The Why)
phase.
Begins with non-threatening whys which
do not involve the student directly, and then
those whys which deal with the concerns
raised during the "what" session.

3.

Acting. The "How" phase or the application.
Here the teacher must take the concerns which
were raised, match them with the analysis of
those concerns which the students have made, and
then show the students how an application for a
particular process (designed by a lesson plan)
can help them work through that concern. 2

A lesson plan applying these processes will be pre-

sented in the following chapter when dealing with specific

holistic application approaches to language learning.
The significance of the Philadelphia affective project
stems from the following:
1.

It could be applied to present curricula and

subject matters.
2.

It is operationalized and backed by many programs,

studies and researches.
3.

It is process oriented.

4.

It shows specific ways and techniques on how to
render learning more relevant and more meaningful
psychologically as well as academically.

5

It incorporates various ideas and strategies in
and means of implementation from
its objectives
various theories in humanistic education such as

.

.

.
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the curriculum of affect of
Weinstein and Fantini,
values clarification theory,
confluent education
theory
6

.

The scope of the program includes
services to two
districts in Philadelphia, and to many
IcLols
teacher training, curriculum develop,
ment, administrative and parent
training.

Its inservice teacher training
is of special significance here. The program applies wholly
its holistic pro-

cess objectives on the inservice teacher
training.

There are three phases of training.
3.

1.

Awareness and responsibility training through
experiences and classroom assignment that connect
deepened awareness of the feelings of self and
others to their professional lives. They are
taught to use Rogerian techniques (helping
rather than authoritarian role)

2.

Teacher chooses curriculum model (confluent,
trumpet, AEP, experimental, etcetera, and then
field tests it in his classroom.
Skill in achieving balance between personal,
interpersonal, public knowledge, and skills to
deal with the three identified concerns and day
to day student concerns and to relate them to
the subject matters presentation. 73

Values Clarification and Valuing
Process Theory
Values Clarification is
by Raths,

a theory,

originally developed

Harmin and Simon in 1966, based on the thinking

of John Dewey.
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The founders of values clarification base their theory
on the argument that both individual and societies are

suffering from many ailments, not the least of which are
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value problems.
apathy,

In individual lives,

f lightness,

the symptoms are

over-conforming, or value confusion.

Ultimately, such confusion can lead to a lack of perceived

P^^poses in individual lives
anguish or suffering.

—a

state of confusion,

Individual value problems also

affect relationships and lead to insufficiency, and a

reduction of constructive activity in society.

Therefore

"Values Clarification" is an intervention that attempts
to change this state of affairs.
of questioning,

It consists of a form

a set of activities or

"strategies", and

an approach toward subject content, all of which are de-

signed to help individuals learn a particular value process
and skillfully apply that process to value-laden areas
and moral dilemmas in their lives.

Use of the valuing

process,

(and groups)

in turn,

helps individuals

develop

and clarify their values in such a way that they are more

likely to
and

(2)

(1)

experience positive value in their own lives

act more constructively in the social context.

In addition,
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"when our living has value for us, we

prize and cherish more of our choices, beliefs and activities.

We experience a stronger self-concept.

ience greater meaning in our lives.

and

f lightly,

We exper-

We are less apathetic

more purposeful and committed."
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A large

body of research pertaining to their theory has been undertaken and is continuously growing nationwide.

Considerable

)

,
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efforts to apply the valuing process approach
have been
and are being conducted. The founder of this
theory

comments on these studies and applicational efforts,
that

while the results are far from conclusive, about eighty
percent of the studies lend credibility to the assertion
^se of the valuing process leads to greater personal

value (e.g., less apathy, higher self-esteem, etcetera)
and greater social constructiveness. 7 7

Improvements in positive attitudes toward learning
and higher academic achievements are also linked to the
use of values clarification and valuing process approach.

The findings of Charles Barman et.al.

(1974),

Thomas

Covault (1973), John Guziak (1974), Marlyn Kaufman (1974),

Jack Osman (1974)

Eleanor Pracejus (1974)

,

Konner Hammond, and Egner (1973)
Edward Betof (1976)

,

Pozdol

,

(1974)

,

Wenker,

Willgoren (1973)
,

are cited to have

confirmed the above claims.
The founders of the theory of Values Clarification

have drawn a teaching model out of the theory.

The model

is called the three level teaching because it is based on

three levels:
3)

1)

The facts level,

The value level.

2)

The concept level,

(The authors say that almost every

subject in our schools can be taught on any or all three
levels

.

The first two levels deal mostly with the cognitive

"
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domain in education.

Emphasis here is placed on informa-

tion and how to deal with information in terms of
under-

standing, comparing, generalizing, abstracting, problemsolving, etcetera.
The third level deals with personal experiences and

application of the information.

"Students relate the

facts and concepts of a subject area to their own lives."

The values level raises that scary question "What does
this have to do with me?

A necessary question for students

to ask if they are to derive personal meaning from sub-

ject matter and their own feelings, opinions, and be-

havior n7S
V,

•

.

The developers of the value clarification theory

propose three steps for the valuing process.
1.

Choosing
a.
Choosing values freely
Considering alternatives
b.
Considering consequences
c.

2.

Prizing
Prizing and cherishing the chosen value
a.
Publicly affirming the chosen value
b.

3.

Acting
Value is internalized and acted (applied)
a.
b.
Value becomes a pattern (repeated consistently )

The Three Level Learning Model seems to satisfy both

those who stress the body of knowledge in the subject
matter, and their emphasis on process.

Curwin states that

the model of values clarification used to promote third

.
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level learning meets all
the conditions pinpointed
by
various educational theories
for effective learning.^®
In postulating the
effect of values clarification

learning model. Curwln
emphasizes important process
skills
which this kind of learning
addresses such as value
decision, priority making in
relation to the subject area,
and eventually the processes
become internalized so that
the system is open for life. 80

Based on this assumption and
understanding of values
clarifying and value level teaching,
Curwln launched a
study to show how process of valuing
can be incorporated
into a secondary English methods
course.
He reported
success in the experiment
The following factors give this theory
sound standing

among recent educational theories:
1.

The specific techniques and strategies offered
in the theory of values clarification
for classroom application purposes;

2.

The readiness of the valuing process to be incorporated in the present structured curricula
without demanding much structural changes;

3.

Its extensive adoption by many school systems;

4.

The bulk of research, experiments and literature
with encouraging findings concerning both the
cognitive and affective domains.
The Confluent Education Theory

Confluent education theory and the confluent education
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program in Santa Barbara, California, shows
an integration and holistic educational approach in
a clear, visible
and operational way.
This theory of Confluence was introduced by
its pro-

ponents led by George Brown as an alternative to
current

theories and practices in education which he regards
as one
sided, that is, they stress the cognitive domain at
the

expense of the emotional affective.

George Brown and his

colleagues in this theory treat affect as related to
cognition and vise versa.

Both domains must be considered

in any school curriculum equally.

Man is not just cogni-

tion, or just affect, man is a whole, and his intellectual

and cotnitive needs have to be met and satisfied in their

educational experience throughout school and even throughout
life.

Confluent education according to Brown is simply

"the flowing together of affective domain through the

approaches of confluent education includes ways to learn
this kind of personal existential responsibility.” 81

Brown does not see any difference between confluent

education and humanistic or psychological education.

He

seems to believe that they all are the same.

"Confluent education is the term for integration or

flowing together of the affective and cognitive elements
in individual and group learning,

istic or psychological education."

sometimes called human82
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Traditional subject matters are an important
part of
Confluent education, therefore, the confluent
education
program can be adapted to fit into the existing
systems of
education.
The practicality and adaptability of
this

theory gives it significance for it does not deny
the
current educational systems altogether.

It

rather enriches

and renders the current education more lively and
effective
by adding affect to them.^^

Beverly Galyean clarifies this integrative characteristic of confluent education further and adds the social

aspects to its ingredients.

She defines confluence as a

means to merge feeling and thinking into one holistic
learning process.

Confluent

education, she states, is the

deliberate attempt to merge thinking and feeling into one
integrated process, where subject matter, affect and

relationship work as a harmonious whole. 84
In the Confluent Theory of Education,

defined as just emotion.

It

affect is not

is a broad and inclusive term.

It contains the various affective psychological individual

needs, sense of identity, self-esteem and self-concept,

the interpersonal needs, and the social needs as well as
the needs to expand self understanding to the understanding
of the environment and the universe.

Also included in

affect are the needs of the individual to actualize his/her

potential and apply his change in attitudes and behavior
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and intellect to his/her daily routine.

Thomas Yeomans,

another colleague of Brown and a fellow
participant in the
Esalen Confluent Project, sees the process
of confluence
defined as "a leading out of an individual's
capacity,

talents, uniqueness, person into his whole
possibilities,

and its aim becomes the balanced development
of the person-

ality toward intellectual, emotional, social and
moral

maturity.

As such, education becomes person centered

rather than oriented to the teaching of subject matter,
skills, or disciplines per se."^^

Steward Shapiro, another confluent proponent, stresses
the holistic person as the main goal of confluent education

which ultimately leads to a holistic society.

Ke defines

confluent education as the "deliberate evocation by the

design of responsible agents of knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and feelings which tend to produce increased integration
in the individual and society."

Other characteristic

included in confluent integrated

learning is a process learning ih which the learner grows
and continues growing throughout his life.
of education this echoes Dewey's view.

Thus as a goal

In one of Brown's

explanations of confluent education he states that

it

describes a philosophy and a process of teaching and
learning.
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Also the views of Rogers and Maslow about man as
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fully-functioning and self-actualizing also
are echoed in
Brown's view of man as being capable of
growth and maturity.
Brown says that growth and maturity do not
come about until

the educational system recognizes the
importance of

affective or emotional learning as a primary
educational
function.

The dynamism of the learner's involvement and

participation in the activities, and strategies incorporathe application of the confluent educational pro-

gram suggest the importance of experiential (learning by
doing) method in this approach.

Finally the existential theory (here and now) as well
as the Gestalt theory (wholeness) have significant inputs
in the confluent theory of education and its implementing

mechanism.
The significance of the confluent education theory

and program is manifested in the fact that so many leading

psychologists and educators participated directly or indirectly, through inputs of their theories or through

their expertise as workshops and seminar leaders.

mentions a few such as Rollo May,

B.

F.

Brown

Skinner, Carl

Rogers, Bishop John Robinson, Arnold Toynbee, Abraham

Maslow, Aldons Hufley, Buckminster Fuller, Bishop James
Pike, John Lilly, Colin Wilson, Fredrick Peris, Paul

Tillich, S.

I.

Hayakawa, Joseph Campbell, Ashley Montagu,
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Albert Ellis, Abraham Caplan.^^

Related to the previous factor
the theory Is inclusive
and open.
It Incorporates ideas,
techniques, and
strategies from almost all the
humanistic affective
theories and programs as well
as from other theories such
as the Gestalt theory and
the existential theory.
The
bulk of literature and research
pertaining to It, as well
as the attempts to implement
the theory in specific subject
areas such as languages and science
and social studies,
add to its significance.

The stress of the confluent theory on the
cognitive
domain along with the affective, and its
openness to the

traditional curriculum, have rendered it convincing,
practical, and attractive to many educators, teachers,
and

administrators all over the United States and in other
parts of the world.

Confluent strategies in language

teaching will be presented in the following chapter.
Steinberg's Confluent Curriculum
John Steinberg influenced generally by all the

theories and approaches in humanistic and affective education,

and specifically by the confluent education theory

of George Brown and values clarification, attempted to

develop his own version of a theory of confluency which
he describes as a valuable means of tying together the
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loose ends of these and other related
theories for educational planning.
The confluency is understood by
Steinberg

basically in the same way it is understood
by Brown and his
colleagues with seemingly more emphasis on
the experiential,
social and interactive aspects.
Affective education in his view is not just the
numerous growth games and exercises that specifically
aim
to clarify values,

increase self-concept, enlarge achieve-

ment motivation, etcetera, but an idea and an attitude

towards making the whole educational process more in tune
with personal needs and feelings.

The result is not just

affective or just cognitive, but a flowing of the two together.
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One of the first and most important steps towards

affective education, Steinberg says, is improving the

quality of interaction in the classroom between students

themselves and between the teacher and students.

He

believes that most affective activities are of an individual growth character,

and he calls for more focus on group

process and organizational development.

He also calls for

the use of affective methods to encourage the development
of important, critical processes of self-awareness and

self criticism.

Like the confluence approach of Brown, the Steinberg

confluent approach can encompass and enhance the traditional school content and direct it toward process.
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Increasing confluency will be achieved when
we learn to
take advantage of and plan for using
traditional school
content in a way which enhances process or
general goals
like awareness, self-concept, and responsibility.^^
And
like Brown, Steinberg discerns a rationale for
confluency

from the hypothesis that if learning is to affect
behavior
it must have a personal or affective base.

It

must have

a relevance to the individual and in some way make a

difference to him for his life.

Steinberg, like all

proponents of affective education, believes that affective
growth is very definitely spurred through traditional

classroom approaches and subjects.

The use of affective

activities is to remind the teacher of the significance of
the affective domain and to insure the relevance of the

instruction to the needs, concerns and interests of the
learner and the realization of affective goals.

Explain-

ing the natural link between the affective domain and the

cognitive and other domains in the human whole, Steinberg
argues that "the affective growth goals we strive for are

already incorporated into the spontaneous play, group
dialogue, etcetera, that children carry out in a natural
manner.

These games can be focused and utilized in a way

which directly serve our "affective intentions".

The

implementation of affective educational ideas must become
a natural part of schooling not isolated..."
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With this confluent integrative
understanding of education, and with all the affective
theories in mind,

particularly Brown Confluent theory and
the value clarification and valuing process theory, and
drawing from teaching experience in this area, Steinberg
introduces his confluent curriculum planning model.
The model is based on

three basic components that have to be
incorporated into
every step of the curriculum planning.
Perhaps
all the

components

of learning that the previous educational

theories and programs encompass, fall or can fall
within
these three modes of learning.
1.

Background learning:
Here traditional learning goals and methods are
included; information, learning basic facts,
understanding foundational concepts, classifications, basic comprehension for the unit of
study, how to do knowledge, symbols, generalities,
general processes and forces in society and the
environment

2.

Experiential learning:
This mode includes the application of theory to
practical situations. Student learns to make
analysis, draw conclusions, synthesize ideas,
criticize, evaluate and make choices.
Student
questions, reasons, sees interrelationships and
motivations. He frequently asks "why?". The
student learns from his own experiencing, experimenting inquiring, discovering, trying out and
making personal evaluations. Students explore
his ideas and experiences, and these experiences
are utilized as vital tools toward learning.
It
is a discovery-learning process.

.
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3.

Personal/Affective learning:
That which is studied is given a personal
or
social meaning and relevancy. The student
gains
self discovery and skills of group
responsibility
awareness, valuing, communication competency
other similar life important process skills. and
Concerns like personal power, self-image and
control are dealt with in this mode. 97

The following is a condensed version of Steinberg's

curriculum model:
1.

2.

Recognize different modes or components of the
learning process:
a.

Background learning

b.

Experiential learning

c.

Personal/Affective learning

Recognize different curricular and instructional
approaches within each mode:
a.

b.

— subj ect /skill approach
Experiential — Free school, open classroom,

Background

dialogue, pedagogy approaches
c.

Personal/affective
level approach

— process

and values

3.

Recognize starting points within each mode and
choose starting point (choose starting points
which correlate with the school setting, the
educational philosophy of teachers, the interests
of students and parents, the sociological
setting, economic resources, etcetera.)

4.

Choose content for each mode:

—

a.

Background choosing subjects, skills and
units of study

b.

Experiential choosing experiential opportunities for/with students, "cognitive"
processes

—

.
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c.

5.

—

Personal/affective choosing key "affective"
processes to be worked with

Plan for interconnectedness:

Planning for an interconnectedness between
subjects, themselves, between experiences and
between processes and also between subjects
experiences and processes together to insure an
interconnectedness in planning and carrv
through
6.

7.

Plan instructional procedures:

—

a.

Background planning necessary collective
instruction

b.

Experiential providing resources for exploration, discovery

c.

Personal/affective
process in focus

—

— matching

procedure with

Carry out the plan:
Care not to overplan, to incorporate flexibility
and to insure the students participate in the
planning and re-planning.

8.

Evaluating:
Insure that evaluation procedures coincide with
instructional goals and methods.
Use evaluation
as a means of furthering cognitive and affective
growth 98
.

The model, despite the lack of clear distinction
between and the overlapping of some of the
components of its three modes, is nevertheless
inspiring, for it is a serious attempt to put a
holistic approach into operation in the area of
curriculum planning.

Summary and Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to define, demystify,
and describe the concept of holistic education as it is

.

.
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stressed by four major educational theories:

1.

The progressive/experiential theory of
John Dewey.

2.

The cognitive development theory of Piaget.

3.

The process education theory of Bruner
and Cole.

4.

The humanistic education theory and its subtheories and applicat ional programs and curricular
models

Berman

a.

The Curriculum of affect of Weinstein and
Fantini

b.

The Philadelphia affective program of Borton
and Newberg.

c.

The Values Clarification and Valuing Process
Theory of Raths, Harmin, Simon and
Kirschenbum.

d.

The Confluent Theory of George Brown.

e.

The Confluent Curriculum of Steinberg.

An overview of the rationales of these theories and

their related programs for their holistic views and methods
of application

was

outlined.

The survey indicates that all these theories meet in

their overall educational goal, though some may differ in

their means toward achieving that goal.

Integrated and

holistic education seems to be what all these theories call
for and stress.

Some components, variables, and means

which render holism and integration in education are
stressed by all these theories.

Some theories put stronger

.

.

.
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emphasis on these components,
some theories add more subcomponents
The cognitive and the affective
domains are the
essence of holistic education. The
integration of these
two domains along with all their
components is the holistic
education
In the light of these theories,

the meaning, signifi-

cance and purpose of holistic education
can be summarized
in the following outlines.
1.

Holistic education places an equal emphasis on
the affective domain as opposed to the cognitive
domain

2.

Holistic education is best realized when education
is process oriented.
That is a continued growth
through mastering vital life important skills,
such as, decision-making, problem-solving,
valuing, self-evaluation, social communication,
etcetera.

3.

Holistic education brings life and meaning to the
learning process by:
a.

Shifting the focus from content and teacher
centered to student centered learning.

b.

Content and knowledge, learning procedures
and strategies be related to the students’
experiences, needs, interests and concerns.

c.

Rendering learning experiential.
discovery learning.)

d.

Encouraging and helping student to interact
with what he/she learns and relate it to him/
herself, and to clarify his/her attitudes and
values through the process of relating.

e.

Making learning experiences personally enjoyable and satisfying yet challenging and responsible.

(Exploratory/

.
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self-esteem

ofthf

education not only enhances
the intellectual and logical competency
of the learner
psychological (self-understand-’
ine)
the'^fnt^^®
erpersonal, and social competencies
as well.
connects the learner not only
with^hi^
with
his environment but also with
the universe
s a responsible and caring
citizen of the world.

Since the problems of Arabic
language instruction seem
to be attributed to deficiences
in these holistic factors
and in the principles of curricular
planning
and the

teaching/learning practices as was indicated
in the previous
chapter, since all these theories have
addressed themselves
to the very problem Arabic language
instruction is
thought

to be suffering from for a long time; then
a collective

approach from all these theories is needed to improve
Arabic language curricular planning and learning/teaching
process
In the following chapter,

specific applicative

samples from some of these theories in language teaching/

learning will be presented, as well as the extent of the
success of these holistic approaches applications.
the fourth chapter a collective approach model with

reference to Arabic will be introduced.

In
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CHAPTER

III

HOLISTIC EDUCATION AS APPLIED TO ENGLISH LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES
It seems that

English instruction in the United States

did not escape the problems that Arabic is and has been facing for a long time.

The sixties witnessed a nationwide uproar from educators as well as from the public about English instruction in
general, especially after the hopes had dissipated with the

failure of the curriculum reform movements to bring any

significant changes and/or alternatives to the existing
language curriculums.
"Why Johnny Can’t Read" was only a part of a much

larger issue.

The aims of English instruction, how the

language is taught and learned, the value of learning one’s
own mother tongue, and what language learning can contribute
to the self, society and humanity, these elements together

constituted the issue.
The traditional philosophy of the English language

instruction was closely reexamined and scrutinized.

Its

incomplete,
aims, methods, and outcomes were found, at best,

imbalanced and disoriented.
difSilberman, after reviewing curriculum reforms in

their failure
ferent subject matters and attacking them for

comments that
to bring any real changes and improvements,
"and possibly
the new English curriculum faired no better,
99
^
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worse,

in most schools. '

still on memorizing."

emphasis," he continues,
"is
He concurs with the
statement
.'The

of the

authors of the National Study
of High School English
Programs, that "too many
teachers seem to think that

the

ultimate end of Instruction In
literature Is knowledge of
Macbeth or Silas Marner, rather
than refinement of the
processes of learning to read Macbeth
or Silas Marner with
insight and discrimination.”^
About writing in the English
curriculum, Silberman
says that the problem runs deeper,
however, for when writing IS taught, the emphasis is
almost wholly on mechanics,
spelling, punctuation, grammar, sentence
structure, width
of the margin, and so on— with little
attention to development, organization, or style, i.e., to
anything larger than
2
a sentence.”
Muller, drawing from the discussions and conclusions
of

the Barmouth English Language Conference, and from his
own

teaching experiences, echoes the same criticism and reflects
on the negative effect traditional language instruction

method bears upon the students.

He argues that

teachers who use such routine ways weaken children's confidence by stressing their errors, stifle
their interests by making correctness the main end.
They set them to doing grammatical exercises from which
they can get no intellectual satisfaction except the
achievement of correctness.
Pride in good grammar
scarcely leads to pleasure in good writing.
.

Moreover, the study of traditional grammar, the members of
the conference strongly agree, had a negligible effect on
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the improvement of writing,
or even a harmful one,
since it
takes up time that might have
been spent in practicing writing.^ James Moffett concurs
with this when he says that
"no-one has ever been able to
prove that teaching the rules
of grammatical regularity
improves speech or writing."^

John Holt, one of the most outspoken
critics of the
educational philosophy and practices of
the sixties,
explains how English language instruction
programs had
failed to render real achievement and strong
grasp of the

language skills.

He attributes the failure of those pro-

grams to the meaninglessness and the mechanicality
of the
way English was taught, and the lack of the
intellectual and

emotional involvement of the students in the language
learning process.

He says that "the real reason that our schools

do not turn out people who can use language simply and

strongly, let alone beautifully,

lies deeper.

It

is that

with very few exceptions, the schools, from kindergarten
through graduate school, do not give a damn what the students think, care about, or want to know.

What counts is

what the system has decided they shall be made to learn.
The mechanicality, rote learning, and emphasis on cor-

rection and mere reproduction are not the only factors con-

tributing to meaningless and ineffective language instruction both in the academic achievement and the psychological
health.

The emphasis on teacher and subject centered

language instruction rather than student centered, the lack

"
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hear, see, etcetera.

Group process of discussion and feedback
is a powerful
language learning method, Moffett says, where
a climate of

collaboration rather than competition, of pupil
rather than
teacher initiative, must prevail in the classroom.^
In

discussing how grammar should be learned, Moffett insists
that "the will of the student must first become engaged.
Then, second, the means and opportunities for adopting

standard grammatical usage must be available

— heterogeneous

classes, conversational interaction, role-playing, natural

kinds of writing, and a broad spectrum of reading.
In meaningful language learning,

.

.

."®

the various language

skills must be related to the needs and practical use of
the learners and must be interrelated.

"The general princi-

ple for handling reading and literature is that the student
does something with what he reads, extending it through

dramatic work, writing, or discussion."

"Writing," Moffett

continues, "provides a key to reading comprehension and

literary appreciation, and reading opens doors for writing

possibilities

.

9

Paul Anderson sees the development of the language

dependent upon emotional security as well as intellectual
capacity.

He believes that self and social awareness are

one of the goals of language learning.

Therefore, the stu-

dent in learning the language should be encouraged to employ

the various skills of language in the solutions of problems
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confronting him as an individual and
as

a

member of the

group.

He argues that if language is
viewed as an effective tool of communication, then
effective communication,
oral or written, is based on straight
thinking and sincere
feeling.
The relevance and meaningful experiences
are the
means by which real language skills
develop.
"The power of
language arts will develop through meaningful
experience,
both group and individual, rather than through
unrelated
drill assignments."^®

Like Moffett, Anderson recommends

and insists on group process method of discussion
and evaluation, students-oriented writing and reading topics,
oersonal, experiential methods, such as interviewing,
dramati-

zation, freedom of choosing according to one's interests and

concerns, as part of his alternative language curriculum.

Morsey also urges, among other things, group dynamics

approach and relating language (literature work) to the students' own experiences, and the identification, clarification,

and comparing their own values in the light of the

writer's themes and values. 12

Hansen-Krening stresses, besides the experiential,
applicat ional approach, the students'
own learning process.

dents

individually

inchargeness of his

This inchargeness includes the stuor in groups involved in planning,

sequencing and organizing their learning, anticipating the
extent of their accomplishment

evaluation.

,

and record keeping and self

Language learning is also to enhance cultural
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and social awareness (differences
and similarities among
ethnic groups) through which the
students can reflect their
own problems and concerns.
John ilolt, deriving from extensive
teaching experience
and experiments, believes that the
lack of sensitivity
towards the students and the failure of
the language curriculum and school systems to understand
and concern themselves with the affective, psychological
dimension of learning are responsible for the failure of the
school to induce
effective language learning outcomes.
"Children,”
he says,

associate books and reading with mistakes real or feared,
and penalties and humiliation."^^

believes,

"Real learning," Holt

cannot take place when the students are under

emotional stress."

When he talks about the harm, the tradi-

tional method of teaching spelling causes because of its

emphasis on avoiding mistakes, and developing "spelling
conscience," Holt says that "everyone knows how hard it is
to recall even simple things when under emotional pressure;

the harder we rack our brain, the less easy it is to find

what we are looking for." 15
Holt attacks the traditional content and methods of

language teaching for their frigidity and remoteness from
the learner's interests and personal experiences.

He

believes that if we want children to read and to like reading and to achieve effective and continuous reading, we must

encourage them to read freely, adventurously and for
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Pleasure without the fear of test.
free group personal writing.

Holt recommends strongly

He states that "what most
stu-

dents need above all is practice
in writing and particularly
in writing about things that
matter to them, so they will
begin to feel the satisfaction that
comes from getting
important thoughts down in words and
will care about stating
these thoughts forcefully and clearly."^®
About the value of personal, private
writing. Holt
rationalizes that students writing for themselves
is important, but if the amounts students write are
limited by what
the teacher can find time to correct, or even
to read,

students will not write enough.

the

Secondly, in writing about

themselves, the students get things off their chests, and

most likely write well, and pay attention to how they write

when they are writing about something important to them.^*^
Curwin proposes similar alternatives to the traditional

methods of teaching English which "view too narrowly the

mechanics of the subject rather than the more important,
broader life goals of the subject."

He proposes a personal

growth approach to composition and writing, where students

write about subjects that are important to them.

Journals,

prose, poetry, dramas, etcetera, are used to chronologize

and document personal experiences, choices, problems and

other kinds of writings about the self.

The audience is not

the teacher only, but the other students and people in the

school, community, or home.

The correction in this method

—
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is experiential.

Corrections come from all those sources,

but are intended to help the writer see
when the audience
has had trouble in decoding the message,
rather than when
he has employed incorrect usage.
Thus the emphasis on

corrections is descriptive rather than prescriptive.

The

student learns the effects of his writing as a means
of com-

munication, as well as an opportunity to learn about himself.

18

Curwin views the goal of the study of literature

as being an aid to the enhancement of the study and aware-

ness of the self and the life.

He states that

"...

the

reader uses his perception about his life to better under-

stand what he is reading, and his reading to better understand his life.

He can accomplish this goal by making the

study of literature the study of his awareness and perception."

19

Using literature to enhance the student’s percep-

tions about his own life through the thoughts and feelings
of the author brings life to the study of literature. 20

Similar to this is the view that language learning

should be tied to the process of living.

Postman concurs

with the opinion that there are two ways of studying the
language:

the trivial way which has no connection with life

and which should be rejected from our schools, and a deeper
and more thorough way which is "at every point a study of

our ways of living."

pretive activity

— in

"It touches all the modes of inter-

techniques, and in social intercourse

upon which civilization depends."

21
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The Anglo-American Conference on
the Teaching of
English at Barmouth College (1966) was
summoned to discuss
"what is wrong with the teaching of
English and what ought
-22
to be done about it.
reminded here of the
Arabic Language Conference in Khartoum ten
years later which
was referred to in the first chapter.)
The views of the
fifty members who participated in the
Barmouth Conference
and tneir understanding of the problems of
the mother

tongue instruction, and their conclusions,
recommendations
and suggestions are no different than those expressed
by
the educators discussed in this chapter.

Muller reports that both the proponents of student-

centered and subject-centered curriculum recognize in
general the need of making English a "more liberal, and

humane study." 23

Muller relates that "all the members of

the conference accepted the centrality of the child and

opposed the old ways of teaching the three R's, and they

wanted the child to learn by actively participating instead
of merely listening, reciting and repeating."

The members

recognized the inclusive nature of the study of language,
the humanistic role and holistic function of language.

Muller states that "the members agreed on the view that the
student be aware of the importance of language in man's

realizing his humanity and carrying on all his distinctive
activities, and that the study of language be a himianistic

study not just for practical uses."

25

Muller comments on
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the holistic role of language learning saying
that the

linguists "stated as a fact that children have a
natural

curiosity about language; they simply like to learn more
about it."

They maintained that the study of it could give

older students a better understanding of mind, society, and
culture, of themselves and their world.

This holistic universal role was reemphasized when
the issue of literature came up.
reports,

The members, Muller

supported the view of Frank Whitehead of England

that "all children, whatever their ultimate role in life is
to be,

need experience of literature

...

if their per-

sonalities are to expand and flower into a capacity for fullness of living."

Muller says that most of the seminar mem-

bers wanted more than students’ understanding and proficiency and reading well as a primary aim of literature, but
a lasting desire to read books and a love of literature.

The need of integration of affective and cognitive development in literature was discussed in the seminar.

Muller

says that "the literature study group discussed chiefly

affective responses, since they were wary of knowledge,
explicit analysis, demands for formulation of response."
The connection between literature and values was brought up

without opposition.

Frank Whitehead commented "that the

experience of good reading can itself do the job of education in values.

When discussing writing in the language

curriculum, members condemn the traditional approach which
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stresses ’’writing" instead of writ
ing-about-something-forsomeone.
"You cannot write writing." They
unanimously
agreed that the study of traditional grammar

and the empha-

sis on correction had a negligible effect
on the improvement
of writing, or even a harmful one.
Muller suggests

experiential/group dynamics approach as an alternative.

"My

guess is that students might improve more if they split
up
into groups and simply practiced writing for and on one

another, now and then bringing to the teacher what they con-

sidered their best efforts.
The role of drama in the English curriculum was also

emphasized, and attached to it affective as well as cognitive functions.

Members agreed that "drama widens and

deepens the students’ understanding of life and themselves
as they improvise and act various roles, speak in both their

own voice and the voice of others.

...”

Creative writing

was encouraged, for, James Moffett (a member of the

Conference) comments as the student writes a play, he is
learning "how to converse, to appreciate an art form, to

understand himself, to describe, and, very generally, simply
to write."
,

.

.

It
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The views presented thus far refer to various short-

comings in the general English language instructional philosophy and practices, especially those which prevailed in
the fifties and sixties despite the curriculum reform move-

ment and the attempts at change.

Reforms and changes, these
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views imply, cannot be effective
and meaningful unless a
new understanding of the role of
language is established,
and a new look at the aims of language
learning,
and the

methods and means by which these aims can
be realized is
undertaken.
The role of language here is a
multi-faceted,

nolistic one

...

a role which works its ways into
the

psychological, social, universal, and cognitive
and linguistic developments of the learner.
Therefore
the aims of

language learning are to embody all these aspects
of the
learner's development, and to contribute to a wholesome,
holistic, and well-rounded individual.

Only then can

language instruction become effective and meaningful.

Any

reform or attempt at improvement that does not address
itself to this fact is destined to follow the past attemnts
to the path of failure.

The views presented in the previous pages in this chapter are by no means new to education.

They are repercussion

to the views of John Dewey many decades ago.

Dewey's views concerning language instruction

.

Dewey,

before anybody else in this century, understood the ills of
the mother tongue instruction

— how

it could

lifeless, meaningless and difficult if its

become arid,
role and aims

were misunderstood and if it were taken out of its social,
interactive context, or if it were stripped of the input of
the student's active involvement, experiences, needs, and

.
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interests.

The following passage explains it
all:

Language is primarily a social thing, a
means by which
we give our experiences to others and get
theirs again
in return.
When it is taken away from its natural
wonder that it becomes a complex and
aiiiicult problem to teach language by itself.
If in
anything the child will do before he goes to school
It IS to talk of things that interest him.
But when
there are no vital interests appealed to in the
school
when language is used simply for repetition of
lessons’
It is not surprising that one of the chief
difficulties of schoolwork has come to be instruction in the
mother tongue. The child who has a variety of materials and facts wants to talk about them, and his
language becomes more refined and full, because it is
controlled and informed by realities. Beading and
writing, as well as oral use of language, may be used
on this basis.
It can be done in a related way as the
outgrowth of language may be used on this basis.
It
can be done in a related way as the outgrowth of the
child's social desire to recount his experience and
get in return the experiences of others, directed
always through contact with the facts and forces which
determine the truth communicated.

’

Dewey further draws his argument about how language

should be taught and learned as a dynamic social interaction
from the fact that language is established by agreements of

different persons in existential activities having reference
to existential consequences.

31

Because language is primarily

a social thing,

Dewey

suggests that classroom activities should be related to current social and cultural issues and problems in order that

social interaction is insured.

He deplores the failure of

education to link the learned vocabulary organically to the
range of ideas and words that are in vogue outside the
school

32
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Dewey,

like some recent Arab scholars,
criticizes the

traditional philosophy concerning the language
instruction,
for its rigidity and lack of interaction,
and for its orien-

tation towards a small segment of learners, which
results
in a privileged class language controlled by
socio-

cultural conditions.
view,

The language classroom, in Dewey's

is not teacher-centered in which the students are
con-

fined to answering questions in brief phrases or in single

disconnected sentences.

The student is the center of the

classroom activities. 34
n

Dewey believes that enlarging the pupil's active vocabulary is necessary if language is to become a conscious tool
of conveying knowledge and arresting thought.

Here Dewey

stresses the active vocabulary which leads to active fund of
meanings.

He deplores the way in which a large variety of

vocabulary is introduced to the children without giving them
the opportunity to interact with them.

35

In terms of the holistic language learning and teach-

ing,

Dewey does not just argue eloquently in favor of that,

but he also accuses the general practices of the school for

they result in dissemination and tormentation and distortion
of the language learning experience,
on the language achievement as well.

and have negative effect

He states that "lan-

guage is a structure in which every meaning, word, sentence
are strongly built and to which they are connected in an

ordered and continuous way."

"Schools," he continues.
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"interrupt the consecutiveness of language
learning and
thereby interfere harmfully with systematic
reflection."
The holistic learning experience of language
is also interrupted, Dewey believes, when schools pressure
the pupil to

avoid errors.

He attaches to this tendency a grave osycho-

logical impact on the learner.

"Energy that should go into

constructive thinking is directed into anxiety not to make
mistakes.

Self-consciousness and constraint follow.

est is drained off.

Inter-

Having to say something is a very dif-

ferent matter from having something to say."^®
As to the issue of the spoken language as opposed to

the formal or scientific language of education, Dewey

believes, as some Arab scholars in the case of Arabic, that
the spoken (informal) language, as part of the learner's

experiences, can be used as the starting point in the

process of learning the scientific or academic language and
to further the understanding of the latter.

37

Imagination is encouraged by Dewey in the language

learning process as it aids the learner grasp the meaning
and/or internalize the idea of a given word that is remote
from his direct range.

If the learner is to understand the

word, he has to become "mentally a partner with those who

used it, he engages through his imagination in a shared

activity."

"In literature," Dewey says,

"language is a

means of action as it leads the reader to build up pictures
and scenes to be enjoyed by himself."

39
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These are some of Dewey's ideas concerning
the language instruction.

Although Dewey refers mostly to the

teaching and learning of English, his views certainly
have
universal implications.
Most of the views of the Arab
scholars and educators presented in the first chapter,
as
well as the views of American and English educators pre-

sented earlier in this chapter, concur with Dewey's views
and have similar holistic objectives.
In addition to Dewey's views and the views of other

educators, such as those presented earlier, there are two

major theories that have influenced the trend toward change
in the language instruction in the "United States."

This

influence was manifested either by offering clues on how

cognitive and emotional developments take place in the life
cycle of the human being, or by offering ideas and/or

alternatives to the currently perceived imbalanced and
ineffective education philosophy and school practice.

They

are "Piaget Cognitive Development Theory" and the

"Humanistic Education Theory" (exemplified in the five educational approaches described in Chapter II:

The Values

Clarification Approach, The Confluent Approach, The
Affective Approach of Philadelphia, The Curriculum of Affect
of Fantini and Weinstein, The Confluency Approach of

Steinberg).

In the following pages,

these theories, as

applied to language instruction, in general, and English
language instruction, in particular, will be examined.
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Piaget Developmental Theory, as AppliPd
to Language Instruction
The value of Piaget Cognitive Theory
in language
instruction lies in the fact that certain
affective and
cognitive principles and guidelines can be
delineated and

applied in the language curriculum planning
and in the classroom learning/teaching procedures.
These guidelines are

essential in the educational process, for they, if
employed

seriously and adequately, could render the process of
education more relevant to the students' emotional and intel-

lectual levels and needs, and to their learning styles.

Though the cognitive processes are the apparent objective
of Piaget theory,

interpersonal, social, experiential and
included.

— personal,
universal — are

the other components of learning

The theory seems to accommodate

an

emphasis on

the affective domain and the other components to render more

holistic and meaningful learning processes.
Language curriculum planners, though, often use Piaget
theory exclusively cognitively or exclusively another way

perhaps because those who are mostly preoccupied with cognitive ends,

focus on the cognitive aspects of the theory, and

ignore consciously or unconsciously the other aspects, and,
of course, vice versa.

Here are some of the guidelines and principles that the
author has derived from reading Piaget theory as applied to

language instruction.

.

—

.
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1.

Piaget theory regards language as a contributary

factor in the development of mental action, but not
one

which by itself can be sufficient.

Other factors such as

neural maturation and interaction with the physical environment are also essential
2.

Language may be misused in the learning process

when the children are required to accommodate to words and

word relationships before their mental structures can assimilate them.

This results in the parrot-like repetition of

rote learned statements

.

.

.

which sometimes may cause the

child to lose understanding at an early age stage and never

regain it.
3.

41

Language learning, if properly oriented, can speed

the development of thinking from one stage to another.
4.

The active game, group interactional methods,

language experience story type, and role taking are the best

techniques for learning various language skills for the following reasons:
a.

Active play experiences are of the greatest

personal value to the children.
b.

Active game approach provides almost instan-

taneous feedback, because the child himself can see
and feel what he can do and cannot do, without being
a

victim of a poorly constructed paper and pencil

activity
c.

Games can provide for competitive needs of
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children In a pleasurable and
enjoyable way.'’^
dThe language experience story
with its
words, oral or printed,
represents things that they
do,

see,

feel and think about.

Role-taking skills make it possible
for the
child to engage in genuinely social,
non-egocentric,
communicative behavior.
e.

5.

In developing active games,

the teacher must con-

sider If the children's needs are being
met, how diversified
the activities are, if the activities
can be adopted to the
group's needs, if the games are suited to
the various language skills, and finally, if the games can be
adopted to
numerous levels of difficulty.
6.

Related to the active game and manipulation of lan-

guage materials, the student is to be allowed and encouraged
to explore many forms of laying a sentence, spelling, or

explaining meanings, and in reading, without restricting him
to only one standard way.

out along the way.

The standard way can be pointed

The student, instead of feeling stupid

and frustrated, will feel clever and motivated, and gradu-

ally he will be able to guess the right way.

The use of the

dictionary, for example, should be used after the exhaustion
of all other possibilities.
7.

New subjects, topics, and learning experiences

should be built on the previous one.

Thus, the sequence and

gradual understanding of the material are insured, as well

:

.
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as the previous experiences
of the learner are utilized
and

enriched.

The learners at the concrete
operational stage can
be introduced and helped to grasp
single cause and effect
relationships through stories and reading
articles,*^ grouping and classifying and "describing”
essential characteristics, indirect sentence, the use of
opposites (how bad is
the food as opposed to how good is the
food), transformation (if John is better than Peter, then who
is best?
Who
is worst?), inflections denoting plurals,
past tense, third
8.

person singular, present indicative, etcetera, combined

sentences with "and", and "more than", etcetera, adversatives and antithesis of anothers (small but heavy), applica-

tion of words onto contexts and relating them to what they

previously learned, inference and problems of method,

seriation (not warm, warm, hot, very hot, etcetera),^®
labeling active experiences, stories, and topics and talking about them in sequence, and simple planning in
sequence, 47 listening skills can be encouraged in an active
48

way

9.

— junior and high school
appears — learners are able

In the operational stage

hypothet ico-deduct ive thinking
to
a.

subordinate reality to possibility.

b.

explain and provide reasoning.

c.

concern themselves with conclusion as a

.
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necessity
develop and possess a combinational
system
(variables, ideas, propositions).
d.

develop and possess propositional combina-

e.

tions, through conjunctions "both

then,” disjunction "either

mutual exclusion "either
same as
f.

.

.

.

.

...
.

.

.

or

.

.

,

...

if

,

or both,”

or,” equivalence "the

etc.”

deal with complex noun phrases, relative

clauses, temporal connectives.*^^

Affective and Confluent Educational Theories,
~
Applications to Language Instruction
The Affective and Confluent theories have stronger

affective flavor than the Cognitive theory, and more are in
tune with Dewey's views, the views of process education proponents, and the views presented earlier in the chapter.

Though the affective domain is strongly emphasized in these
theories, their proponents assert, as was shown in the pre-

vious chapter, that the emphasis on affect is not at the

expense of cognition.

The affective domain, they say, has

an equal share in the affective,

confluent approaches, and

both affect and cognition are intertwined to render an education that deals with the whole person, and brings together
the various components of education harmoniously and holis-

tically in the learning process.

As discussed in the

—

.
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previous chapter, the proponents of the
Affective and
Cognitive theories argue that their
theories are the answer
to the declining effectiveness of the
generally prevailing

one-sided education, and an alternative which
has its backing in theory and in operation.
These theories
have a

special value for they have addressed themselves
to the
cries for an authentic educational reform which
have been

ringing for many years.

They are a systematic formulation

^io^iing and scattered views such as those presented
earlier, with applicat ional strategies intended for dif-

ferent subject matters.

Some of these theories have dealt

directly with the area of language instruction, such as the

Confluent theory, the Value Clarification theory and the

Philadelphia Affective Program.

Some of them have dealt

with other subject matters with potential application to

language instruction, such as the Affective Curriculum of
Fant ini /Weinstein

,

and the Steinberg Confluent Curriculum

Approach
The Confluent Approach to language instruction

.

Beverly

Galyean describes the holistic characteristic of language

learning saying that in learning language "you encounter
language structure.
ideas,

The structure contains your own words,

feelings, you share them with others.

All these

subject (language), affect (your feeling), relationship

(responsiveness with other individuals)
ous whole for your growth."

50

— work

as a harmoni-

Galyean has introduced a
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teacher handbook which contains many
strategies for
Confluent teaching.
"Language From Within,"

as it is

called by Galyean

,

is defined as a process of encountering,

reflecting, transforming, acting, responding
(verbalizing).
The teacher is to guide the students, through
these activities in confronting and understanding what
the events mean
to them and to their personal vocabulary,
the content of
the target language practice, around which teacher
designs

the lessons (personal language).

The personal vocabulary

Meaning Nodes" are feelings, interests, concerns, wants,
likes and dislikes, dreams, images, personal stories,

imaginings, hopes, beliefs, choices, conflicts, fears,
needs, passions and loves.

Whenever a student recognizes one of these "nodes"
within him or herself, and discusses them, natural energy
flows.

It is this energy that the teacher is to capture in

the class for these "Meaning Nodes" are integrally related
to the students'

drive for relevance.

quickly and more thoroughly learned.

Thus, they are more

Language is used,

therefore, sometimes to help students see themselves more
clearly.

52

This approach, Galyean asserts, is not to be

taught separate from subject matter.

It

is an added dimen-

sion to old ways of thinking about language teaching and

how it should develop.
in Old Skin."

"Language From Within" is "New Wine

"Language From Within" helps teacher and stu-

dents to become "more persons, more real, more at ease

.

,
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within their own skin
actualize their potent ials

and helps them learn about
and
.

In her presentation entitled
"Confluent Education:

A

Human Approach to Language Teaching,"
Galyean reiterates
this harmony and integration which
this approach brings
about between affect and cognition.
She states

that these

"educational methods and strategies help students
acquire
new dimensions of knowledge about themselves,
while acquiring their regular cognitive knowledge."

tinues,

"That is," she con

"the acquisition of mechanical skills is concomi-

tant with learning about affective dimension of one's
life.
It

is learning as a unified dynamic.

Galyean derives a

rationale for a confluent approach to language learning
from the premise that "persons function as whole beings
not as automation, or intellects, but as thinking,

feeling

persons who can love, feel deeply, expand their inner selves,
create,

and continue their own process of self-education."^^

Another rationale for adding the affective dimension to
language learning, as discerned by Galyean, is that psycholinguists believe that the need to communicate is always

present as an intrinsic motivation to language learning.

Affective strategies, she argues, provide an ongoing process
of self-reflection,

interpersonal communication, and under-

standing, all the while pursuing the study of the target

language

55

.

.
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Empirical studies and observational
reports, Galyean
states, indicate the effectiveness
of the Confluent
Approach in satisfying the students'
personal needs and as
successful means for mastering basic
language structures
G^rammar Lesson Plan in Confluent
Education

Topic.

The "Subjunctive" following the verbs "to

wish" or "to want."

The students are asked to work only

with the verbs "to be," "to have," "to go."

Objectives

:

Cognitive Objectives
1.
Students will correctly use the subjunctive
form of the verbs to be, to have, and to go, in the
second and third person singular.

2.
They will form complete sentences in the subjunctive following the verb to wish, or to want.

Interactive Objectives
1.

The students will interact in groups of four

persons
2.
They will address each other in a questionanswer mode.

Affective Objectives
1.
Students will identify positive wishes that
they have for one another.

2.
They will understand their perception of
this other person by citing the wishes that the person has for them.

Application

:

Think of some person whom you admire
offer him/her some wishes as a gift.
1.

.

.

.

.

.
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I

wish that you be

I

wish that you have

I

wish that you go

2.
Form groups of four, and share with
each
other the wishes
you may name the person
.

.

.

I wish that
(name) be
have
go
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(one person is designated as the leader
of each p-roup
and ask questions of others:
What do you wish that
(name) be
.?
etcetera.)
.

3.

you?

.

What would the same person wish for

Here the cognitive, interactive (dialog),
and affective (feeling and imagery) were
present
G^ly®an adds that behaviorist imitation— repetition

reinforcement modes expanded into existential (here and
now) disclosure of real life events, which evolved into

humanistic self-reflective growth dynamics.
Galyean does not incorporate any student's evaluation
ideas or strategies.

The evaluation seems to be directed

toward the materials and the strategies employed in the
Confluent language lesson, and this seems to be the respon-

sibility of the teacher.

She says that "materials employed

are subject to continual reappraisal according to changing

interests (of the students).

Language education and educa-

tion are an ongoing process, because each of us is constantly

engaged in an experiential encounter with our world, both
the world about us and the world within us."

59
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A Confluent Approach to Language Instruction—
A Classroom Application
Literature
Conflu6nt Approach to Litsrature

—

(Tenth Grade English
I.

II

III.

IV.
V.

Title of the Unit:

Teaching Situation:
Homogeneous Group

— by

Aaron W. Hillman)

The Human Jungle.

Tenth Grade English Class

General Objectives for this Unit:
A.

To gain an understanding of the novel.

B.

To gain further understanding of human
beings

C.

To see ourselves in the lives of others.

D.

To further skills in communication and
critical thinking.

E.

To further skills in use of language theory
by verbal and non-verbal means.

The Lord of the Flies

Text:

Supplementary Materials:

,

by William Golding.

Appropriate films, music,

and poetry.
VI

Summary of Each Day's Activities:
A.

Questions from the novel relatDaily Diary:
person.
ing to each
1.

2.

B.

C.

What power within you can
Example:
destroy you?
V/hat are you most afraid of
Example:
in this group?

Discussions:
novel

On problems relating to the

1.

Example:

The joy of hunting.

2.

Example:

What fears hunt our group?

Reading:

From the novel by students and teacher.

.

.

.
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D.

Writing:

On pertinent extracts from the

novelL

Example:
What would happen if you
were on a solitary island with a group
of people and no one was in charge?

2.

Example:
The boys taunt piggy for his
fatness, his glasses, and his lack of
physical dexterity.

E.

Classwork:
Individual or personal projects
of the students and pertinent affective training exercises.

F.

Homework:
papers

G.

VII.

1.

Appropriate reading and writing

1.

Example:
Pride, pretense, and
jealousy are other adult faults lurking
beneath the innocent appearance of the
boys

2.

Example:
Jack, whose choirboys have
now become "hunters," would happily
enforce the rules by beating up anyone
who disobeyed.

Supplementary Materials that Pertain to the
Theme of the Novel.

Affective Exercises to be Used in Conjunction with
the Novel:
A.

Short periods of eyes-closed meditation.

B.

The students to put themselves and
Fantasy:
a
act the situation presented in the novel:
crash-landed
have
group on an airplane flight
The pilot is dead and
on a remote island.
The goal of this exercise
the radio is dead.
is to give the students the opportunity to
personally feel the hardship of the situation
and to "form their own government in the same
manner as the boys in Lord of the Flies
'

.

Feeling the tensity of fears that "have begun
to grip the boys on the island by silent
screamings immobilization and exploding
through actual screaming."
,

.
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D.

Listening to a recording in darkness of
the
sounds of sea and surf.

E.

As the novel begins to bring out
that evil
exists in every man and is a necessary
part of the human condition, improvisa—
tional^ theater is applied.
Students improvise the exercise "you’ve got it, I want
It.
"It" is never identified.
Students
prepare lists of things they like and dislil^e about themselves.
They dispose of the
dislikes as they wish and then enter into
and absorb what they like about themselves,

F.

The boys in the novel have reverted to
savagery and at the last moment rescue
appears in the form of traditional
authority
,

5.

G.

Students begin the series of "Who Am I"
1.

Who am I?

2.

Write an autobiography.

3.

Write a play about yourself.

4.

What work do
world.

(single word)

I

want to leave in the

A class choral reading of Khalil

Gibran’s prose poem "Revelation".
VIII.

IX.

Summation of the Unit:
A.

Is there such a thing as the "human
jungle"?

B.

Does it lie in all of us?

C.

What can be done to prevent it?

D.

If you were one of the boys, what would
you have done?

The student’s
No testing should be done.
should
be evaluated
writing and class participation
with the student.

Testing:
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X.

Activities;
Where possible, walks
to the woods, trips to civic
departments, or other
pertinent activities outside the walls
of the
school should be tried.

These two lesson samples demonstrate how
practical and
applicable the Confluent Approach to language
instruction
can be without jeopardizing or seriously
changing the traditional structured approach.
The lessons are well
planned,

and structured.

They have objectives which encompass the

cognitive domain as well as the affective domain equally,
ihe lessons propose strategies and techniques for the

realization of these objectives.

They also emphasize

experiential and group dynamics activities through dramatization, valuing, environmental awareness, creative writing,

etcetera.

The Confluent Approach seems suitable to adopt

to the language instruction, though some of the techniques

seem to be radical and cannot be introduced in the Arabic
classrooms, especially without modification.

Values Clarification Theory and
Language Instruction
Two types of Values Clarification Approaches to lan-

guage instruction can be found in this theory.

The first

(Personal Growth Approach) is an affective approach which
gives priority to the personal growth as a content of learning, wherein the subject matter (language) skills develop

as an expression and manifestation of the personal growth

,
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process.

The second type (The Three-Level Teaching

Approach) is more like "Confluent Approach" where cognitive
and affective components are equally stressed and carried
out in the teaching/learning process.

The first is manifested in the Sideny Simon, et al

book entitled Composition for Personal Growth

.

.

The

book focuses on how the composition class can be related to
the students' values clarification, areas of concern, selfconcept, self-confidence and their interpersonal and social
growth.

This type of composition involves, as the authors

state, "reflection" upon one's own experiences, unorganized

though they may be, clarification patterns and preferences
and values, commitment to writing which renders the learner

committed to himself and to his work through his own action.
All this occurs, as the authors explain, through learning
by doing methods and strategies which involve intra/

interpersonal, group activities in writing and in discussion
and other group processes.

The authors say that "under the

learning by doing system, the student writes because he

wants to say something of importance to some person or persons of importance to him."
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The Personal Growth Approach also involves and requires

peer feedback in addition to the teacher's feedback to the

student's writing, thoughts, and language pattern.

Other

characteristics of this approach involve planning by the
teacher of the objectives of the lesson that include

.
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(identity,

interpersonal relation, values into
action),
the activities which will be used,
the use of time, materials, provision for discussion,
reflection, and writing,
ritual and continuing activities, the
students'
concerns,

the students' requests, and provisions for
student initiatives.
There is also the evaluation which involves
whether
the objectives were realized, the success of
the use of
time, whether the other elements of the planned
lesson were

employed.

In addition to that,

extent of enjoyability

,

the evaluation includes the

and serendipity in the class.

The

evaluation should also result in improvement in the next
plan
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The authors introduce a variety of general techniques
and strategies as well as ongoing activities which are sup-

posed to operationalize and effectuate this approach and
realize its objectives.

There are written as well as spoken

(vocal) techniques and activities.

The written responses

vary "from one word to a complete essay."

The student will

record these responses in a "private journal."

Some

responses may be written for another member of the peer
group to record in his journal.

Occasionally, sections of

the journal will be shared with other members of the peer
group.

The journal will contain unorganized data, all more

or less relevant to questions such as the following:

am I?"

"How am

I

perceived by others?"

"Who

"Which of my char-

acteristics are common and which are unique?"

"What do

I
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value?”

From time to time, the students will be given

synthesizing activities in which they will explore the contents of their journals as an archeologist might examine
the

unearthed in a digging.

These journals will not

be read by the teacher except in cases where the student
asks specifically for consultation.

Most evaluation will be

done in the peer group discussions, where the emphasis is on

content and rhetoric (that is, the effect which the writing

produces upon its audience).

mechanics

— spelling,

The only discussion of

punctuation, capitalization

— will

come

when the peer groups find significant interference with the

messages as the result of mechanical problems. 63
The Three-Level Teaching Approach
The Three-Level Teaching Approach seems to be more

practical for adoption into language instruction without

administering major changes in the essence of the current
language curricula.

This approach combines both the content

of subject matter and the valuing process which ties the

traditional cognitive approach (facts and concepts) to the
personal and interpersonal growth.
In their example of application of this approach to

language (literature), the authors apply the approach as
follows.

For the poem "The Road Not Taken” by Robert Frost,

the approach applies as follows:

.
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I

II.

The Facts Level
1.

Memorize the poem.

2.

Who was the author?

3.

When was the poem written?

4.

What was the background of the writer?

5.

What is its rhythmic pattern?

Concepts Level
1.

What is the poet saying in this poem?
do you think the two roads mean?

2.

In what school of poetry would you place

Robert Frost?

III.

What

Discuss.

3.

How would you compare Frost's style of
verse to that of E.E. Cummings?

4.

How does Frost relate to his New England
heritage and men like Emerson, Thoreau, and
Longfellow? What concepts do they have in
common?

Values Level
1.

Write a poem on how you feel about making
decisions? What images can you use other
than a road?

2.

What was the most important choice you had
to make in your life?

3.

Have you ever faced a "grassy road that
wanted wear"?

4.

In what way(s) has one of your choices made
a difference in your life?

5.

Which of your choices are you most proud
of? Do you have reason?

6.

Is there any adult who gives you helpful
advice when you face choices?

7.

Are you at or are you coming to any new
forks in the road? How do you think you
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will choose? What are the pros and cons
of the alternatives?®"*
The values level questions include all the valuing
processes which the authors present in their theory:
"Choosing" (from alternatives, consideration of consequences),

"prizing" and "cherishing" (public affirmation), "acting"
(with pattern).

The Personal Growth Approach to composition has many

important features that are essential to any holistic and

integrative approach to language instruction.
render writing more relevant to the students'

It

could

lives, their

interests and needs, and to gear it to their mental and

emotional levels.

This approach is based on individual and

group experiential processes, and is full of life and student involvement.

The students through this approach are

apt to feel the joy, the meaningfulness and the significance
of their writing, because it is about themselves, and it is

the content of their real thoughts and experiences.

Through

this approach, students can enhance their personal, inter-

personal, and social skills and awareness which have a

direct influence on the rate and the quality of their per-

sonal and social growth.

On the other hand, the authors of

this approach seem to place the focus almost wholly on the

personal growth objectives.

Although intellectual skills,

such as "critical thinking," analyzing, theorizing, etcetera,

are involved, the linguistic skills of grammatical and

.
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structural nature have secondary (by-product like)
status.
The fear is that when the students are always involved
in

personal growth and value clarification activities, they
might be carried away and drift from pursuing language
skills objectives.
The other problem is the separation of composition
from other areas of language.

Relating composition to

other language arts, such as reading and literature, does
not appear to be of concern in this approach.

The third problem is in the evaluation.

There seems

to be no safeguard for the peer evaluation not inducing

tension and antagonism among the students.

Neither is there

any suggestion regarding teacher's supervision of the stu-

dents'

evaluation of the work of each other, nor his/her

intervention to correct the direction of the evaluation
process when there is a need for that
The evaluation

mechanism, as suggested by the authors,

does not elaborate on how the students and the teacher will

be able to determine whether the students have achieved the

objectives related to (self-concept, identity, interpersonal
and value action skills).

The authors also do not elaborate on the age and mental
and grade level to which this approach is geared, or how

gradual the introduction of this approach should be.

Although the Three— Level Teaching Approach is more
inclusive and holistic, that is, it combines elements from
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the traditional approach to teaching, and elements from

the personal affective approach,

it does not offer any sug-

gestions, techniques or strategies that would assist in the

learning process.
is preferred

...

Nor do we know what method of teaching
is it traditional teacher and subject-

centered, or progressive and student-centered?

The combination of both approaches (the structure of
the. Three-Level Teaching Approach,

and techniques and

methods from the Personal Growth) may be of value in its
application to the area of language instruction.
The Philadelphia Affective Education Project

Terry Borton and Norman Newberg, through their

"Philadelphia Affective Education Program," developed their

Curriculum of Concern Approach to English (The Communication
Course) and urban affairs (The Urban Affairs Course).

Each

course is based on three processes:
1.

Consciously "sensing" (with "what" as the basic

question) through immersion, role playing, improvisation and
drama exercises).
2.

Consciously "transforming" (with "why" as the basic

question) through analysis and contemplation.
3.

Consciously "acting" (with "so what" as the basic
.

choice.
question) through experimentation and conscious
,

65

to have
This approach with its three processes seems

Values
incorporated ideas and/or techniques from the
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Clarification Theory and from the Curriculum
of Affect and
The Trumpet Theory of Fantini and Weinstein.
The subject matter vehicle is used in this
approach
to help students' inventory and clarify
their own concerns,
values, and behavioral patterns— the sensing
"what"

process.

Then the students transform their self-discovery by
ques-

tioning why the "pattern" has developed, the continuing,
and the consequences— the "why" phase.

The new patterns or

attitudes are developed, and the acting out of these new

patterns takes place through experimentation.
The authors of this curriculum state that the priority
of this course is not teaching subject matter,

it

is the

self and social development through learning subject matter.
The difference in the communication and urban affairs
courses is that they teach process in a very explicit
and sequential fashion with the vehicle (information
about English), or social studies, being important,
but secondary.
That is, the vehicles of the courses
have been selected primarily because they provide
effective ways to teach about process not because
they introduce all the content which might be legitimately considered in courses with such titles. The
language skills are to be worked into the lesson
sequence as they seem appropriate to an individual
teacher.
Most lessons are organized as little trumpets, with

very clear what, why, how sequence.
an experience (a game,
A "What",

The lessons begin with

an improvisation,

confrontation):

then students step aside to look at the "Why",

and to think about alternatives "How".
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The three processes proceed gradually
in the course.
The last process, acting out "How",
appears only at the
end.

As in the Personal Growth and Values
Clarification

Approach to composition, the lesson's activities
in the
Curriculum of Concern Approach to English involves
keeping
a journal in which the students write
comments and
keep

their written assignments as well as their personal
opinions, and reactions. 67

The lessons are well structured

with clear process objectives.

They end with homework

assignments which are intended to relate the experiences

presented in the lesson to the concerns and personal growth
of the students.
In Lesson "3",

for example,

"Beyond the Looking-Glass,"

the main activity is "Reorientation through mirroring."

The

process objective is that "students should understand that

consciously standing off from themselves, or as earlier,

reflecting through another person, or through art, is

a way

of seeing their own character more clearly." G 8
As a homework assignment at the end of Lesson "20",

"Transforming Through Dreaming," the teacher is to ask the
students to read Tolestoi's story "The Peasant and the

Cucumber," and Stevenson's Fable VI, from their textbook,
and to analyze each of the fables in light of the [class]

discussion of the tension or conflict that exists between
dream and reality.

The teacher also is to ask the students

to explore the writing techniques that create this kind of

.
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tension.

Finally, the students are to be asked to
invent

a daydream fable using their knowledge of
how one distorts

reality
In this assignment,

analytical and literary and

creative skills are addressed as well as personal reflection and self-evaluation.
In the proposed evaluation,

the teacher seems to have

more weight in Philadelphia Affective Approach than in the

Personal Growth Approach.

The authors suggest that the

teacher should read the journals of the students regularly
and respond to their recorded comments. 70

Evaluation also includes testing the students for both
content and process.

For example, content test might be to

ask the students to write about the "Animal in Man," process
test, to see if the students understand reorientation tech-

niques of focussing and mirroring.

But the authors conclude

that the ultimate objective is whether the student has

understood the process and continues to use it personally
throughout his life.

71

This objective seems to be beyond

the realm of classroom testing.

Some of the comments which were made in relation to
the Personal Growth Approach to writing can also be made
here.

The priority is given to personal and affective

growth objectives, and only secondary consideration is

given to the language skills objectives, though both objectives can be addressed simultaneously and equally.
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Notwithstanding, the authors' urge to the teachers to
avoid a value judgement and not to focus on negative
factors
in their groups

interaction, no explanation is given on how

to safeguard such exercises from falling into this very

problem.

This is transparent in some questions proposed to

be given to students after a group discussion exercise in

Lesson "o".

"Think now about what happened in your group:

Who was the most persuasive and influential leader in your
group?

How did that person get to be the leader?

he say or do that influenced your group?

What did

Were there other

people who tried to be the leader but didn't take it?

held them back?"
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What

There seems to be some contradiction

between the objectives and methods of achieving these objectives

.

For example, the third and the most important process
in the curriculum is the "choosing" and the commitment to

the choice, but the authors explain in Lesson "21", "Heaven

and Hell," that "this lesson uses the metaphor of Heaven and
Hell to give the student a way of separating those alterna-

tives and seeing more clearly how a personal choice or risk
can be a step

toward building his own personally chosen

Heaven, or his personally constructed Hell."
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In my

opinion, such an exercise could inhibit the students from

making decisions and taking risks.
On the other hand, this curriculum offers techniques
class.
and activities that are necessary in the language

.
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There are many dynamic, group
process, experiential and
enthusiastic learning and teaching
processes which are
indispensable in any learning/teaching
situation.

The

Curriculum of Concern is process
oriented; that is, its
Ultimate objective is to help the
students grasp Important
life-long process skills such as
self-inventorying and
analyzing, valuing and evaluating,
decision making and
effectively communicating.
These Important process skills are
essential in the
learning process if it is to be of value
and significance
in the life of the student.
The other approaches which were not
specifically

intended for application in language instruction,
but have
some implication and can be adapted in organizing
a more

holistic language curriculum or improving the existing
language curriculum, are "The Curriculum of Affect" of

Weinstein and Fantini, and Steinberg's Confluence Curriculum
Model
"

The Curriculum of Affect "

"The Curriculum of Affect" presented by Weinstein and

Fantini is perhaps the most organized, structured, and complete among the affective curricula.

It consists of and

describes in detail nine steps for building a Curriculum of
Affect:

identifying the learners, identifying the shared

concerns of the learners, diagnosing the identified concerns.
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determining the outcomes in relation
to these concerns,
organizing ideas and concepts which
address these concerns,
selecting content vehicles, determining
the needed learning
skills, selecting the appropriate
teaching
procedures,

evaluation.

The curriculum content and outcomes
are mostly
directed toward affective objectives
such as self-identity
and self-concept, a sense of
connectedness, and a sense of
control.
Although the curriculum contains many
cognitive
process skills such as "critical thinking,
analytical procedures, inquiry, evaluating, problem solving,
hypothesizing,

planning, predicting outcomes, questioning
alternatives,"

these cognitive processes are stressed to aid in
the realizing of the affective ob jectives

.

The developers of the

model leave the door open for regular subject areas and

basic skills" such as reading, writing, oral communication,
and computation. 75

These skills and contents of subject

matter are encouraged only as they aid in the development
of the affective skills and outcomes.

Therefore, the

Curriculum of Affect is like Philadelphia Curriculum of
Concern, and the Personal Growth Curriculum, in that it is
a process curriculum in which basic affective process skills

determine the content and the outcomes of learning.
application of such an approach requires
the existing education system,

tion and teaching methods.

a radical

The

change in

and the curriculum organiza-

.
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The Curriculum of Affect can, however, assist educators attempting to improve the existing curriculum without

major changes by incorporating the ideas and techniques it
t

offers, such as how to identify major concerns and affective

needs and interests, and how to relate the teaching of subject matter to these concerns and to the students'

learning

styles

The evaluation of the Curriculum of Affect is "a con-

tinuous process, not just a concluding step," and should be

directed not just to learning outcomes, but to the extent
of the effectiveness of the content vehicles,

and the learn-

ing procedures and the distribution of time.

The evaluation

should also lead to the discovery of new learners' problems,
new areas to explore, and more elaboration on the model.

76

This also can help improve the conventional evaluation

mechanism which is mostly directed toward testing students
cognitively without paying much attention to the affective
elements and the adequacy of the material and teaching

methods involved.

Steinberg Model of Confluent Curriculum
John Steinberg, in his model for Confluent learning,
sees total learning takes place if curriculum includes three

learning components:
1.

edge

.

Background Learning;

Information and knowl-
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2.

Experiential Learning:

The application of the

background learning in practical
situations.
3.

Personal/Affection Learning:

a personal or social

Knowledge is given

meaning and relevancy.

Here in this model, learning is
assumed to be more complete, and includes elements from
various theories such as
the traditional, the experiential,
the affective, and the
open education.

Although there is some confusion and redundancy
in the
organization of this model (which will be referred

to later),

the model can be applied both on a short-term
basis to unit

and lesson planning and procedures, and on a
long-term

basis to curriculum planning and implementing.

It can also

be applied to any subject matter including language.

(Steinberg does not give any sample lesson or unit.)

With

some modification, the approach can serve more holistic

language instruction.

The other applaudable aspect in the

model is its evaluational method.

Evaluation in this model

is intended to include all the three learning components.

Like in the Curriculum of Affect it is process oriented.
It

is to enhance and further the skills that it evaluates.

In experiential evaluation,

Steinberg states that when a

student gives a presentation, he furthers his skills of sum-

marization and expression.
When the student is asked to tell about what he valued
most in his learning experience, or to select something he

.
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has produced, he furthers his skills of
making choices,
valuing, decision making and responsibility.^^
Still

Steinberg includes in the evaluation of background
learning,

memorization, recalling of facts, and describing

aspects of the units of study.

One has to question the pur-

pose this kind of testing serves, since the students
are

evaluated in their ability and skills of application as
well as in their affective/personal and social skills.

Other problems include some confusion over the definition and the boundary of each learning mode.

,

For example,

when Steinberg talks about affective content, he exemplifies activities out in the community, and acting up on

social concerns.
as well.

These two activities can be experiential

There are cognitive skills, such as analyzing,

drawing conclusions, synthesizing, criticizing, evaluating,
listed under experiential learning, although one expects
these skills to be listed in the background learning, since

Steinberg lists other cognitive skills in the background
^
mode
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There is also no clear distinction between methods and
contents in the model.

Steinberg recognizes the problem of

definition and distinction, but he believes that this is
not important.

he continues,

"The most important aspect of this approach,"
"is simply recognizing that there are dif-

ferent modes, components and approaches towards learning."

79
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Steinberg does not clarify the age group, the
grade
level, or the cognitive levels to which his
model is geared,

nor does he offer a strategy to tailor the
components of
his model to the levels of the learners; probably
he assumes
that this is the responsibility of the teacher who
knows

best what his students need and what they are capable of.

Recognizing the deficiencies of the English language
instruction which were pointed to earlier in the chapter;

taking into serious consideration the views, ideas and suggestions of individual scholars, such as thpse referred to
earlier, regarding improvements and changes to more affec-

tive and more holistic language curriculum; influenced by
the findings and recommendations of Barmouth Anglo-American

Conference in 1966, and by the tremendous impact of the
advent of the humanistic education movement and its

Affective and Confluent Theories in the late sixties and
early seventies, language instructional philosophy and cur-

ricular planning throughout the United States began to witness considerable improvement and/or changes process.

The

improvement and changes are mostly directed toward more

relevance of the language teaching to the learners' emotional and cognitive levels, and needs, and learning styles

toward more affective/personal, interpersonal, social and

universal awareness and growth; toward more processoriented, experiential, student-centered language learning.
In the following,

a random selection of curriculum

,
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guidelines from different areas of the United States will
be surveyed, to see the extent of changes toward holistic

approaches these curriculums have undergone.
The Language Arts Curriculum Guide Performance
Expectations K-12, Northern Valley
Regional High School District
Closter, New Jersey, 1978

The Language Arts Curriculum Guide of Northern Valley

Regional High School District in Closter, New Jersey, offers
the language arts and their objectives according to the cog-

nitive and grade levels of the learners.

The objectives of

each language art includes cognitive as well as affective

elements.

The methods, by which these objectives are to be

realized, are also confluent in their nature, and include

psychomotor, experiential, group dynamic activities,

environmental, social, cultural interaction, emotional,

affective developments (self-confidence, self-concept, selfcontrol), personal judgement and valuing techniques.

The

development of cognitive process skills such as mental concentration, sequencing, recognition, discrimination, dif-

ferentiation, comprehending, associating, generalizing,
analyzing, detailing, clarifying, summarizing, etcetera, is
also included and stressed.

Piagetian methods, though inseparable from the context
in the curriculum,

are recognizable nevertheless, such as

manipulation of objects, coordinating, classification,

.
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sequencing, contracting (summarizing),
discrimination,

perceptual developments, structural analysis,
deleting and
adding, comparing and contrasting, symbolizing,
organizing,
seriation, etcetera, as well as interpersonal and
group

dynamics
Efforts are taken in the curriculum to tailor these
objectives, and their learning methods to the cognitive and

emotional levels of the learners, with details and specificity.

The organization of the curriculum guide is

guided by a philosophy reflected in the preface of the
curriculum.

The authors state that "An effective language

arts program helps a child learn to listen, speak, read,

study and write.

To teach these goals, the child must expe-

rience language; he or she must be immersed in language
activities.
to think.

Teaching a child to write is teaching

a child

The best topics are to be found in the child's

own experiences.

,,80

Although the distribution of the affective objectives
are not equal among the various language arts in this cur-

riculum guide, and the assigning of the objectives according
to cognitive and emotional levels are sometimes arbitrary

and lack consistency, simply because it is not backed by
a clear set of rules and principles

be achieved wholly anyway)

,

(probably this cannot

yet the curriculum is a

real attempt at rendering language instruction more meaningful, more tuned to the students'

cognitive and emotional

1

.
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levels, more holistic and integrated.

It

is a realistic

attempt to remedy the language instruction
situation, for
It offers specific and applicable
objectives and procedures
for that effect.

Teacher's Guide for Language Arts, Grades 4-8
Saint Louis Public Schools Missouri
1975
,

^

,

The Teacher's Guide for Language Arts of Saint
Louis

Public Schools, Missouri, stresses process oriented
language learning.

The guide stresses, as one of the objec-

tives of learning the language, the development of sense of

responsibility over one's own learning effectively.

The

guide ties the learning of language skills to the utilization of these skills, that is applying them to meet one's
needs.

The language skills that are mastered, the guide

states, are to become internalized in the student's life,

and their use and application become a habit and

a

pleasur-

able process. 8

The guide emphasizes also the development

of moral values,

and social growth, especially in litera-

ture
4-
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The ultimate goal to which the language objectives must
be directed, according to the guide, is to enable the pupil
to become a functioning member of the world community.

Therefore the universal role of language is

a

83

supreme one.

However, this guide seems to fail to relate the objec-

tives of each language art to other language arts objectives.
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The guide also falls to deal with
clarity, with the affective and process objectives, nor
does It articulate the
means by which these objectives can
be realized.
The Language Arts Curriculum Guide. Sam Hons
t on
Curriculum Center, loo's
^

The Sam Houston Language Curriculum Guide
tries to

introduce an integrated language curriculum model.

In this

model, the various language arts skills are interrelated.

Reading, spelling, composition, and grammar can be derived

from a piece of literature.

Literature seems to play a

/

significant role in this curriculum.

The student is not

just to understand the meaning, but to arrive at an inter-

pretation which has personal significance.
The guide proposes three levels for learning literature,
and applying other language learning skills, each of which

involves affective and cognitive objectives.

The process

starts with simple tasks such as identifying units and chapters,
level;

and locating information and conflicts in the first
and relating to real social and political issues in

the second level; progressing to personal identification and

interaction with characters and themes of the material that
result in self-reflection who am

I,

and decision making.

The topics for grammar, speech, reading, composition and

writing skills are also developed in light of the literature
material and progress in their sophistication according to

.

.
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these levels.

Composition is particularly
important in
this guide as a means for
application of what the student
has learned both cognitively
and affectively.
Concise and
creative writing and dramatic
presentation are developed in
the third level.
The role of the teacher, in the
guide,

gradually eases as the students
progress from the first to
the third level.
In the third level, the student
seems to
be in charge of his learning, and the
teacher is a facllitator
This curriculum guide is a useful and
encouraging

attempt at change toward holistic language
instruction.
The guide endeavors to bring an integration
among the

various language arts (spelling, speaking, listening,
reading, writing and literature)

in one hand,

and to incorporate

affective objectives (though not adequately and directly
stressed) in the other hand.

The curriculum also encourages

group dynamics, interpersonal communication, experiential
and appl icat ional methods and processes, and gradually

builds the student's inchargeness of his/her learning

process
English Language Framework for California
Public Schools, K-12, California State
Department of Education, 1976

California Language Framework addresses itself to the
problems of English language instruction in this country,
perhaps more clearly and adamantly than any other language
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curriculum the author has studied.

The curriculum seems to

be an attempt to respond to the
recommendations of the
"Darmouth Conference" especially in
the areas of the centrality of the student and the students'
Involvement

In the

language experience, the interaction
experience, the need
to negate stultifying examination
patterns which tend to
focus on content at the expense of process,
the need for
radical reform in teacher's education programs.®^
The
Framework seems to focus on two Important factors
which

constitute holistic language instruction;
1.

The language skills are process skills, therefore

they involve more than adroitness and efficiency; they

refer to the ability to connect what is learned to one's

own past experiences, present needs, and future plans.
2.

Cognitive and affective domains are equally

stressed and without either one of them language instruction is not complete.

These two factors are the basis for the long-range
goals of the language arts.

It

is stated in the Framework,

that the long-range goals of English language arts should

provide continuous thinking and growth process through:
1.

speaking effectively in a variety of personal,

social, and political situations,
2.

listening actively.

3.

writing for practical matters,

4.

reading with assurance and for pleasure.
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recognizing the ways in which language shapes
a

5.

view of the world,

recognizing how language shapes the quality of
interaction between and among human beings.
6.

The integration of cognitive and affective domain
is a

theme the Framework applies on all the language arts.

Stu-

dents can gain confidence in themselves and in their rela-

tionship with teachers and peers through an effective oral
program.

One of the criteria for effective listening and

speaking programs is how the program reflects the importance
I

of listening and speaking to cognitive and affective learning.

About "reading,” the Framework states that "it is both

an affective and cognitive task which functions as an

organic whole and involves the whole self." 87

Literature is

considered in the Framework as "a vehicle through which the

humanizing aim of the school program can be realized."

^

One of the goals of literature is stated as "ongoing interests in literature with increasing insight into the experi-

ence as a way of understanding oneself, and our relation to
family, group, and the world."

89

When discussing the area of values and valuing, the

Framework states that "since the question of values is the

substance of much literature, it can be effective in helping students clarify their thinking and resolve their con-

flicts in values."®^

Self-confidence, self-assurance, and

self-identification are emphasized in every language art

.
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objective.

Confidence," states the Framework,
"leads to
competence." Self-confidence and
self-assurance are
the

main goals for oral language, and
composition.^^
tion,

in the Framework,

has different or perhaps it is more

inclusive than conventional evaluation.

Here evaluation

includes cognitive as well as affective domain.

directed toward both content and process.
dicts,

Evalua-

It

It

is

informs, pre-

guides curriculum priorities in the classroom.

Evaluation also is not just the teacher's task but
the student's task as well.
Students constructively evaluate
themselves, other students, and their teacher.

Basic Objectives in Language Arts, K-12.
Indiana
The Indiana language arts basic objectives seem to

include identical holistic views of language learning.

The

goals of language learning, as stated by the curriculum,

incorporates affective, aesthetic, cognitive, experiential,
applicat ional and cultural social components.

The methods

of learning by which these goals are to be realized also

include these components.

The first goal of language learn-

ing is to focus on language as a source of pleasure.

This

is to be achieved through enabling objectives both cognitive

(analytical, explaining, creative, etcetera) and experiential (manipulating, playing,

initiating)

inventing, applying, composing,
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The second goal deals with
develooing knowledge of
words and how they work in contexts.
This is achieved
through experiential and cognitive
methods such
as dis-

covery, manipulating, analyzing with
the aid of dictionary,
grammar.
Students also discover how social,
political and

scientific factors influence the words' meaning.
The third goal is to deal with the affective
bearing
of language usage on the behavior, attitudes,
thoughts of

the people.

Students are to study a variety of language

usages in the media, for commercial or political
purposes.

They idehtify certain people and select certain pieces

which they admire and have special appeal to them, and have
effects on their lives.
use of language.

They criticize some exploitative

The fourth goal focuses on the knowledge

of various levels of language usage and how to adjust their

language to fit their purposes, situations, and audience.
The fifth goal deals with building the students'

curiosity about their own language, and other languages
through experiential means.

They identify, recognize, and

appreciate their own and the others' dialects as part of
their cultures.

Listening and oral communication are experiential, and
affective in the way they are learned.

They have to be

applied in real or pretended situations (role playing, story
telling, group discussion, asking, replying, responding,

etcetera).

The students are to know the effect of listening

—
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and oral communication on the psychology,

feelings, and

modes of the audience, and on themselves
(sense of responsibility, interpersonal communication,
self-controls, their
self-growth, awareness of the feelings, needs,
and interests of the others).
Cultural, social and environmental
factors are to be considered.
It

Reading is also a process.

is to fulfill lifetime skills and needs
both personal

(self-awareness, self-growth, values clarification, enjoyment )

,

and cognitive,

intellectual (critical thinking,

analysis, etcetera).
In

writing and literature, confluency, in objectives

and means and methods of achieving, is also stressed.

The

Indiana curriculum dedicates a special section to two

though important components of language, yet mostly ignored
in language curriculums

mass media.

— non-verbal

communication and the

Students learn how conscious and sub-conscious

non-verbal signs influence the communication process.

They

learn how to infer from these non-verbal messages concealed

feelings, cultural variation, and how, through body, self,

environment, social, universal awareness, they can receive,
interpret, respond to these signals.
In the mass media section,

the students critically

identify, classify, evaluate, and compare different types
of mass media.

They examine how the media influence their

attitudes and values.

They reexamine their own values

against the use and misuse of media and their responsibility,

"
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as consumers,

in this matter.

The Reading Curriculum Guide of Massachusetts
Department of Education. Grades 1-12

The Massachusetts Reading Guide gives the affective

domain an equal importance to the cognitive domain.

Although the guide devotes a small part to affective
aspects of reading, the authors warn the reader against

believing that these aspects are any less important than
the skills aspects which are so much easier to state and to

measure objectively.

The guide also states that "little is

gained by teaching a child how to read if, at the same
time, he does not acquire a desire to read and appreciation

for what reading can do to make his life more useful and

pleasurable

qq

.

Some of the affective objectives in the guide follow;

—

To help the student use reading to solve his

ov/n

problems (personal, vocational, educational).
The student's comments reveal that he sees and
uses the experiences of people in books to under-

stand himself, and his relation to his environment

—

.

To help the student grow in ideas and ethical

perceptions through his reading.

He asks ques-

tions and makes perceptive comments on human

values and judgements on life.

,
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To help the student grow in
social sensitivity

through his reading.

He chooses to read about

people and culture other than his own.

He also

reads about current social issues.
To help the student grow in sensitivity
to

writing style by choosing materials written in
varied and increasingly sophisticated styles.
To have the student give evidence of maturing

attitudes by responding to or intimating discussion of his reading in more and more depth.

These objectives include affective process skills of

self-perception, self-understanding, environmental and
social sensitivity and awareness, ethical and value perception, as well as maturing attitudes toward wanting to read

and deepening of

reading and writing skills.

The guide does not seem clear on its understanding of
skills.

The authors of the guide seem to understand skills

only within the cognitive context.

There is no serious

effort on the part of the authors to deal with articulation,

with affective skills and attitudes, and how to relate them
to the cognitive skills in the reading program.

The Sycamore Language Arts Guide, K-9
Sycamore Community Schools,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1974

The main skill in the Language Arts Guide of Sycamore

Community Schools, Ohio, is the critical thinking, under

.
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which other process skills such as cause-effect,
sequencing,

comparison and contrast, classification and
categoriza-

tion, generalization,

inference, etcetera, are sought in

the teaching and learning of the language arts.

The cogni-

tive development level of the learner (Piaget theory)
is

taken into consideration, in the degree and speed by which
these skills are required and developed.

Independent stu-

dent activities as well as group work are also included for
the realization of these skills and the research skills as

well
The dynamic experiential and applicational format of

information processing offered by the guide is what gives
it some uniqueness.
1.

The format includes three processes.

Acquiring Information;

Through listening, locat-

ing resources, using media centers, books, dictionaries,

etcetera.
2.

Recording Information:

Through taking notes, keep-

ing and organizing papers and notebooks, proof-reading,

etcetera.
3.

Communicating Information:

Through oral and writ-

ten forms.

These three processes together or each of them individually can include all language skills.

Although the

guide includes some affective elements, such as group work,

individual dynamic involvement and experiential learning,
and commensurat ing content with the learners' experiences

.
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and their cognitive levels, the guide fails to
make the

®®l^~connect ion and does not capitalize on the process type
of learning it offers to promote personal, social and

growth in addition to the cognitive growth.
The curriculum guides cited above represent

,

though

sometimes inadequately and incompletely, a trend toward a
change in the direction toward more holistic education, by

incorporating and stressing affective objectives and skills,
and relating them more closely to the cognitive objectives

and outcomes, in a process oriented language instruction.
The obvious influence of Dewey's progressive views, the

cognitive development theory of Piaget, process education
theory,

and affective and confluent theories, on these cur-

riculum guides gives a strong evidence of

a

favorable atti-

tude of the language educators in this country toward these

views and theories, especially the theories of affect and
conf luency

Research in the area of affective and confluent theories are, however, still below what one expects, considering the augmentation of the growth of these theories, and
the publicity and influence they have gained in the past

decade.

This is, in part, due to the difficulty inherent

in evaluating the affective objectives objectively,

and

partly, perhaps, because of the strong and convincing

rationale, and the massive campaign the proponents of these

theories have put forth, which have made the issue, of more

.
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affective and more confluent education,
seem obvious without the need for massive research.
In the following pages,

the claims of proponents of

process, affective, and confluent theories,
regarding the

psychological and the academic changes their approaches
affect in education in general and language instruction
in

particular, will be examined in light of some research

findings

Research Findings Pertaining to the Psychological
and Academic Outcomes of Incorporating Process,
Affective and Confluent Components into
the Language Curriculum

Although there are some conservative attitudes toward
the conclusiveness and effectiveness of research methods

and the extent of their accuracy and soundness in the area
of affective and confluent education

and although there

are some conflicting findings in some studies and research,

nevertheless, the majority of the research confirm the
claims of the proponents of affective, process, and confluent educational theories, that their approaches do affect

improvements in the psychological, interpersonal, social
growth and academic achievement.

The program of the "Art

Action Center" of Rochester, New York, shows

correlation

between affective activities and reduction of frustration
and anti-social tendencies and enhancement of self-esteem
and improvement of the reading level of the participants.
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The Coleman Report confirms that
the student's self-concept
and attitudes are highly correlated
with academic achievement
.

Macmillan and Freepren (1971) report similar
results.
In summarizing their 1964 research,
Brookover, Patterson,
and Thomas (1965) concluded that "self-concept
of academic
ability is associated with academic achievement
at each

grade level."

Irwin (1967) reached identical conclusions.

He summarized his research by stating:
a

positive conception of one's self as

"It may well be that
a

person is not only

more important than striving to get ahead and enthusiasm for

studying and going to school, but that it is

a central

fac-

tor when considering optimal scholastic performance."^^
a study of black students,

In

Caplan (1966) found that "the

influence of the self has no racial boundaries.

Students

who feel ill about their abilities seldom succeed in school,

regardless of their color." 99
Gill^*^^ concludes his study urging strongly and

assuredly that the importance of self-concept in this educational process seems to need more emphasis than is presently

given to it (in the public schools).
A conclusion of an experiment on the effect of a guided

imagery activity on various behaviors in an inner city public high school in Los Angeles indicates that the use of

this activity (or activities of similar design) may influ-

ence students to:

:
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1.

Show more attentiveness in class;

2.

3e more involved in the lesson itself;

3.

Relate more favorably with others in the
class; and

4.

Respond helpfully to the teacher's direction
of the class.

The studies and experiments of Anderson and Brewer,

Anderson and Kennedy, Getzel and Jackson, all also confirm
the positive effect of the affective atmosphere the teacher

provides on achievement, attitudes towards schools and
teachers, social skills contribution, spontaneity and initiative, and self-esteem.
As for the effect of affective and confluent methods

on language instruction, Beverly Galyean concludes, after

presenting samples from confluent language projects, that
research from these projects has shown that the more fre-

quently the teacher reinforces the textual presentation of
grammar with occasions for introspection and selfdisclosure, the higher seem to be the scores for oral and

written competence.

The students who scored highest on the

tests were from classes where the confluent growth strategies were used for three or more classes per week.^^^

Galyean also describes a project which involved four experi-

mental classes of junior and senior high school students,

saying that

.
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esults indicated that those students
taught bv confluent methods scored significantly
higher
in tests
for oral and written communicative
competence.
The
of affective language showed
significantly more
favorable attitudes toward their teachers
than did
students taught by standard textual methods.
The
experimental groups mean scores for self-identity
and esteem, interpersonal relationships,
and positive attitudes were consistently higher
than those
of the comparison group. fo4
The same result was confirmed by a study done
with a
college French One class.
From these and other observa-

tional reports and empirical studies, Galyean points out,
that by incorporating the confluent methods and growth

strategies into language classes, teachers are not only

satisfying the "new student's" need to discuss personal
information with the others and to learn more about him/
herself and the others, but are also providing successful
means for mastering basic language structures.

Students

became proficient in language skills while learning
processes for growing in self-identity and esteem as well as
in human relations

Ethna Reid, in her study entitled "Schools Reading
Programs:

Criteria for Excellence," concludes with

of factors that,

tively,

a list

if used by the teacher of reading effec-

could improve significantly the reading achievement

Among these factors are the social

of the students.

approval, and sound self-concept, and the banishment of
"I

negative thought.

^^

More language learning is associated

also in another experiment

,

with teachers who use more

.
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affective attitudes in their classrooms

William Valmont, after citing
experiments which have
shown positive correlation between
self-involvement

and the

speed of learning, recommends that teaching
of spelling
should combat a poor concept of spelling
abilities, enhance
the self-esteem of the students, foster
ego-involvement
in

their learning process, provide feedback in
functional
situations, provide free atmosphere for selfjudgement and

self-correction.
A Study for the Massachusetts Advisory Council
in

Education (1975) indicates that

a task force on urban educa-

tion attributes the failure of educational systems to teach

students to read, to factors among which is "having the

structural orientation that facilitates shifting from subject matter to subject matter as dictated by time blocks

rather than by interests and substance.
Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter,

views concerning the problems of the

English language instruction were presented.

The presented

views showed considerable concern over pitfalls and defi-

ciencies in the English language curriculum in the fifties
and the sixties, similar to those Arabic language has suf-

fered and still suffers from.

Those deficiencies and pit-

falls can be condensed into three categories:
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1.

Cognitive:

Manifested by the traditional cogni-

tive emphasis (mostly memorizing
facts and information, and
focussing on acquiring correctness in the
mechanical skills
without the utilization in real, experiential
and applicational situations).
2.

Affective:

Manifested by a lack of relevance to

the students' needs, concerns, experiences,
and lives, and
a lack of self-growth, group process,
social development,

and universal awareness in curriculum and in the
teaching
process.
3.

Process:

The curriculum dealt mostly with frag-

mented, short-term objectives and language skills as an end
not as an ongoing process.

The pitfalls and deficiencies, as the views nresented

earlier in the chapter imply, resulted in a two-dimensional

problem concerning the students, a psychological dimension

manifested by the boredom, negative attitude toward learning their language,

fear (of the exam as it was emphasized

and used as a threat), and low self-confidence.

A cogni-

tive dimension is characterized by low competency level and
low language skills achievement.

The English language instructional situation described
as this is similar,

to a great extent,

to the Arabic lan-

guage situation that was presented and discussed in the
first chapter.

The American educators, like their Arab

counterparts, concluded in the late sixties, in light of
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those problems and deficiencies, that a more
holistic

approach to English language was needed.

In this approach,

the rote learning, emphasis on mechanical correctness,
and

stultifying aspects of the exam were to be abolished.

Cog-

nitive processes rather than cognitive ends were called for.

Affective processes were equally stressed; experiential,
student-centered, group dynamics methods were seen essential
in language learning and ought to be incorporated.

Social

growth, environmental and universal awareness were to be a

part of the language learning process.

The affective and confluent theories have addressed

themselves to the pleas for more even-handed, holistic education.

The theories combine elements from the progressive

educational philosophy, the cognitive process theory, and
from the humanistic school of psychology and other schools
of psychology to bring about more holism.

Proponents of

these theories have developed approaches and curriculum

models to various subject matters including the subject of
English.

Some of these approaches, curriculum models, as

well as lesson samples were presented and discussed.

The

extent of improvement and/or change in the English language

instruction practices in the United States, resulting in
part from the general discontent in the sixties and in part
the alternatives offered by the affective and confluent

theories, was examined through seven language curriculum

guides nationwide.

These guides showed a trend of change
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toward more affective and holistic
education.

Some

research findings supported the claims of
proponents of
the theories of affect and confluency in
improving the

psychological and the cognitive conditions of
language
learning.
In light of the content of this

chapter, and

the content of the first chapter, an attempt
to develop an

alternative approach to Arabic language instruction
will be
presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER

I

V

HOLISTIC APPROACH TO ARABIC LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION;
A CURRICULUM MODEL
Introduction
The first chapter discussed the necessity for change
in the way Arabic is taught to its native pupils, and

the need for a new focus on the aims and objectives of

Arabic language instruction, and the language curriculum.
The views of many Arab educators, such as those presented

earlier in the study, and their insights concerning the
problems and their causes, and the clues to some solutions,
suggest that Arabic language instructional philosophy and

methodology are incomplete, and therefore, insufficient
to yield significant results both in the attainment of

language skills and in the attendant growth in the
cognitive, affective, social, universal, and experiential

aspects of language learning,
as these views also imply,

and process oriented;
a

Arabic language instruction,

needs to be student-centered

that is not an end in itself, but

means to continuous growth,

A Holistic Approach would

include these elements missing in the present Arabic
curricula, and could render Arabic instruction more

process oriented.

Holistic education in general and in

modern
language education in particular seems to be what
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educational philosophies have stressed and called
for,
as we have seen in the second chapter.

Thus many educators

in the United States have become more conscious
of the

issue of holism in education.

A thrust toward

holistic

approaches in the philosophy and practice of the English
language instruction in the United States has started to
take place since the turn of the last decade.

This is

manifested by the views of educators and by sample of
language curriculums presented in the third chapter.
The call for holism in education in general and in

language education in particular, is not totally new in
the Arab world.

In fact there seems to be general

agreement among the Arab educators in the role of
language instruction in contributing to a well-rounded

holistic individual.

When one presents the issue of the

deficiency of Arabic instruction and the need for more
lively and fulfilling total philosophy and practice in

language education, no disagreement is voiced.

Further-

more, some holistic and process elements are included in

some present Arabic language curricula.

The Bill of

Education in Article 16 in the Constitution of Jordan,
and the general philosophy of language instruction put

forth by the Ministry of Education stress elements such
as physical,

mental, social, emotional, and spiritual
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growth of the learner, the pupil's needs and interests,

sense of responsibility, enhancement of social and

humanistic feelings, cooperation and affection.^
The problem is, these ideas and elements, as vague
and general as they are, remain mere slogans, with no

effort to articulate or translate them into the specific

objectives, the content, the instructional methods, and
the evaluation in the language curriculum and the

classroom practice.
Changes that take place from time to time in the
area of Arabic instruction focus on the "what" aspect
(the content) rather than the "how" (the process).

Unless and until a clear, sound, and consistent strategy
for language instruction, that is based on a clear and

sound philosophy, is formulated, changes will only
result in meager improvement, if any.

Presenting a holistic model for Arabic Language

Curriculum may be of significance for two reasons:
The holistic model will demystify five basic com-

ponents in language instruction which are usually referred
to in a vague and general way, the cognitive component,

the affective component, the social component, the

universal component, and the experiential component.
The model will define, describe, and break down these

components into more specific elements and sub components.

:
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The model will incorporate these components in the

specific language arts objectives.

These objectives

be employed to guide the selection and organization
of appropriate and relevant content,

instructional

methods, procedures, and evaluation strategies.

This model is intended to contribute to

a

coherent

strategy that can be used as an alternative in Arabic
language instruction.
The Five Components of the Holistic
Curriculum Model
1.

The Cognitive Component

.

The cognitive component is

composed of those intellectual skills and activities
that the language curriculum includes and the language

learning can render, and from which the students can
benefit and can incorporate not just in their language

classroom but in their life long process.
These skills and activities would include the
following
-

comprehending and understanding the meaning of
a word, a concept,
a passage;

a sentence,

a paragraph,

-

recalling general and specific facts;

-

sequencing and knowledge of sequence;

-

logical order, classifying and categorizing;

-

reversing and conserving;

-

analyzing and interpreting;

or

-

comparing and contrasting;

-

drawing conclusions;

-

summarizing and synthesizing;

-

evaluating materials according to their intellectual
merit and logical validity;

-

making judgments (agreeing or disagreeing) in regard
to intellectual and logical content;

-

choosing from alternatives and logically and
cognitively defending the choice or choices;

-

inquiring (investigative) and researching skills.

Also included in the cognitive domain of language

learning are the conventional language skills and knowledge
of the mechanics of writing and reading (grammatical

rules, capitalization and punctuation), knowledge of the

metaphor and the simile and other literary or figurative
language and how to use them, and knowledge of the history
of literature,

literary people, schools, forms, and

styles of literature.

Two important factors have to be taken into consideration in understanding and incorporating the cognitive

components into the language curriculum.

First, that

these components, skills and activities should be geared
and tailored to the cognitive levels and the learning

styles of the learners.

Each skill can be broken down

according to levels of difficulty.

For example, under-

standing should start from understanding simple and
concrete words and gradually proceed to more abstract
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ones,

from word to concept to theme; from the simple

sentence gradually to the novel.

Evaluating can start

with concrete objects (shapes, colors, etcetera), to
ideas, themes, values, judgments.

The knowledge of the

learning styles on the part of the curriculum

learners'

planners and the teachers can enhance the quality and
the speed of the students' acquisition of the cognitive

skills.

Fantini and Weinstein report in their book

Toward Humanistic Education about

a

teacher who led her

fifth grade students to understand the concept of "protest

and revolution" at a fairly high cognitive level with
the aid of appropriate teaching procedures.

2

The second factor is that the cognitive skills should
be taught and learned as processes, not just for specific

The objective of learning

tasks, and at certain times.

these skills is that the students internalize them and

incorporate them into their cognitive systems, and use

them in problem solving as a fund available to them
when needed in or out of school throughout their lives.
2.

The Affective Component

.

The affective component in

language learning includes the development of the
students'

interest, desire to learn, sense of security,

self-confidence, and positive self concept.

Included

and
also are the skills of learning about themselves

expressing
dealing with the problem of understanding and

.
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their own feelings, emotions, needs, and prejudices and
also valuing and clarifying their values, preferences,
and conflicts.

The development of the students’ sense

of responsibility over their own learning, and their

decision making skills are a part of the affective
domain as well as their sense of enjoyment, appreciation,
and discriminating taste.

Imagination, fantasy, and

introspection are also affective components.
Here again, as in the cognitive component, two
factors have to safeguard the understanding and incor-

porating of the affective component in the language
curriculum, lest they become random, loose and inapplicable,
and lest they become ends in themselves.

This component

has to be tailored to the learners' cognitive and emotional
levels, and their learning styles.

Most of these skills

can be developed to some degree at an early elementary
level, if they are properly broken down into levels of

application, and adequately introduced to the students.
An appreciation of and a sense of joy toward some

language work (poem, short story, book, etcetera), can
be generated at an early grade if the content is suitable
to the cognitive levels of the children and is commensurate

with their experiences, interests and needs

.

.

.

and

if it is presented to them in a way that captures their

attention

The students’ sense of responsibility.

.
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clarification of values, and preferences, and decisionmaking skills can all to some extent be developed
through

suitable tasks and threat— free atmosphere.
The affective learning component is to be learned
as process rather than as an end.

Students should find

joy and satisfaction and personal meaning through their

affective development, and should be helped to internalize
their affective skills, and use them as a way of life

guided by self-control and a sense of responsibility.
The affective learning is in constant interface

with the cognitive learning.

The cognitive process can

be used to enhance affective growth process, and vice
versa.

Understanding a reading passage, or

a short story

content and theme can enhance students self-confidence
and self-concept.

Commitment to writing or reading

assignments can enhance writing and reading skills as well
as skills of understanding,

etcetera.

organizing, sequencing,

Furthermore, affective learning involves

full student participation and student commitment to

learning.

The responsibility of the student, therefore,

to fulfill his/her obligation to learning is intrinsically

motivated.

Learning, thus, takes on more personal

meaning to the student
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3_:

The So cial Component

.

Because language by nature and

definition is a social medium of communication, language
learning has to contribute to the social growth of the
learners.

The language curriculum and the language class

have to offer students opportunities to relate to each

other in an open, sharing and cooperative attitude.

Students should be helped and given opportunities to use
their language skills in developing and improving their

interpersonal and social communication.

In the process

of language learning, students should find opportunities
to develop and improve their sense of caring, their

attitudes toward and respect for others, to tolerate and
appreciate others' points of view, and to overcome their
social prejudices and cultural narrowmindedness.

Language

learning can and should enhance the students' sense of
social responsibility as members of a group, a community
and a society.

Social responsibility includes the

individual's sense of his role in affecting his environment
and society, and in the preserving and cherishing of his

heritage, and the well-being of his people.

Language

learning should expand beyond the classroom and the school

environment to the community and the nation at large.

Students should be encouraged to interact with issues of
the community and their nation, to show concern with

common issues, to report their feelings and reactions
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to what is going on around them and around the nation.

The language curriculum content as well as the teaching
and learning procedures must stimulate the students

social growth, national awareness, and their social

perception and participation.

Group processes and group

dynamics (group discussion, team projects, students task
force etcetera) are essential inside the language class-

room and outside language activities.

Exploring the

physical environment through naming objects, such as
trees, building, plants, parks, etcetera, can be used
in learning new vocabulary.

Going into the community

and collecting data, reporting about a social issue,

interviewing community people, and so on are ways to
enhance social growth along with acquiring and improving
language skills.
Social growth cannot and should not be separated
from the affective and the cognitive skills.

In feeling

socially responsible the students enhance their selfesteem.

In dealing with the value system of their

community the students reflect on their own values and

balance them against those of the community.

In reporting

about an issue in their community the students in addition
to improving their social awareness and responsibility
of
are simultaneously involving their language skills
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writing, and reading, sequencing and their skills of

organizing their thoughts, comparing, and making
conclusions, etcetera.

Social learning skills, like the affective and the

cognitive skills, are sequential and gradual in their
levels of introduction to the learners.

They are also

process-contributing to an ongoing, life-long growth.
4.

The Universal Component

.

The universal growth

component in language learning is an extension and

expansion of the social growth component.

It

implies

expanding one's awareness and commitment to the immediate
social surrounding to that of the entire planet Earth.
It is understanding oneself as a member of the world

community.

Opportunities and materials should be

provided in the language curriculum to help students be
aware of and show concern for the major issues and

problems that touch the heart and the mind of every
human being

— hunger,

struggle for freedom and justice,

aggression, war and peace, culture similarities and

differences, etcetera.

Here also is included how one

transcends one's personal love for and loyalty to the

homeland to

a love for and loyalty to fellow humans

everywhere.

Language curriculum here is required

to offer contents that deal with universal issues,

expose the students to different languages, and to the

—
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reading and writing of various languages and cultures

with the purpose that students will develop positive
attitudes toward other languages, peoples, and cultures.
The students are also encouraged to identify with some of
what they come across in literary, cultural, social,

political and religious aspects.

Included in this

component of language learning is the development of the
students' desire to read and write about universal issues
and subjects.

They are encouraged to relate their

universal knowledge to their own understanding of themselves, their society and their nation, meanwhile knowing
that they are doing that in a language learning situation
not in a sociology, anthropology, or geography class.

The universal aspect of language learning, learned in this
way,

is related to and interwoven with the other language

learning components, and enhances the holistic learning
experience.

The universal components are also taught and

learned gradually and as a process.

5.

The Experiential Component

.

The experiential or

practical component of the holistic language learning
process is composed of methods which are used in all the
above components.

They

are also contents and skills that

the students should master as they progress in their
learning.

In experiential language learning,

the

students experiment on language data so as to discern
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and organize new knowledge, and to practice and apply the

already learned facts, skills and rules in personal or
social situations.

experiential.

Learning that is active and dynamic is

Group dynamics is an experiential method, a

content, and a skill.

Individual participation in all

levels of learning is experiential in its nature.

Dis-

covery, inquiry, research, presentation, dramatic and

improvisat ional activities, creative writing, discussing,
conversing, interviewing, reporting, recording, environ-

mental exploration, manipulating objects and words, or

language work, using the acquired language skills of reading and writing habitually, etcetera, are all experiential

and learning by doing components.

They are all skills that

have to be acquired and enhanced in the language learning
process.

They transform the language symbols to a life

full of meaning and motion.

As it is obvious in the above

affective
examples experiential learning can be cognitive or
or both.

It

can involve the self, the environment, the

society or the world.

This is why experiential learning is

a means that
present in all the other learning components as
be
giv^them life and meaning, and as skills that should

language learnlearned and grasped for effective holistic
the experienAs was said about the other components,
ing.
acquire their
tial /practical application components
assigned to accomplish.
difficulty from the task they are
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Therefore they are to be introduced and learned according
to the cognitive and emotional levels of the students, and

according to their learning styles.

Experimenting, ex-

periencing, applying are essential processes that individuals need throughout their lives.

They must then be

learned as process and not as ends.

The above definition and the description of each of
the five components of the proposed language learning model,

clearly do not constitute clear cut boundaries between and

among these components.

A clear cut definition is not an

easy task and is a problem that has been encountered and

voiced by all those who have attempted it.

3

Perhaps the

difficulty of exclusive definitions for these components is
due to the inclusive nature of each one of them, and the
fact that these components cannot and should not be

separated from one another except only for the purpose of
stressing their existence.

The inherent overlapping

characteristic of these components is another proof that
or a piecelearning is a total operation, not a fragmented

meal encounter.

Therefore the separation of the five

language
components of learning in definition and in the

reminder that
instructional objectives is necessary as a
they are to be inthey are equally important, and that
language
cluded and stressed simultaneously in the
The breaking down
curriculum and the classroom practice.
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of th©s© conipon©nts into g©n©ra,l and sp©cific language

instructional objectives will secure transferring them
from utopian and wishful cries to actual learning situations.

In the language curriculum and in the language

classroom, these components should be linked together and

taught and learned in a process and unified way.

In

situations in language instruction there might be some

difficulties to include and stress all of the components
at the same time.

The idea is not one of dogmatic imposi-

tion of all of them all the time, but all of them whenever

they apply, and some of them all the time.

The other caution in this model is that the ordering

arrangement of the five components is not meant to be con-

secutive or sequential, or an order of importance.

Language

learning procedure can start with either one of them, de-

pending on the mood, learning style, cognitive level, and
interests of the students, the type of subject, lesson and
the unit involved.

The third point to be made here is that

a holistic approach to language instruction does not only

include and require the tying of the components of the

approach together in the language learning process, but
also teaching and learning the language arts and language

skills as a unified whole.

All or most of the language

skills can be taught, learned, or enhanced in any language
art.

A

literature class can enhance and operationalize
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skills of writing, reading, conversation, discussion,
spelling, grammar.

Although this matter has been stressed

recently in the Arabic curriculum guidelines in some Arab
countries, often this important issue is ignored in actual

practice in the language classroom.

In learning unified

language, students can see more clearly how language forms,
styles, and rules can influence each other and work in and

render a meaningful whole.

In seeing how each language

skill fits and is used to form a whole, students see purpose and significance in these skills, and find motive for

mastering them.

A unified language learning may also help

students develop holistic views of themselves, of things,
and of the world.

The Holistic Approach in Application

Planning and Organizing the Holistic Language Curriculum
Model

.

The success of planning and organizing of a hol-

istic language curriculum is dependent upon the extent to

which the curriculum addresses five basic questions.
What are the general objectives of Arabic language

instruction that include all the five components of learning;

sal,

univerthe cognitive, the affective, the social, the
the experiential?
of each
What are the specific and enabling objectives

address
language art which practically and operationally
the five components of learning?
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What content should be selected that contains, suits,

and enhances the five components as reflected in the specific objectives?

What instructional methods and procedures should be

selected and implemented to carry out the specific objectives and render the language instruction unified and

process?
What evaluation strategy ( ies ) could be implemented to

secure the realization of the objectives and address the
five components of language learning?

The General Objectives of the Holistic
Language Curriculum

The general objectives should be designed or formulated so as to provide the students with opportunity for

growth in all five components of language learning.

The

following general objectives are proposed.
1.

To help students grow in their linguistic and

literary ability, and to express themselves orally and in

writing effectively.
2.

To help students grow in their ability to think

logically, and develop, expand, and refine their reasoning,

intellectual skills, and cognitive processes.
3.

and
To encourage students to love their language,

to enjoy and pride themselves in learning it.

.

.
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4.

To help students grow through language learning in

understanding and dealing with themselves

,

their psycho-

logical issues, personal problems, values, attitudes,
feelings, concerns, potentials and limitations.
5.

To help students grow in their self-confidence and

self-concept
6.

To help students grow in their sense of responsi-

bility and their ability to evaluate themselves.
7.

To help students grow in their ability to par-

ticipate actively and cooperatively in groups, and to

communicate with others effectively and positively.
8.

To help students grow in their awareness and

understanding of their environment and society, and their
role and responsibility as active participants in their

community and society.
9.

To help students grow in their understanding and

appreciation of their national heritage, and to defend
their national aspiration for betterment in all aspects of
life
10.

To help students grow in their understanding of

the world, culturally, scientifically, economically and

politically, and to appreciate and identify with issues and

problems that are affecting fellow humans everywhere.
11.

To help students grow in their ability to learn

actively, experientially

,

and to apply what they learn in

real or imagined situations.
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12.

To help students understand the learning of their

language as a process and to continue this process throughout their lives.

The Specific Language Arts Objectives
As a word of caution it should be noted that there are

six factors that the reader should be aware of when reading

through the specific language arts objectives as they have

been stated and presented in the following pages.
First, the objectives listed are not intended to be-

come dogmatic.

They are tentative, not overly specific,

and can be adjusted by the curriculum planners and the

teachers to suit any given language instruction situation.
Second, the specific language arts objectives are not

meant to fragment the unity of the language instruction.
This obviously would defeat the purpose of the study.
are stated to:

a)

They

clarify and articulate the components of

the above five domains of language instruction, b) to aid
the curriculum planners and the teachers in selecting and

providing appropriate contents, learning methods and procedures, evaluational strategies and techniques that

address and include elements from all the five domains.
are
Third, many objectives overlap, some of them

stated in more than one language art.

This is inevitable

since the
since these components are interwoven, and
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language arts contents and skills interchange and overlap.
The difference between and among the overlapping objec-

tives is the focus, i.e., cognitive objectives have a

cognitive focus, even though they might imply or include

experiential or social connotations.

Affective objectives

may include social or experiential, or cognitive aspects,
but the focus in these objectives is affective.

Experi-

ential objectives may include components from all the

other domains since experiential learning is an indispensable method for all types of learning.

But the purpose

that separate experiential objectives have been included

here is to emphasize that experiential learning is also
content and skills, a fact that is forgotten in the

conventional language curriculum.
Fourth, there are no separate objectives for ’’selected

literature for memorization” as present Arabic curricula
include.

The

not necessary,

author believes that such a separation is
and contributes to the fragmentation of

language instruction.

Memorizing pieces of literature is

and should be the outcome of a holistic literature learning.

Students are more apt and choose to memorize pieces that
incorporate
they understand, appreciate, identify with, and

them in their growth process.
Fifth, the intended skills, the learning behaviors,

included in the
and the attitudes of each language art are

.
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specific objectives.

These are provided for all five

components of learning.

There are cognitive skills,

affective skills, social and communicat ional skills, universal skills, and experiential skills.

In putting these

skills into instructional operation they must be broken
down into levels corresponding with the mental and emo-

tional levels of the learners.

For example, when the

student is required to work on "sequencing" (cognitive
skill), students in the elementary grades who are in their

concrete operational stage are expected to develop concrete

sequencing skills.

That is, the children may be asked to

show sequence of the words in a sentence, and how it feels
if the sequence is reversed.

They may be asked to tell

what they do before they come to school every day in
sequence.

Children in higher levels of the same stage

(concrete) may be asked to list in sequence events in a
short story they have read, or write a short story that has

three events in sequence.

Pupils in the formal stage of

cognitive development may be asked to relate the sequence
of events in a novel to the success of the writer in pre-

paring the reader for the final episode.

Thus the skill

of
takes on a more abstract feature, and a deeper level

application
wording
The word "gradually" sometimes is added to the
the skill
of some objectives to stress the fact that
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implied has and should have different levels of attainment.
The selection and organization of the contents and the

instructional methods are crucial in carrying out the
task of developing levels of the skills and attitudes

pertinent to the pupils cognitive levels and learning
styles.

The role of the teacher, who has more direct con-

tact with in-class realities than curriculum planners,
is important in adjusting the instructional process to this

effect because of his/her first hand knowledge of his/her

students cognitive and emotional levels and needs.
Sixth, a full scale stating and detailing of the

general objectives of the language instruction, and the

objectives of each language art is based on:

1)

the

author's concurrence with the belief that the curriculum

objectives "are the most critical criteria for guiding all
other activities of the curriculum maker,"

4

and 2) the

fact that full articulation of the holistic language in-

structional objectives is needed here since this

is the

first attempt, as far as the author knows, to deal with

holistic Arabic language curriculum in

systematic way.

a

coherent and

Interested educators may find the detailed

objectives useful in understanding the model, and in

using whatever elements they find fit in their area of
language instruction.
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Reading:

Silent and Oral

Cognitive Objectives.
1.

To help students to understand the purpose, the

significance and the use of silent and oral reading in
their life, and the difference between them.
2.

To help students develop and improve their skills

of concentration and attentiveness as they read silently.
3.

To help students gradually develop, build, and

improve, and master the cognitive skills of comprehending

and understanding the meaning of what they read, under-

standing the theme, inferring, abstracting, analyzing,
comparing, recognizing the sequence and the logical order
of the material, evaluating and summarizing, etcetera.
4.

To help students know the type, style, and mode

of the given reading material.
5.

To help students master the art of oral and silent

reading, through the improvement of reading speed,

vocabulary fund, spelling and the skills of decoding and

manipulating word forms, and building sentences, paragraphs,
passages, etcetera.
6.

To help the students develop and improve their

knowledge of inflection and their capitalization and

punctuation skills.

.

.
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Affective Objectives
1.

.

To help students become interested in reading,

to want to read, and to enjoy reading for any purpose.
2.

To help students learn to express their feelings

toward what they read, whether in favor or against.
3.

To help students learn to relate what they read

to what they feel within themselves,

to their personal

experiences, their personal goals and aspirations.
4.

To help students to improve, through reading,

their self-reflection, maintain or modify their values,
attitudes, priorities, etcetera.
5.

To help students improve their ability to think

imaginatively
6.

To help students understand and appreciate the

writers' responsibility over the materials they offer

readers
7.

To help students develop and improve their self-

confidence, and self-concept through reading aloud in front
of the class.
8.

To help students interact effectively with the

emotional mood of the reading materials as they read
loud or silently.

.

.

.

.
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Social Objectives

.

To help students improve their interpersonal

1.

communication skills by participating in groups and discussing the outcomes of their reading.
To help students enhance their environmental and

2.

social awareness by relating what they read to objects,
scenes, issues, customs, people

in their environment and

their community.
3.

To help students discover how people use language

to influence the thoughts, attitudes,

and behaviors of

others
4.

To help students develop and improve their skill

mode in
of varying their reading styles and tones and

accordance with the mood and receptiveness of the
audience
5.

To help students identify words and sentences

which they can use to evoke

a

desired response from others

and appreciate
To help students learn to tolerate
styles and modes of
and benefit from the different reading
6.

others

Universal Objectives

.

universal elements of
To help students identify
common human concern from the
values, cultures, issues of
1.

reading material

.
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2.

To help students relate what they read to their

universal knowledge.
3.

To help students use their reading skills to read

about universal aspects and world affairs.
4

.

To help students learn to include universal in-

formation in their reading presentations to the class.

Experiential and Practical Objectives.
1.

To help students learn to alter their methods of

reading in relation to the type of materials and purposes,
vary their accent, stress, tones, and speed, use reading
aids to further their understanding, etcetera.
2.

To help students apply their reading skills to

practical situations they encounter in their daily life:
labels and items at home or in the streets, road signs,

printed media, etcetera, and to adopt these skills as
habits
3.

To help students relate what they read to their

own experiences whether personal, social, or universal

through group participation.
4.

To help students to discuss the content of their

reading and their reaction to it in groups, or in writing
or in presentations.
5.

To help students to act or dramatize the content.

.
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6.

To help students to be able to apply their reading

art skills in the acquisition and improvement of other

language arts skills such as writing, spelling, grammar, and

literature
Listening

Cognitive Objectives
1.

.

To help students develop and improve the ability

to concentrate and focus their attention.
2.

To help students improve and enhance their

cognitive abilities and skills of comprehending, understanding, getting major ideas, distinguishing between facts
and opinions, summarizing, analyzing, sequencing, inferring,

evaluating, etcetera.
3.

To help students improve and enlarge their vocabu-

lary, spelling,
4.

pronunciation.

and

To help students learn to identify and describe

situations in which they have difficulty listening well.

Affective Objectives
1.

.

To help students feel the joy of listening and

develop a discriminating taste for the forms of language
they listen to.
2.

To help students develop and improve their sense

of discipline through concentration and attentiveness.

.
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3.

To help students relate aspects from the materials

they listen to to their own experiences, self-knowledge,
feelings, values, etcetera.
4.

To help students improve their self-confidence as

they listen effectively to others.
5.

To help students learn to give examples of words

that make them happy, proud, ashamed, angry, etcetera.

Social 'Objectives
1.

.

To help students learn to respect and appreciate

other’s ideas and opinions.
2.

To help students improve the effectiveness of

their interpersonal and social communication by listening

attentively and respectfully to their peers and others.
3.

To help students improve their social understanding

by listening to what people in their community and society
say and what opinions they express.
4.

To help students improve their relationship with

and knowledge of their environment by listening to sounds

from their surroundings and trying to locate the sources,
and recognize the forms and the content of these sounds.
5.

To help students learn to respect and appreciate

idiosyncratic and dialectical speech differences.
6.

To help students learn to recognize speech

audience,
patterns and ways of speaking that influence the

and how they work that way

.
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To help students learn to identify with speech

7.

patterns, and/or assimilate them into their language

patterns
To help students learn to give and accept con-

8.

structive, non- judgmental feedback.

Universal Objectives

.

To help students learn to listen to and appreciate

1.

various oral presentations from other languages, to see

differences and similarities in patterns and characteristics of the spoken word.
2.

To help students learn to listen with curiosity

to oral presentations about universal issues in nature,

culture, science, politics, economics, religion, etcetera.
3.

To help students become aware of the importance of

listening in human communication, and in shaping the

destiny of the world.
4.

To help students become aware of the significance

of listening in transmitting information and knowledge

throughout the history of the world.
5.

To help students become aware of the existence of

sounds other than verbal languages, such as music and

nature

— and

to them.

to be able to appreciate and enjoy listening
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Experiential and Practical Objectives.
1.

To help students learn to relate listening skills

to and incorporate them into other language arts and skills

such as literature, composition, spelling and vocabulary.
2.

To help students practice the listening skills

implied in the above objectives in their daily routine,
not just as required in the class.
3.

To help students learn to apply their listening

skills through practical means such as interviewing people,
recording, listening to radio or T.V. programs, etcetera.
4.

To help students participate effectively in

group work, discussions and dramatizations of the content
of the material being listened to.

Spelling and Dictation

Cognitive Objectives
1.

.

To help students understand the significance and

the purpose of effective spelling and dictation in ex-

pressing themselves and in their social communication.
2.

To help students learn the rules of good spelling,

punctuation, and capitalization.
3.

To help students learn to identify their spelling

problems, and how to work on them.
4.

conTo help students improve their skills of

precision.
centration, remembering, attentiveness and

.

.
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Affective Objectives
1.

.

To help students improve their self-discipline

and self-control through focusing and concentrating.
2.

To help students improve their skills of self-

evaluation and self-correct ion that lead to improved
self-image and self-understanding.
3.

To help students improve their decision-making

skills by choosing words, sentences, written material to
use in their spelling and dictation practice.
4.

To help students develop and improve self-

motivation toward correctness and effectiveness in spelling
and dictation.
5.

To help students learn to enjoy spelling and

dictation without the fear of failure or penalty for

mistakes
Social Objectives
1.

.

To help students improve their interpersonal

and social communication through group work of discussing

and sharing ideas concerning what they like for spelling
and dictation, and the meaning and content of the materials

they use.
2.

To help students improve their skills of con-

structive feedback through their evaluation of each others
work
3.

To help students develop and improve their
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attitudes of respect, trust, appreciation, and social

responsibility through such sharing activities.
To help students improve their knowledge of, and

4.

interaction with their environment, community, and society,
by choosing some spelling and dictation materials from or

having relevance to their environment and social
surrounding.

Universal Objectives

.

To help students improve their universal aware-

1.

ness and knowledge by choosing some spelling and dictation

materials that have universal contents.
To help students become exposed to patterns of

2.

spelling in other languages.

Experiential Objectives

.

To help students relate their spelling and

1.

dictation skills to other language arts skills for the
purpose of enhancing these skills.
To help students apply spelling and dictation

2.

skills to their daily life experiences, environmental and
social encounter.
3.

To help students learn to improve their spelling

and error
and dictation skills through manipulation, trial

and discovery techniques.
4

.

spelling
To help students learn to improve their
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and dictation skills through group dynamics of discussion,
sharing, team work, etc.
5.

ing,

To help students grow in their mastery of spell-

and to use their spelling skills as process through-

out their life, by showing tendency toward practicing

spelling beyond the required class assignments.
Composition and Writing

Cognitive Objectives
1.

.

To help students understand the importance of

mastering composition and writing skills in their own
life and in their role in social communication.
2.

To help students improve their cognitive skills

in expressing themselves,

such as organizing their

thoughts, sequencing, synthesizing, logically weighing

their thoughts and ideas, reaching conclusions, summarizing,

evaluating, etcetera.
3.

To help students improve their skills of spelling,

punctuation and proofreading.
4.

To help students learn to identify different

oral and written types and styles of expression.
5.

To help students develop and improve the skill of

varying their own types and styles of oral and written
expression, in accordance with the subject and the

audience involved.

.

.
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To help students learn the mechanics and factors

6.

that constitute good and effective composition and writing.

To help students recognize and identify differences

7.

between metaphor and simile and other figurative language
and literal language.

Affective Objectives

.

To help students build interest and joy in com-

1.

position and writing.
To help students improve their skill of decision

2.

making by making choices regarding the topics, and the
style of oral or written presentation.
To help students improve their knowledge of them-

3.

selves by feeling and expressing their feelings, attitudes,
concerns, values, aspiration and goals, personal issues and

conflicts
4.

To help students improve their skills of self-

evaluation and self-correction.
5.

To help students improve their self-confidence and

self-concept
Social Objectives
1.

.

To help students learn to respect, appreciate, and

accept the ideas, thoughts, feelings of others, as well as

their speech and writing patterns.
2

.

To help students improve their interpersonal and

.
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social communication skills through sharing
their feelings,
thoughts, values, and discussing the content, forms,

pattern and styles of their speech and writing.
3.

To help students improve and develop their know-

ledge and appreciation of their environment and society
by

writing about them.
4.

To help students become aware of the impact of

the written and spoken word on the audience, and to be able
to adjust the content, form, and styles of their speech

and writing to fit with moods, feelings, and the psychology
of the audience.
5.

To help students learn to identify various types,

forms of speech and writing in their community or society,

such as political, religious, commercial, media language.

Universal Objectives
1.

.

To help students become aware of and understand

the significance, value and the responsibility of spoken

and written word in the life and destiny of fellow human

beings
2.

To help students learn to deal in their composition

with issues and problems that are common and of major concern among all peoples of the world.
3.

To help students learn to reflect in their com-

position on various cultural issues and to discern similarities and differences with positive and appreciative attitude.

.
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4.

To help students become aware of patterns and

styles of speech and writing of other languages.

Experiential and Practical Objectives.
1.

To help students learn to write in practical

matters such as job or college applications, letters to
friends and relatives, resumes, etcetera.
2.

To help students learn to write about their own

observation, something they have done, read, heard, or
seen (such as:
3.

an interview), etcetera.

To help students participate responsibly and

cooperatively with other members of the class in discussing
their own writings.
4.

To help students relate the composition content

and mechanics to other language arts skills by;
a)

using critical commentary (on literary characters,
fictional work, theme, idea) and summarizing
literary material as the content material of
their own speech and writing.

b)

being able to imitate some literary styles and
use them in their speech and writing.

c)

using writing and speech materials as a means to
improve their vocabulary, spelling skills, punctuations, capitalization, pronounciat ion enunciation, etcetera.
,

d)

being able to use the dictionary, and improve their
proof-reading skills.

e)

being able to improve their handwriting legibility,
speed and clarity

5.

To help students develop their own writing styles.

.

.
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and write creatively,

(short biographies, poems, short

stories, speeches, etcetera).

Literature

Cognitive Objectives
1.

.

To help students learn how to memorize pieces of

literature
2.

To help students understand the meaning, themes,

ideas, and values of the literary work they deal with.
3.

To help students develop/ improve cognitive skills

through the study of literature, such as reasoning,
sequencing, critically analyzing, infering, organizing
ideas, comparing ideas and themes, evaluating, etcetera.
4.

To help students become aware and obtain knowledge

about the authors and the historical, cultural, social

background of the literary materials they deal with.
5.

To help students become aware of different and

various forms, schools and styles of literature:

prose-

poetry, classical-modern, structured-free verse, romantic-

realistic, etcetera.
6.

To help students compare critically pieces of

literature and identify characteristics, similarities, and
differences
7.

To help students learn to know and understand the

factors that constitute good and effective literature.

.
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Affective Objectives
1.

.

To help students learn to enjoy Iterature and to

want to read, listen to and write literature.
2.

To help students develop a taste and appreciation

for literature.
3.

To help students identify their own values and

attitudes toward themselves and toward life through the
study of literature.
4.

To help students identify with the philosophical,

psychological and social struggle that is reflected in
literature and develop through it ways to cope with their
own conflicts.
5.

To help students develop and improve and refine

their sensitivity and aesthetic attitudes.

Social Objectives
1.

peers,
2.

.

To help students improve their knowledge of their

fellow students and others.
To help students improve their social and commun-

ication skills through sharing their feelings, values,
ideas,

as they discuss and deal with the literature being

studied
3.

To help students improve their awareness and know-

ledge of the complexities and issues of their community and

society through the study of literature.

.

.

,
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4.

To help students become aware of and appreciate

the influence of the physical environment upon literary

quality and skills.
5.

To help students develop sensitivity and tender-

ness toward one another, toward teachers, family and other

people
6.

To help students know, identify forms, types,

and schools of literature that deal with social issues.

Universal Objectives
1.

.

To help students improve their understanding of

the struggles, conflicts and problems of fellow humans

everywhere
2.

To help students develop more sensitive attitudes

toward fellow humans, and to overcome their egocentricity
selfishness and prejudice toward other peoples of the
world.
3.

To help students improve their knowledge and

appreciation of other literary works in various languages
from various parts of the world.
4.

impact
To help students learn to understand the

and reand the responsibility of literature in depicting

flecting human issues, and to address them.
5.

with pieces
To help students identify and identify

themes.
of literature that address universal

.

,
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1.

Experiential and Practical Objectives.
To help students relate the study of literature to

other language arts skills by
a)

being able to choose speech and writing topics
from literary works they study (i.e., literary
character, theme, idea, event, etcetera).

b)

being able to imitate some literary styles they
learn and use them in their own language forms.

c)

being able to find how some grammatical rules and
literary
structures apply and are applied in the
works

d)

being able to improve their reading effectiveness
(i.e., correctness, accuracy, rhythmic skills,
etcetera), through literature they encounter.

e)

being able to enlarge their vocabulary and improve
their spelling skills through identifying some
troublesome words.

2.

To help students develop their own literary styles,

and write their own pieces of literature (creative works,
i.e., poem, play,
3.

story, etcetera).

To help students participate in improvisat ional

dramatic activities with members of the class, in relation
own creation.
to studied literature or literature of their
4.

To help students learn to use literature habitually

and to grow with it aesthetically, psychologically,
socially, universally throughout their life.

Grammar

Cognitive Ob.jectives
1.

.

significance of
To help students understand the

.
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learning the grammatical rules as they improve their
reading, writing, comprehensive and communication skills.
2.

To help students understand how language is formed

and structured.
3.

To help students develop and improve their mastery

of the mechanical skills of language.
4.

To help students improve their sense of logical

order and objectivity.
5.

To help students improve their skills of analysis,

deduction, clarification, and articulation.

Affective Objectives
1.

.

To help students learn to express themselves

(feelings, concerns, values, attitudes) through learning

grammar
2.

To help students to enjoy learning grammar and

show interest in it as it helps them articulate their
feelings, and further explore themselves.
3.

To help students improve their sense of security,

self-concept and responsibility, as they participate in
their grammar learning process.
Social Objectives
1.

.

and
To help students improve their interpersonal

effort in
social communication skills through group

learning grammar.

.
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2.

To help students, through mastering grammatical

rules, to improve their understanding of others, and be

more articulate in addressing themselves to the others.
3.

To help students improve their knowledge and

interaction with their environment and community by ex-

pressing their understanding and mastery of grammar through
examples from their social experiences, and physical sur-

roundings

.

Universal Objectives
1.

.

To help students improve their universal knowledge

by being exposed to the forms and rules of grammar in other

languages
2.

To help students learn to give examples that have

universal themes and aspects.

Experiential and Practical Objectives.
1.

To help students learn to extract and derive

grammatical rules through manipulation of and experimentation on language materials.
2.

To help students participate in the grammar

learning process, in group activities:

team work, brain-

learning of grammar.
storming, etcetera, that facilitate the
in grammar
To help students apply what they master
3.
writing, reading,
skills, on their language experiences,

listening, etcetera.
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To help students learn to incorporate their ac-

4.

quired grammatical skills in practical matters, such as
personal diaries, letters, filling out applications, resumes,
petitions, creative language works, etcetera,
5.

To help students continue to grow in grammar and

use it as a life long practical skill that is needed al-

ways

.

Handwriting

Cognitive Objectives
1.

.

To help students understand the effect of legibil-

ity of handwriting of presenting information and in getting

their points and ideas understood by others.
2.

To help students improve, through handwriting,

cognitive skills such as concentration, organization, classification, categorization, etcetera.
3.

To help students understand the connection of

of
clarity and legibility of handwriting with the clarity

one's own thought, and thinking process.
4.

as a
To help students understand how handwriting,

manipulation

of words,

can improve spelling and grammatical

and mechanical skills.

Affective Ob.jectives

.

improve their sense
To help students develop and
and taking the time and
of self-control by writing clearly
1.

.
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effort to observe the shape of the letters and words, the

straightness of the lines, etcetera.
2.

To help students enhance their decision making

skills by choosing specific patterns of handwriting, and
see to it that they are performed effectively.
3.

To help students enhance their aesthetic sense by

feeling and regarding handwriting as an artistic thing,
and a reflection of one’s refined

taste and sense of

beauty
4.

To help students feel the joy and interest for and

in handwriting as a pleasurable exercise.
5.

To help students express their feelings, needs,

interests, worries, values, etcetera, through handwriting.

Social Objectives
1.

.

To help students use handwriting as a means to

enhance their interpersonal, social communication through.
a)

writing with others in groups

b)

sharing the content of handwriting and feedback

c)

respecting, appreciating others' patterns of
handwriting

d)

influencing others and being influenced by others'
patterns of handwriting.

2.

awareness
To help students improve their social

express some social
and knowledge by using handwriting to
slogans, names of
ideas, common expressions, political
and by imitating
people, places, trees, stores, etcetera,

.
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and depicting some handwritten signs from their community.

Universal Objectives
1.

.

To help students become aware of the universality

of handwriting by looking at and appreciating handwriting

patterns of other languages and their artistic features.
2.

To help students pinpoint differences and similar-

ities between the handwriting of their language and the

patterns of other languages.
3.

To help students show and express their universal

awareness and knowledge in their handwriting of some famous
proverbs, famous movies, historical places, names of world
figures, famous folk tales,

literary masterpieces, etcetera.

Experiential and Practical Objectives.
1.

To help students relate handwriting to other

language arts skills, such as spelling, grammar, literature,

composition (e.g., writing words artistically that they have

difficulty spelling, pronouncing, or remembering) or writing
poems artistically that they enjoy and like to memorize,

etcetera
2.

To help students participate effectively with

peers in groups in the class and share their ideas and
feedpatterns in handwriting, give and receive constructive

back

.

3.

skills
To help students practice their handwriting
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in practical matters,

such as letters to friends, their

names on their books, signs for people in the community,
etcetera.
4.

To help students use handwriting as a hobby and as

an art and amusement if they wish.
5.

To help students develop their own patterns of

handwriting and use clear and legible handwriting throughout their life.

Selecting and Organizing Appropriate
Language Content
The content in a holistic language curriculum is not
just the printed units, lessons, and drills which are

organized around certain basic mechanical language skills
in the various language arts and offered in textbooks.

A

Holistic Content is what the students use on their own, or
on the suggestion of their teacher.

It includes the

library, audiovisual materials, students' own experiences,

knowledge, and input, practical experiences such as group

work and activities, exploratory and discovery learning
experiences, field trips.

Even though experiential activ-

ities are considered learning methods and procedures and
are treated as such by the conventional language curriculum,
skills which
in this model they are considered content and

acquire many
help students learn how to learn and how to

cognitive, affective and social skills.

.
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Although most of this content can be pre-planned and

incorporated in the curriculum with some knowledge of the
students needs, interests, experiences and learning styles,

much of it cannot be fully predicted and pre-planned.

Therefore the role of the teacher is crucial here (because
of his/her familiarity and continuous association with

the student) to capture those learning experiences and

student input and incorporate them in the instructional

process

Basic questions should be propounded to guide the process of selecting and organizing appropriate language content for the holistic curriculum.
1.

Are the cognitive and emotional level of the stu-

dents and their learning styles considered?
The curriculum planners and the teachers must under-

stand fully the cognitive and emotional development stage
of the learners for whom the content is selected.

The con-

tent for a concrete operational stage pupils (age 7-11 or
12)

is different in its structure and organization than the

content for the formal stage pupils (over 12).

For example,

units of reading or literature textbooks for concrete stage

students should be written in simple language that includes

simple grammatical structures, simple metaphor, simple

reversability

,

reasoning, sequence, deductions, combinator-

are from the
ial elements, symbolism, etcetera, poems used
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children experiences, from their environment, consist of
few lines, like songs.

Moral ideas and universal values

are introduced concretely, capitalizing on the children's

experiences, and conveying them indirectly through short
stories, description of animals'
2.

lives, etcetera.

What content should be provided to offer students

opportunities to develop the intended cognitive, affective,
social, universal, and experiential objectives?

Units in textbooks and other learning experiences must
be provided for the realization of these objectives.

Cognitive objectives and skills may be provided for in any
language learning experiences, reading, writing, literature,
composition, dictation, discussion, field trips, films,
etcetera, in which cognitive skills and processes such as

understanding the meaning, getting main ideas, analyzing,
explaining, etcetera, take place.

Units may be especially

organized for the purpose of developing certain cognitive
skills; for example,
a

for developing the skill of sequencing,

or
passage may be structured around a sequence of events

to identify
names of places or people, and the students are

effect relation
the sequence and understand the cause and
in them.

the lanAffective issues are naturally abundant in

guage content, especially in literature.

These issues as

teachers identify in
well as affective personal issues the
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their pupils must be emphasized and capitalized upon in
the selection and organization of the contents.

A content

for composition or discussion assignment, for example, may

be the students own feelings, values, anxiety, fears, as-

pirations, etcetera.

Pervasive and common social issues

,

environmental

issues, and students' own social experiences and knowledge

should be provided for in the language learning content.
A social environmental issues like water shortage,

for

example, if organized into a unit of study for reading or

discussion can provoke a great deal of social and environ-

mental information and social skills, as can the issues of
pollution, parks, security, election, media, etcetera.

The language content should also devote sections for

universal issues, peace and war, hunger, cultures, literary
pieces from different parts of the world, technological
and scientific discoveries.

Experiential content is whatever learning experiences
discover
help students do or use what they learn, or use to
or inquire new knowledge and information.

This is important

the
for it makes meaning out of the bulk of information

achieve
students receive everyday, and it helps students
in a process
the various language skills and objectives

dynamic learning program.

Group work in and out of the

interviews, diary.
classroom, research, inquiry, discovery,

.
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collage, class newsletter, creative writing, oral pre-

sentation, are all too crucial to be ignored by the lan-

guage curriculum content.

How can the content be selected and organized and

3.

structured in a way in which the language arts are interrelated?
Some units which are selected and organized for one

language art might be used to develop or improve skills

from all the other language arts.

For example, a unit in

literature may include some grammatical structures that
can be used to teach students some aspect of grammar, or to

apply already learned grammar rules.
A theme or an idea in the literature piece can be

used as a topic for composition, a sentence or a line, or a
paragraph, can be used to develop handwriting skills.

Cer-

tain words can be used to explain or practice spelling
rules, a paragraph in it may be used for dictation, and so
on
4.

How can the content be organized and structured to

provide interrelation among the objectives of all or most of
the five components of learning (the cognitive, the affec"tive,

the social, the universal, the experiential)?
the
Although this is mostly the task of the teacher and

nevertheless
instructional methods and procedures employed,
the content can provide for interrelation also.

For example
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the issue of national identity which

is

intended for a

reading unit can be related to the struggle of other nations for identity, or the individual struggle for identity,
all the while offering students opportunities for intellec-

tual and experiential involvement.

Selecting Language Instructional
Methods and Procedures
The instructional methods and procedures are the means
by which the content is used to yield the achievement of

the intended objectives.
In this holistic model,

instructional procedures and

methods become also content and skills as they are utilized
by the students in carrying out the learning process.

A

learning procedure such as group discussion, for example,
of
in addition to its assigned function as one method

achieving certain skills, also adds to the students
of learning how to learn.

fund

Eventually it becomes a skill,

discussion skill.
procedures must
Selecting the instructional methods and
learning, and must
be in tune with the five components of
among these comenforce the interrelatedness between and
among the language
ponents on the one hand, and between and

arts on the other hand.
the selection of
Questions which were proposed to guide
the selection and employment
the content are also applied to
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th© instruct iona.1 msthods nnd procedurGs.
1.

Are the cognitive and emotional level of the

students and their learning styles considered?

That is,

are the methods selected and introduced to suit the mental

stage of the pupils and to capitalize on how they learn at
their stage of cognitive and emotional development?
If the learners are in the concrete operational stage,

then methods of learning should correspond with this stage
in terms of the capacities and capabilities of the students.
If one of the objectives of teaching a poem (which deals

with the concept of freedom) is to enable the students to
relate the values of the poem to their own feelings and
values, then a teaching procedure to achieve this objective
in a fifth grade class might be that the teacher asks the

students to remain totally quiet for sometime not allowing
them to utter a word or make a motion.

Then students are

asked how it feels to be unfree, then asked if they have

experienced situations when they were unf ree
it... how they reacted,

.

.

.

what caused

etcetera.

The same concept can be taught to students in a tenth

grade (formal stage) in more abstract way at the beginning.
It may start

of freedom,

with philosophical discussion of the meaning
the value of freedom, then students might

hypothesize about what they would do if they were stripped
of their freedom.

They might be asked to formulate some
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activities

(

improvisat ional

,

dramatic work) to practice

the concept and the meaning of freedom.
2.

What language instructional methods and procedures

should be employed, and how can they be employed to achieve
the intended cognitive, affective, social, universal, and

experiential objectives?
Experiential methods and procedures are crucial not
just for the realization of the experiential objectives,

but for the other components' objectives as well.

Dynamic

learning methods, such as group discussion, team work, diary
and journal keeping, brainstorming, discovery, inquiry field
trips, creative works, dramatic activities, recording,

interviewing, visualizing, imagining, etcetera, are very

important methods in all the five components of learning,
and with some modification they all can and should be used
in all language learning levels in the school.

Other instructional methods, such as lecturing, silent
reading, hypothesizing, etcetera, should be used in higher

grades more frequently than in lower grades, since they

require mental concentration, but simple versions of these
kinds of methods can be applied in lower grades.
3.

How can these methods capitalize on and include

pupils' experiences and input?

The curriculum must provide for the learners' active

participation in designing and choosing some of the methods
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they deem relevant and important to
achieve the intended
outcome.
This, besides its relevance to the learners'
experiences and interests, renders the pupils more
committed
to learning.

It also gives them

self-confidence and a

sense of control over their learning process.

If for ex-

ample, one of the objectives of the art of "listening"
in
a

given lesson is to develop and/or improve the skill of

attentiveness
(tape,

a

,

then students may choose certain materials

passage from a book, a poem, short story, etcetera)

and discuss among themselves how the selected material

should be presented in the class, what class atmosphere is
suitable, what constitutes a reasonable length of listening
time and what procedures should be worked out for discussing
the content of the material.
4.

How can the methods be structured and proposed to

interrelate the language arts?

Provision for instructional methods and procedures
which interrelate the various language arts is important,
for this helps carry out the language learning as a meaningful whole.

The students would feel the significance and

understand the purpose of each language skill they learn
in relation to other skills and as a process,

in itself.

not as an end

For example in teaching literature the teacher

may use certain structures in the selected piece to explain

some grammatical rules.

While the students are discussing
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th©

contGii't

of the piece,

they are asked to write a summary

of the outcome of the discussion, thus improving their

writing skills.

They are asked to read the summary aloud,

thus they improve their reading skills, and so on.
5.

How can the instructional methods and procedures

be structured and proposed so as to bring about interrelation

among all or most of the five learning components?
For example, for a reading affective objective

such

as improving the self-confidence of the students, the

teacher may propose as an instructional method that students
choose reading materials on their own and present them

orally in the class (experiential skills).

Then students

may be asked to participate in groups (experiential and

interpersonal/social skills).

Each student describes to

his/her group how and why he/she has chosen the material
(cognitive skills).

Students then are asked to look into

their selections to see if there are any social, environ-

mental or universal issues or connotations.
6.

How can the methods be structured and proposed in

ways which the intended skills are learned as processes not
as ends?
If

instructional methods and procedures provide for

interrelation among the language arts (question 4) and
among skills of the five learning components (question 5)
then process learning accrues.

Providing separate condition

learning.
here is for the purpose of emphasis on process
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Evaluat ion

Evaluation in the holistic language curriculum model
is not simple one-sided evaluation that the conventional

language curriculums offer, and in which students are

tested for their absorption of information, memorization of
a poem,

a paragraph to

write or read, a sentence to identi-

fy subject and predicate.

If some analytical cognitive

skills are included in the conventional evaluation, it is
as far as the evaluation can go.

Despite the simplicity

and the incompleteness of the conventional evaluation

strategy, it is dry and scary to the pupils.

The pass or

fail is the objective of the evaluation, thus students are

tense, full of fear and anxiety.

If they are lucky enough

not to stumble at the time of the examination they would

pass, otherwise the experience of the exam could turn out
to be a traumatic one.

A failure would result not just in

the exam but in life altogether.
tic model is process, not an end.
It

is

a learning

perience

Evaluation in the holisIt

is multi-dimensional.

experience not a test for learning ex-

.

The evaluation strategy consists of five types of
evaluation;

1)

teacher evaluating students; 2) students

evaluating themselves; 3) students evaluating students; 4)
students evaluating their teacher; 5) students and teachers

evaluating the content and the instructional process.
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Each one of these evaluations is in turn multi-dimentional.

It

includes all the learning components, the

cognitive, the affective, the social, the universal, and
the experiential.

The Teacher's Evaluation of the Students

.

In evaluating

the students in their language achievements, the teacher

must evaluate whether the students have developed the in-

tended cognitive skills which are included in the specific
language arts objectives through reading, writing, literature, composition, grammar, etcetera.

The teacher also

evaluates the extent to which the intended affective objectives have been achieved.

Some of the affective ob-

jectives, such as improving students' self-confidence and

sense of responsibility, may seem to many curriculum

planners and teachers, as is mostly the case, hard to
measure, therefore hard to evaluate.

But observing the

students continuously, how each one of them is progressing
in the participation in the class activities, his/her in-

volvement in oral presentations in front of the class, and
in giving and receiving feedback,

listening to the students'

own statements about themselves, and how they see them-

selves from time to time, are effective techniques in in-

class evaluation for the improvement of student's selfconfidence.

Some affective skills, such as expressing

be
one's own feelings, clarifying one's own values, can
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evaluated by asking the students (in grammar or composition
tests) to write about, or make presentations on things they
like to do, things they like to have, to read, to write
about, people they love, hate and to give explanations.

The realization of some social and universal objectives

(especially those implying attitudes) can be evaluated also

through observation.

Students are observed continuously to

see if their communication level has improved, if their

attitudes toward each other have changed, or if their interest in knowing their surrounding has developed and/or
intensified.
teacher.

These observations should be recorded by the

The recorded observations are analyzed and com-

pared to previous ones from time to time to pinpoint changes.

Evaluation for the experiential objectives is experiential.

That is, the students are evaluated in terms of

in purhow they can use and apply information and skills

poseful and useful matters.

If the objective

is "to im-

in pracprove the students' use of their writing skills
write a letter
tical matters", the students may be asked to

something for their
to their school director requesting
classroom.
students'

evaluates the
This kind of evaluation not only
also
learning outcomes effectively, but it

knowledge as they respond
furthers the students' skills and
as such
The teacher-student evaluation
to the evaluation.
periodical exams, but
Is not only built on routine

it

is a

.
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process which starts from the first day of class.

This

process evaluation also helps the teacher evaluate his/her

evaluation and adjust his/her techniques as the process goes
on

The Students Evaluation of Themselves

.

Students should be

encouraged to keep track of their progress.

Students are

to be aware and to record what they are expected to accom-

plish in content and skills, and to check and record con-

tinuously how far they have progressed, the skills they
have achieved, skills they have difficulty with, things
that remain to be achieved, and so on.

This can be done

through journal keeping, with the help and the supervision
of the teachers.

Some tests in spelling, grammar, dictation,

etcetera, can also be evaluated by the student him/herself.

The students’ evaluation of themselves is important,
for it gives the students some inchargeness over their

learning process, intrinsic motivation to learn, and self-

correcting skills and attitudes.

This type of evaluation

also may render the instructional process smoother for the

teacher, and lessen his/her anxiety over the issue of the
students’ sense of responsibility.

Students Evaluating Students.

Students should be given some

opportunities to give one another feedback and to receive
feedback from one another.

This is important for it helps,
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if done in a positive and responsible way, to improve

students' trust of each other.

This may have strong effect

on changing the atmosphere of the classroom from one of

rivalry to one of cooperation and care.

Secondly, students

are open, honest, and receptive to teach other as peers,

the fact that renders feedback more real and effective.^

Student-student evaluation can take place in many forms,
and through many aspects of language learning.

It

could be

performed on one to one basis, in small groups, in oral or

written form, etcetera.

It could deal

with cognitive as

well as affective, social, universal and experiential aspects

.

Students Evaluating the Teacher

.

The teacher must provide

his/her students opportunities to give him/her constructive
and responsible feedback about how he/she presents the

instructional materials, the methods he/she uses, his/her
use of time and teaching aids, his/her provision for
students' participation ... etcetera.

The teacher should be

open to students' suggestions and ideas, and should make use
of them in improving, changing, or adjusting his/her teach-

ing style and instructional methods.

This type of evalua-

tion not only improves the relationship and the communication between the students and their teacher, but also improve
process,
the students' active participation in their learning

and renders learning more relevant to their needs.
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Students' evaluation of their teacher as well as the in-

structional content not only should be provided for in the
curriculum, but it should be regarded as a natural thing,

since the whole curriculum is designed for the benefit of
the student.

Evaluation of the Content and Method

.

The objectives of

the curriculum, the units of study, and the instructional

methods, and procedures should be subjected to evaluation

both by the students and the teachers.

The teacher should

give the students opportunity to give their account in re-

gard to the type of units and learning experiences offered
in the curriculum,

the instructional methodology, in terms

of their relevance to their own experiences, needs, and

cognitive levels, etcetera.

The teacher adds the students

comments and feedback to his/her own observations and reports them to the curriculum planners.

The teacher should

use some of the feedback in adjusting the content and the

instructional process in his/her future planning and
carrying out of instructions.
The holistic strategy of evaluation, besides being
and a self
process oriented, is also a learning experience,
Evaluation
growth for both the students and the teachers.
students themselves help
is performed in an atmosphere the

to create,

input and
and which involves the students active

participation.

the
The fear of the exam is replaced by
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self-worth and growth that the students experience as they

participate in their own evaluation.
The conventional language curricula in general, and
the present Arabic language curricula in particular, not

only fail to include the students' evaluation of themselves,
the students' evaluation of one another, the students'

evaluation of their teacher, and the evaluation of the
content and the instructional process, but also fail to

introduce a holistic strategy in their one-sided evaluation
(the evaluation of the students' performance).

Further-

evaluation
more, even with the focus of the conventional
on the students'

cognitive performance, cognitive per-

and
formance is mostly understood in a form of repeating
dealing
reproducing information rather than cognitively

with information.

,
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The holistic curriculum model which was presented in
the fourth chapter is an attempt to tie together educational views,

ideas and principles from various educators,

educational theories and projects in one collective and

unified approach to the teaching and learning of Arabic
language
The traditional subject matter-centered approach, the

progressive student-centered approach, the cognitive
development theory, the process education theory, the

humanistic affective education theories and practices, all
have their share in the model.

Efforts and pain have been

taken to put these various views and theories together and
to render this approach acceptable in Arab educational

systems.

Cultural, political and academic factors have

been considered in the formulation of this approach.

excessive and radical elements are excluded.

Some

The model is

worked out and intended to be a simple and moderate version
of all the views and theories involved.

The approach is

considered as an expansion to the views and alternative
clues of Arab educators in the light of modern pervasive

educational theories.

The holistic approach as it is pre-

of
sented in this study stresses the traditional knowledge
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subject matters (language skills), not for and by themselves, but as means to more growth and more knowledge.

The holistic approach adds to the traditional approach
the tying of the subject matter and skills to the individual needs, to the self, so as to render learning meaningful
and significant to the learner.

The holistic approach also relates the study and

learning of the language to the learners' social, environmental, global and experiential growth.
thus,

Language learning,

is assumed to bring more meaning, more student's

involvement, and student's commitment and responsibility.
This is assumed in turn, to lead to more effective language
instruction, to bring life to, and revive the mother tongue

appeal to its native learners, and to affect positive

attitude toward the mother tongue learning.
approach,

in doing so,

The holistic

is assumed to aid the students in

gaining better knowledge of their language, and in using it

effectively and with depth, thus the level of language
attainment and the skills of applying it can be improved.
The model also is designed to be applied and/or
in
adapted in both comprehensive curriculum planning or
the teachers
daily lesson planning and classroom practice by

and
However simple and moderate this approach is,
of many Arab
however consistent it is with conceptual views
and despite the
educators, and modern educational theories,
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fact that holistic education is what good teachers have

been doing all along, systematic application, or thorough

adoption of holistic approach is prone to face many obstacles.

Many questions are yet to be answered if this

approach is to be implemented.
There is first the issue of introducing the approach.
How should this approach be introduced to the Arab-education systems in general and to Arabic language instruction
in particular?

Should it be introduced as a whole and

total or in stages?

troduction?

What is the timetable for full in-

Is there a need for experimentation before

implementation?

How can we go about it?

should it be done?

In which schools?

duration for the experiment?
in it?

Is the

In what framework

What is the required

Who is going to be involved

holistic approach intended to be applied in

all grade and age levels, or should it start with certain
age and grade levels?

How can present Arabic Language

Curricula be adapted to this holistic approach or the holistic approach to present Arabic Curricula if

complete change toward holism is unlikely?
required
In the area of knowledge skills and training
process,
prior to and simultaneous with the implementing
curriculum
questions arise as to what skills and training do

cognitive and
planners and teachers need in the area of

emotional development?

What skills are required in
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collecting data about and diagnosing the students' needs,
interests, their experiences and learning styles?

Al-

though there are universal guidelines in this regard,

environmental and cultural variations create different interests, needs, experiences and learning styles that have
to be dealt with.

Also connected with the area of skills and training
are the following questions:

What changes should be

administered on the teacher's training curricula and course
of study in the teachers'

colleges and in the inservice

training programs in the respective Arab states?

What

administrative changes and training are needed for preparing school principals and staff in holistic education
holistic
that will aid in the implementation process of a

language approach in schools?

To what extent should the

in
teachers of other subjects be aware of and participate

disciholistic education; how should teachers of other
of the
plines be encouraged to incorporate elements

approach in their respective fields of teaching?
there is the
In the school and classroom setting
in the present
question of what changes are required
facilitate the implementaschool and classroom settings to

tion of the new approach.

reactions to and attitudes
Also, there is the issue of
the part of parents,
toward the holistic approach on

teachers and administrators.
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What will the reaction of the Arab educational

communities and the society in general be toward what the

holistic approach means in terms of shifting the stress
from teacher to student, from banking of information and

quantity learning to dealing with information and quality
learning?

Will the easy, centuries-long

,

presently

prevailing testing strategy be abandoned for the sake of
more troublesome, multi-dimensional and comprehensive type
of evaluation?

Will the Central Curriculum Committee

relinquish some of its power, or will it share its power
Will

and responsibility with the teachers and students?

the teachers relinquish some of their ego and allow the

students to share with them the responsibility over the
language instructional procedures?
is the economic factor.

Also to be considered

What are the economic requirements

for implementing holistic language approach?

If significant

changes have to be administered on curriculum planning,

teacher training, school and classroom setting and
facilities, are the economic resources available?

There

are no quick and easy answers to these questions.

Only

sufficient
large scale studies and researches can provide
answers.

But some recommendations here might provide

clues to some answers, and further studies.
be
Arabic language educators and teachers should

holistic
exposed to various educational theories in
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education such as those presented in this study.

The

colleges of education at the Arab universities in con-

junction with the ministries of education and the teacher

training institutes should embark on establishing holistic

education programs in which courses of study in this area
are introduced, and in which supervisors, teachers and

administrators are enrolled.

Those who have enrolled and

gained basic knowledge and training in turn incorporate

holistic language education training through teacher
inservice programs.

If the teacher education and

inservice training programs in the area of holistic
language education is to be effective, then those

responsible for training should not only preach holistic
education, but they must adopt it in their teaching

methodology.

They must practice it.

They have to involve

the trainees in their training process.

The teachers

implementing
(trainees) should participate in designing and
the
their holistic language training curriculum and

evaluation mechanism.

If teachers are encouraged in their

educational
training to participate in their own holistic
and
growth, they more likely feel the difference

their lives.
experience the effect of this approach on
with their students
Thus they more likely practice it

with enthusiasm and commitment.
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Experiments on holistic language curriculum should
be conducted in some experimental schools before generali-

zation and full scale implementation.

This is an important

phase in introducing and implementing holistic approach.

Generally new educational plans and pilot curricula are
tried in some Arab countries in "Model Schools" which do
What follows

not usually represent the average school.
is that generalization becomes inadequate

failure becomes inevitable.

.

.

.

and

The UNESCO conference on

The

Paris
Methodology and Curriculum Reform" which was held in
of the
in 1976 called this matter to the attention

educators.

In its final report,

the conference recommends

in ordinary
that "progress must be made and demonstrated

research
schools which agree to carry out experimental
and which manage to
in cooperation with research workers

certain period. By
achieve significant results over a
set in motion a
their demonstration, these schools can
pond, and thus conprocess like spreading ripples on a
of the reform."
tribute to the general introduction
teacher training
Through such experiments and through

be modified to fit with
programs, the pilot curriculum can
situations, and with the
the reality of the educational
Experiments as such,
students.
age and grade levels of
determine the extent of the
are essential as they also
policy concerning the
changes in the decision making

.
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curriculum planning and organization, the physical changes
of the school setting and the classroom structure, the

economic factors and the financial expenditure involved in

administering these changes, the instructional technical
aids and materials needed, the extent of the social

approval of the changes, the attitudes of politicians,

administrators, educators, and teachers involved.

Most

importantly the experiments reveal the attitudes of the
students toward the new approach, as well as the difference
in their academic achievement in their mother tongue

learning, and the change of their attitude toward it.

Change in attitudes, especially in teachers attitudes
toward change in the conventional teaching methodology
of
and process is a very crucial step in the process

implementing holistic approach in Arabic language
instruction.

The report of the UNESCO conference on the

referred to
Methodology and Curriculum Reform, which was
in mind in
earlier, states that "It should be borne

to change
experimental research that it is more difficult
should be added
poeple than to change situations."^ It

bring changes in
here that changes in attitudes could
situat ions
roles in bringing
The variables that play decisive
the teachers lie first
about changes in the attitudes of
the teacher training
and foremost in the success of

-

.
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programs (whether in the schools of education, or in the
teachers' colleges, or in the inservice training) in

implementing holistic curricula and providing holistic
environments.

The teachers must experience holistic

growth as students before they are asked to promote

holistic growth as teachers.
The evaluation of the teachers' performance must not

depend on conventional quantitative cutthrough the

instructional materials, and on their disciplinary ability,
but rather on how they affect holism in their instructional

procedures and in the classroom environment.

Focus of the

reward system must shift accordingly to areas of holistic
values and implication.
in the teachers'

The latter two variables (change

evaluation and reward strategy) can have

toward
bearing on the change of the teachers' attitudes

language
holism, and on their commitment to holistic

instruction
and is trained in
A dedicated teacher who believes

classroom
holistic education can apply it in his/her
available, and in
using whatever sources and resources
administration,
cooperation with his/her students, school
learning environment
and colleagues can create holistic
process can take place.
in which holistic instructional
affective education
Commenting on how confluent and
do,
is what good teachers usually

Brown says that "actually.

.
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affective techniques are not much different from what good
teachers have done since teaching began.

By promulgating

confluent education and its affective dimension we are only

making explicit what has long been implicit in excellent
teaching
The teachers' role in humanizing and totalizing Arabic

instruction in the Arab schools is crucial.
a

Therefore,

research into holisitc teacher training programs in the

area of Arabic instruction is fitting in this context as
it complements this study and adds an essential dimension

to it, and also facilitates the applicability of the

holistic approach.

Such a study should include analyses

of present teacher training curricula and instructional

methodology, the types of courses offered, the quantity
and quality of affective/psychological and experiential

training involved, the attitudes of both the instructors
and the teachers being trained

toward and their under-

standing of education in general and teaching in
particular.

Their receptiveness to holistic education,

holistic
and their views and ideas of change toward
methodology
teacher training curricula and instructional

consideration in
should also be analyzed and taken into
materials in
proposing and preparing new or modified

holistic education-training.

.
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Studies concerning holistic approaches to other areas
of instruction such as Social Studies, Math, Science and

Foreign Languages are also fitting here as they not only
attempt to humanize and totalize the learning and teaching
of other subjects in the schools, but also they could

further the effectiveness of the process of the holistic

language instruction as well.

Many affective and con-

fluent studies, curricular experiments and applications in
the areas of Social Studies, Foreign Languages, Science,
and Math have been done in the United States recently

attempting to bring more holism into all branches of

education
Other areas such as the relationship between holistic

education and the administrative structures of the intended
education systems, also is open for research.

It

is

important in the application process of holistic approach
more conducive
to know which type of educational systems is

centralized
to effective holistic curriculum, is it the

between?
or the decenteralized, or something in

What

education
processes can be done to render given present

systems more conducive to holistic education?
formulate some
Although this study has attempted to
area of the
affective objectives and skills in the
some clues on how to
language instruction, and presented
comprehensive studies and
go about evaluating them more

experiments are needed to expand on what is already

presented in this study and to further the effectiveness
and the objectivity of affective evaluation.
A Final Word

The path of change is never easy, and is certainly
a long one.

But change in the area of Arabic instruction

is long overdue.

Holistic approach is seen as an

alternative by many educators and educational theories.
It,

therefore, is worth looking at, and putting to the

test,

at least as a small scale experiment.

If it is

proved effective in remedying present problems of Arabic
language instruction, it is then worth implementing in our
language curricula and classroom practice.
The efforts, the pains, and the finances involved in
the application of such an approach could pay off in

preserving the life and the prestige of one of our oldest
and most precious elements of our heritage and civiliza-

tion

.

.

.

our mother tongue.

Chapter Five Footnotes
^UNESCO, Meeting of Experts on the Methodology of
Curriculum Reform, Paris: December, 1976, p. 9.
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